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Abstract:  Local Authority in the Han Dynasty 
This thesis examines the social structure and culture of the Han dynasty, with a 
focus on a type of local authority that played a supplementary role in the Han 
administrative structure and a vital role in cultural construction: the Sanlao. 

The social position of the Sanlao originated in the Zhou dynasty, and gradually 
became the title for local non-official leaders during the Spring and Autumn 
period. The rescript issued in the second year of the reign of the Emperor Gaozu 
of the Han dynasty shows that local people were appointed by the government as 
Sanlao at county and township levels. This means that the Sanlao were 
recognised in their appointment by the imperial court and participated in the 
bureaucratic system as semi-officials. During the reign of the Emperors Gaozu, 
Wen, and Jing, the essential function of the Sanlao in local areas was to maintain 
social stability, mentor local officials and mediate conflicts among commoners. 

The Sanlao first played a role as advisors, where they provided vital information 
for the decision-making process throughout the government hierarchy. Case 
studies show that they acted as remonstrators, persuaders and critics by providing 
information directly to emperors. Secondly, they mentored local officials with 
local knowledge to assist with governing affairs. This was based on their 
experience in local areas and they worked with the Upright and Elder officials to 
change the governing practice of the Han dynasty. Thirdly, they acted as 
mediators to resolve conflicts between people and helped local officials in legal 
affairs. Sanlao also worked as local leaders involved in witnessing wills and 
appealing to filial piety and fraternal duty to settle lawsuits. Seen from these 
perspectives, Sanlao can be viewed as providing an important assistant role in 
governance. 

Sanlao first emerged spontaneously as folk leaders during the Spring and 
Autumn Period and then gradually became the intermediary popular authority of 
local societies bridging the gap between the state bureaucracy and the population. 
The institutionalised Sanlao system played a vital role in keeping society stable 
during the Han dynasty. 
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 Introduction  

1.1 Research question 

The ruling system employed during Imperial China 1  is a fascinating and 

perennial research topic for scholars from both eastern and western backgrounds. 

The question of ‘how the centralised governing system controlled the whole 

country’ has been an area of particular focus among researchers. This thesis 

seeks to provide fresh perspectives to help answer this question by focusing on 

one particular aspect of Han governance. 

When westerner travellers first encountered China, they discovered an advanced, 

mature and highly developed civilisation. The imperial system which had 

developed since the Qin dynasty had developed a combination of small-scale 

peasant modes of production working within a centralised system whereby 

production reached new capacities by means of adjustment and improvement. In 

this regard it could be seen as far ahead of other agrarian civilisations throughout 

the ancient world.  

What characteristics made China’s imperial system different from others? 

Current research describes a sophisticated bureaucratic system which developed 

after the country’s unification during the Qin and Han dynasties that extended 

from the centre of power to county regions. This tight bureaucratic system was 

comprised of many officials with their staff, and relied on military power, law, 

and political power to implement national control.2 The emperor exercised 

                                                 

 

1 Imperial China typically refers to the 2,100 year period from 221 BCE, when the First Emperor 
of the Qin dynasty unified China to 1911 CE, when the Xuantong Emperor of 
the Qing abdicated. 
2 Fu Yiling 1988, “Zhongguo chuantong shehui: duoyuan de jiegou : 
,” Zhongguo shehui jingjishi yanjiu, pp. 3- 12. 
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power through a set of bureaucratic agents who executed administration. This 

centralised governing system had full control of the whole country without being 

significantly influenced by any other supplementary roles. 

Is there any evidence however, to demonstrate that support for this system and 

influence upon this system came from local areas? The research question for this 

thesis is how and why local authorities acted in a supplementary role to support 

and influence China’s centralised governing system during the Han Dynasty. 

1.2 Why local authority was important during the Han Dynasty 

1.2.1 Defining local authority  

To discuss local authority, I will employ the definition of ‘authority’ as used by 

Max Weber and apply it to a particular social group from the Han dynasty. 

Weber defined authority as a chain of command being obeyed by a specifiable 

group of people. He explained in his book Economy and Society: 

Every society should rely on a particular order to maintain its 

existence. This kind of order was not spontaneously formed, but it 

was established by the command-obedience relationship, namely 

through the function of some ruling authority.3 

When we apply this analysis to the Han dynasty, we find that there are two kinds 

of authority. One kind is official authority; the representatives of the Han court 

whose source of power came from the emperor. The other kind is a group of 

exemplary people operating in local areas, which we define as local authorities. 

Their power and influence came from their own virtue, abilities and local 

knowledge.  

                                                 

 

3 Max Weber and Guenther Roth 1978, Economy and Society: An Outline of Interpretive 
Sociology, University of California Press, Berkeley, 355. 
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During the reign of the Han dynasty emperors, local authorities included three 

kinds of persons, the Sanlao ,4 the Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful 

(Xiaoti ) and the Cultivators of the Fields (Litian ).  

1.2.2 The purposes for establishing local authority 

There were two reasons the Han government established local authorities. The 

first one is related to the need for local exemplaries. With the help of local 

exemplaries the officials in local areas maintained local social order. The 

following edict explains the reason that the Han government established local 

exemplary figures. The edict issued in the twelfth year of Emperor Wen  

(168BCE) declared: 

… 

5 

Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful are the great principles of 

all under Heaven. The Cultivators of the Fields are the root of 

livelihood. The Sanlao are the teachers of the populace. Honest 

Officials are the model of the people. I have deeply praised the 

conduct of these various gentlemen. Set up the regular position of 

the Sanlao, the Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful and the 

                                                 

 

4 There are several renderings of the term Sanlao Some scholars such as Hans Bielenstein 
translated the term as Thrice Venerable, whereas other scholars such as Rafe de Crespigny simply 
employ transliteration as San-lao. I follow the latter and employ the transliteration of Sanlao. 
5  Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu , Zhonghua Press, Beijing, 124. 
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Cultivators of the Fields according to the number of households. 

Order each to go along with their own duties to lead the people. 

As we can see from this edict, the Emperor Wen emphasised the leading role of 

local exemplaries. As maintained by many scholars, the central court recognised 

the influence of these local authorities in local areas and ordained the number of 

them who would serve as semi-officials to lead populace. 6  The following 

chapters will provide detailed examples and case studies of how this local 

authority exerted influence in the local community and how they worked with the 

official authority to stabilise local areas. 

The second reason for establishing local authorities was ideological. 

The First Emperor  unified China and established a highly centralised 

system of absolute monarchy which the Han inherited. This unprecedented social 

change had a profound impact on history. As Qian Mu has argued, the Qin failed 

to provide long-term consolidation of the unified country. The implementation of 

autocratic cultural policies and harsh law enforcement to suppress the people 

resulted in resistance from the people, which final led to the rapid destruction of 

the Qin dynasty. (Qian, 2001) 

In chapter four, I will analysis the impact of this policy and the solutions 

provided by Han rulers. 

There were many complicated internal and external factors influencing the 

establishment of the Former Han dynasty. Many of the generals and ministers 

                                                 

 

6 Qian Mu 2001, Zhongguo lidai zhengzhi deshi (Political Gains and Losses in China History) 
, Joint Publishing, Beijing. Mou Fasong 2006, ‘Handai sanlao: feili erde yu li 

bi de difang lingxiu (Sanlao in the Han Dynasty: Local Community Leaders ‘Who are not 
Officials but Comparable to Officials’)’ , Journal of 
Chinese Humanities, vol. 6, pp. 33-45. 
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came from grassroot levels of society and did possess either the knowledge or 

experience required to rule the country. Subsequently, socially marginalised 

groups that were mainly peddlers and menial servants attained the social status of 

a central class, but they still had to seek help from the literati who had become 

their peers. They made use of literati wisdom to rebuild the social order and 

effect political domination. Thus, Emperor Gaozu of Han  tried to use 

the literati to assist in governance. He accepted the suggestions of the literati and 

adopted the Huang-Lao ideology to govern the state. 

A turning point in this process was the acceptance of Lu Gu’s  (240? 

BC-170 BC) remonstration. He summarised the lessons from the collapse of the 

Qin dynasty and proposed the political principle of ‘laissez faire’ (also translated 

as ‘non-doing’ or ‘non-action’) (wuwei ). He believed that laissez faire was 

the most important concept and that this would ultimately lead to responses or 

actions that were in alignment with the natural world and beneficial to all. He 

suggested that rulers not interfere with people and let them live and work in 

peace, as this would ease conflict.  

According to Lu Gu, the essence of the Huang-Lao theory was this laissez faire 

approach. He strongly advocated the premise that the relationship between 

monarch and officials was unalterable, and that through laissez faire, the rulers 

could ease social conflict and consolidate the ruling order. The idea being that 

the more rules there were, the harder it was to manage the populace leading to a 

higher prevalence of criminals. 

Under the guidance of the thought of laissez faire, the early Former Han dynasty 

rulers took the policy of ‘following the feeling of the people, letting the people 

rest ( )’, to resume agricultural production and stabilise the 

social order. 

The prime ministers in the early Former Han all followed the theory of ‘laissez 

faire’. According to the Hanshu, the first two Prime Ministers Xiao He 
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(257-193BCE) and Cao Can -190BCE provided simple governance.7 

They selected kind and prudent candidates as officials and dismissed those who 

only sought fame and personal gain. They also promoted honest and kind 

officials to stabilise the political situation. The people of the time praised them 

saying:  

8 

Xiao He made the laws, which were said [to be as easy] as drawing 

the number ‘one’; Cao Can succeeded him, upheld [these laws], 

made no deletions and carried on his pure [methods]. [Because of 

this] the people enjoyed peace.  

It was under these circumstance that the local authorities were established. The 

central court needed to apply the policy of ‘laissez faire’ in local areas by 

appointing local exemplaries to reduce level of governance. (Chen Mingguang, 

2006) Guided by this theory, the early prime ministers implemented a policy of 

low taxation and national recovery as well as establishing local exemplaries, 

resulting in a prosperous economy and a stable society, which ushered in an 

unprecedented time of peace and prosperity. 

Therefore, the local authorities were recognised by the central government and 

played an important role during the reign of the Han dynasty. 

                                                 

 

7 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2018. 
8 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2021. 
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1.3 The research gap 

This thesis will analyse one particular type of local authority called the Sanlao 

for particular reasons. 

1.3.1 The Sanlao had special roles during the Han times 

Compared with the Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful and the Cultivators 

of the Fields, the Sanlao were a very special case. 

The edict issued in the second year of the reign of the Emperor Gaozu of the Han 

dynasty shows that local people were appointed by the government as Sanlao at 

county and township levels. This means that the Sanlao were recognised in their 

appointment by the imperial court and participated in the bureaucratic system as 

semi-officials. Throughout the whole dynasty, the Sanlao provided a 

supplementary role for the centralised governing system.  

The following four edicts show that the Sanlao and the Filially Pious and 

Fraternally Respectful and the Cultivators of the Fields recieved rewards similar 

to that of the general populace which illustrates that they were recognised by the 

central court from Former Han to Later Han. 

9 

During the reign of Emperor Wu, on the day of dingmao in the fourth 

month of the first year of Yuanshou, the Emperor sent an envoy to 
                                                 

 

9  Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 174. 
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inspect the whole country, provide consolation and sent regards. The 

edict stated: “The emperor sent an envoy to grant the county Sanlao 

and Filially Pious with silk,- each person five pi; the township 

Sanlao, Filially Pious, Cultivators of the Fields with silk, - each 

person three pi; the person over ninety and bereaved, disabled and 

diseased with silk, - each person two pi; cotton lined wadding, - each 

person three jing, to each person over eight with rice, - person with 

two piculs.” 

10 

During the reign of Emperor Xuan, in the third month of the fourth 

year of Yuankang, the edict read: “Granted to the Sanlao, Filially 

Pious and Fraternally Respectful and Cultivators of the Fields with 

silk, - each person two pi, the bereaved, disabled and diseased, - each 

person one pi.” 

There are eleven instances of rewards such as this recorded during the 

Former Han. All of these edicts show that the Sanlao were rewarded with 

commoners and not with the officials proving that the Sanlao were 

considered non-officials.  

During the Later Han, there were more instances of such rewards to the 

Sanlao. Just list two examples as follows: 

11 

                                                 

 

10  Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 259. 
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During the reign of Emperor Ming, on the day of bingchen in the 

fourth month in the summer of the second year of Zhongyuan, the 

edict read: [Granted] the man in the whole country with nobility, 

each one have two level; Sanlao, Filially Pious and Fraternally 

Respectful and Cultivators of the Fields each one have three level.  

12 

During the reign of Emperor Zhang, on the day of kuisi in the third 

month of the third year of Jianchu, established the Worthy Lady 

named Dou as Empress. Granted [the people] with nobility, each one 

have two level; Sanlao, Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful and 

Cultivators of the Fields each one have three level. 

During the Later Han dynasty, there are nineteen instances of Sanlao being 

rewarded together with commoners. All of these edicts show the importance of 

the local authories. 

 The Taiwanese historian Yan Gengwang notes that: 

13  

The discipline in Later Han is that during the grand celebrations, the 

Emperor usually granted the nobilities for the people, gave to the 

common people and not the officials, however, the Sanlao, Filially 

                                                                                                                                    

 

11 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 23. 
12 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 35. 
13 Yan Genwang 1947, 245. 
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Pious and Fraternally Respectful and Cultivators of the Fields all in 

the list of receiving the nobilities, there were the sign of the Sanlao 

were different from the officials.  

This evidence demonstrates that the Sanlao, Filially Pious and Fraternally 

Respectful and Cultivators of the Fields were recognised as local non-official 

authorities. However, the focus of present thesis is on the Sanlao for several 

reasons. 

First, the Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful and the Cultivators of the 

Fields were simply moral models in local areas, whereas the Sanlao shouldered 

more duties in local areas. For example, they acted as advisors, teachers and 

mediators. This will be discussed in detail the following chapters.  

Secondly, establishing the Sanlao as a formal position meant that they acted in a 

semi-official role rather than being mere moral leaders for the populace. The 

Hanshu and Houhanshu both included the Sanlao in lists of officials; however, 

according to the excavated documents found in the Donghai commandary, the 

Sanlao had no salary. (I will present the documents in the following chapters.) 

These records draw us to the conclusion that the Sanlao had a special role in Han 

court, with the status of officials, but without salary. 

Thirdly, the privilege granted to the Sanlao shows that they were superior to 

other local authority groups. According to the edict published in the second year 

of the reign of the King of Han, the Sanlao were exempt from state compulsory 

service and garrison duties. This one privilege guaranteed the Sanlao’s social 

status as superior to other local leaders. 

1.3.2 Current state of research on power structures within traditional 
Chinese societies  

The following will demonstrate there is a significant research gap which this 

present thesis hopes to fill. 
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In regard to the current state of research on power structures during imperial 

China three distinct arguments emerge. To outline the gap in current research I 

will categorise studies related to these three arguments into three categories, 

viewed from three different perspectives. 

Firstly, the studies which analyse the management of the centralised imperial 

system from the perspective of central power; secondly, those that analyse the 

situation of patriarchal clans or families from the perspective of local power; and 

thirdly, those which focus on civil power and local leaders from a bottom-up 

perspective. These three categories of study intersect as represented by the 

following diagram: 

Figure 1.  

The first category focuses on the centralised imperial system, which is the most 

traditional approach with the largest number of works. It investigates the 

operating mode of power in traditional Chinese society from a ‘top-down’ 

perspective. The second research category studies local clans or families. It 

discusses the power collaboration that existed in China’s traditional society from 

a ‘state-society’ dualistic perspective and became popular after the rise of 

western sociology and anthropology. The third category conducts detailed case 

studies of clans or families – like the second category. This is because civil 

power and local leaders in traditional societies emerged and developed by and 

large on the basis of clan and family. This category of research is from a 

bottom-up perspective; a new approach compared to the state-society dualistic 

and top-down perspectives and is representative of the methods of ‘new 
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history’.14 Complemented by detailed case study, it is a cross-section analysis 

investigating the operating mode of power in traditional Chinese societies. 

Following is a detailed discussion of these three categories and the results of 

research into these three categories. 

1.3.2.1 The study of the centralised imperial system 

Numerous eastern and western scholars have attempted to gain an understanding 

of China’s system of centralised power by focusing on the centralised imperial 

system during the Qin and Han dynasties with a view to looking for the reasons 

behind the founding of and the continual formation of the system. 

The Harvard-Yenching school, represented by John K Fairbank, argued that the 

two-thousand-year history of China was, in fact, totally dominated by the 

centralised imperial system.15 One of the main grounds for this view is that in 

China, the great demand for managing artificial channels and irrigation facilities, 

organising public infrastructure, saving water, and distributing common water 

sources, prompted the establishment of a centralised government as in India, 

Egypt, the Mesopotamian plain and other regions. The extreme demand for 

managing national affairs prompted the formation of this centalised power.16 

The idea of ‘oriental despotism’ from the ‘flood control society’ is a 

                                                 

 

14 ‘New History’ was proposed by Henri Berr and other scholars from the Annales School in the 
1930s. They used the ‘total history’ and ‘structural history’ approach to replace the traditional 
approach. Compared with traditional history, new history examines history from a bottom-up 
perspective and uses materials related to local social history as well as newly unearthed historical 
data. 
15 Fairbank, J.K. 1978, China: Tradition and Transformation, Houghton Mifflin Company, 
Boston, 12. 
16 Wakeman, F. 1975, The Fall of Imperial China, Free Press, New York, 12; Levenson J.R. 
1958, Confucian China and Its Modern Fate, University of California Press, Berkely, 22; Kuhn, 
P.A. 1990, Soulstealers: The Chinese Sorcery Scare of 1768, Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, MA, 35. 
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long-standing tradition of the European ‘oriental outlook’. Such views were more 

or less expressed from Aristotle to Adam Smith, and from Montesquieu to Hegel. 

Karl Wittfogel may be viewed as a representative of those who systematically 

demonstrated this view from the academic system and developed it into a 

complete theory of history. In his work, Oriental Despotism, Karl Wittfogel cited 

various authorities on ancient Asian authoritarian states to attempt to prove that 

the power of ancient Chinese states came from rulers’ public duty to control 

flooding in the Eastern River Basin. This included organising, building and 

maintaining large-scale water conservancy projects; guaranteeing fairness in 

water usage; and organising other water related matters to ensure that agricultural 

civilisation could be maintained.17  

Similarly, Max Weber pointed out in Confucianism and Taoism, that the need for 

flood control was the key to the establishment of the central government and the 

patrimonial bureaucracy in China’s history.18 

However, China’s history, in fact, reveals a very different situation. Although 

Chinese states often organised large-scale water conservation, construction and 

public infrastructure projects, these activities were not the reason for the 

establishment of centralised states. On the contrary, the status of the centralised 

system after its establishment led to this function, which was one of many. 

China’s traditional agriculture was mainly rain-dependent, rather than relying on 

irrigation. Furthermore, irrigation projects were local affairs and were not 

managed by the central government. For example, the First Emperor of Qin, 

organised people to build the Great Wall and the horse-running road, but he did 

not organize nationwide water conservation projects. After the Han dynasty, the 

                                                 

 

17 Wittfogel, K. 1967, Oriental Despotism: A Comparative Study of Total Power, New Haven, 
Yale.  
18 Weber, M. 1995, The Religion of China: Confucianism and Taoism, tr. / and ed. by H.H.Gerth, 
with an introd. by C.K.Yang, Macmillan, N.Y, 20.  
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river management office was not even directly under the central government’s 

control (that is, the three departments and six ministries). Although it was one of 

the national institutions, it was not managed by the national central authorities. 

Its affairs were always the last to be taken care of, and the positions of its officers 

were the lowest.19 Before the centralisation of power during the Qin and Han 

dynasties, each vassal kingdom had its regional water projects. However, 

increasing evidence shows that in China’s traditional society, a large number of 

water conservation construction projects were carried out by clans which did not 

require state power.  

Western scholars started with the idea of a centralised power system emerging 

from a ‘flood-control society’ and further extended the notion, pointing out the 

necessity and reasons for the existence of centralised power in China. And 

through analysing specific cases, they discussed the operating mode and 

organisational structure of centralised power in China. 

Most of these works focused on case studies, such as Philip Alden Kuhn’s, 

Rebellion and Its Enemies in Late Imperial China,20 Pierre-Etienne Will’s, 

Bureaucracy and Famine in Eighteenth-Century China, 21  and William T. 

Rowe’s, China's Last Empire: The Great Qing.22  Philip Alden Kuhn is a 

representative figure from American study of Chinese history advocating the 

‘Argument on Centralization of China’. He promoted the idea that the 

demarcation point of social development should be sought in the internal societal 

                                                 

 

19 Qin, H. 2007, Hongshui lun zhi piping (The Critic about the Flood Control Theory) 
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21 Will, P.E. 1990, Bureaucracy and Famine in Eighteenth-century China, translated from the 
French by Elborg Forster, Stanford University Press, Stanford, Calif.  
22  Rowe, W.T. 2009, China’s Last Empire: The Great Qing, Belknap Press of Harvard 
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changes. Kuhn also explored the relationship between the centralised power of 

the Qing dynasty and the control of local armed forces; and studied the 

importance of the centralised power system in maintaining unification for the 

entire dynasty by researching the process of repressing the Taiping Rebellion. He 

argued that the need for responding to war is an objective reason for the 

existence of centralised power. Pierre-Etienne Will re-analysed the operating 

mode of the centralised power of the Qing dynasty in relation to disaster relief. 

He took the disaster relief by Zhili province in 1743 - 1744 as an example, noting 

the centralised power exercised by the Qing dynasty played a key role in disaster 

relief. He argued that the need to relieve such large-scale disasters is an objective 

reason for the existence of centralised power. 

Most of these works studied power centralisation in the Ming and Qing 

dynasties, meaning the Qin and Han dynasties have had less scrutiny. One 

important reason for international scholars focus on the Ming and Qing 

Dynasties is that it is easy to access historical materials. Original historical 

materials from the Qin and Han Dynasties are scant; as are the number of 

western scholars of current Sinology who can read and understand them. 

Compared with western scholars, Japanese and Taiwanese scholars focus more 

on lower levels of society, especially how the centralised power reacted with 

local powers, and how local authorities related to the clans in rural areas. 

Moreover, they study rituals and other activities to analyse the operation of 

centralised power. Sadao Nishijima is representative of these scholars. He 

supports the argument that the prefecture and county systems, bureaucracy, and 

personal dependence, which formed in Qin and Han dynasties, enabled China’s 

centralised power to maintain stability; and that the social order maintained a 

positive interaction and balance.23 In his book, The Emergence of the Ancient 
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Despotism in China and its Structure, Nishijima proposed that before the Qin 

dynasty, social control was indirect. He argued that the kings of the Zhou 

dynasty could only control those clans living in the vicinity of the capital and the 

princes in the kingdoms; the rest of the population was dominated by clans as 

governing units.24 The struction of imperial governance after the unification of 

the Qin dynasty was completely different. After the formation of the unified 

country during the Qin and Han dynasties, a complete bureaucratic system 

extended from the central government to each prefecture and county. Organised 

national systems with many bureaucrats, lower officials and other staff relied on 

military force, law and other political, economic and cultural forces to impose 

control. Emperors were unique rulers of the national people, and the national 

people were directly ruled by the emperors. Bureaucrats received the emperor’s 

order and were responsible for managing the people, but they were only 

executing the emperor’s power and thus their power came from imperial power. 

In short, the system established by the Qin dynasty replaced the Zhou dynasty’s 

clan-dominated mode and entrenched the emperor’s domination on the national 

people. 

On the basis of Sadao Nakajima’s research, many scholars claim that the social 

order formed during the Qin and Han dynasties was closely related to rituals and 

thoughts, and the result was it ‘homogenized family and state’. Some Japanese 

scholars studied the relationship between ritual systems and power centralisation 

and noted that the centralised system used Confucian ideas to establish their own 

legitimacy.  

Shinichiro Watanabe’s, Monarchy in Ancient China and the World Order, 

compared the European concepts of ‘nation’ and ‘empire’, and pointed out that 

‘the world’ concept is the fundamental theoretical basis for building 
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China-specific unified power-centralised state ideas and is the source of 

legitimacy of the emperor dominating the world.25 Similarly, Ogata’s, Family 

and State in Ancient China, starting from the title of emperor, studied the order 

structure of a power-centralised empire. In the ritual system, the model of family 

and state isomorphism is the foundation needed to maintain a unified empire.26 

Many Taiwanese scholars are deeply influenced by Japanese scholars. They also 

investigate the reason for the existence of centralised power by researching the 

ritual system. For example, Gan Huaizhen’s work, Interpretation of the Ancient 

Monarch - Mourning Ceremony Between the Han and Tang Dynasties and 

Political Order, analysed the changes in the construction of relationships 

between monarch and ministers from the perspective of the transfer from 

feudalism in the pre-Qin period to the empire system in the Han and Tang 

dynasties – referring to the different interpretations of the ‘ancient monarch’ in 

the literature about rites in the pre-Qin, Han and Tang dynasties.27 He pointed 

out that Confucian classics neither called for restoring ancient ways, nor insisted 

on casual interpretation to cater to the times; but to educate people by 

interpreting classics and to develop interpersonal relationships using ritual 

formed through this interpretation. This, in turn, would form a good system. 

With educated people and developed relationships as a precondition, relatively 

stable morality and justice would continue to thrive. By interpreting classics, 

Confucian scholars, on the one hand, provided a theoretical basis for imperial 

unification; and on the other hand, used the idea of ‘gather people with justice’ 
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(Interpretation of the ancient monarch - Mourning Ceremony Between the Han and Tang 
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and ‘construction with ritual’ to regulate the relationship between monarch and 

ministers in which both monarch and ministers had corresponding rights and 

responsibilities to pursue and constrain the development of monarchical power.28 

Overall, research regarding the centralisation of power in China’s traditional 

society, started from an initial discussion on how centralised power formed and 

exerted influence; and further developed to discuss the operational model in 

different perspectives such as from moral and cultural viewpoints, and from the 

standpoint of ritual. Such studies remind us that we need to synthesise, 

amalgamate and harmonise different ideas when we consider the influence of the 

centralised power system. However, these studies have a typical drawback in 

their emphasis on a top-down perspective. In this emphasis on how state power 

impacted social history there is no mention of grass-root level social structures, 

especially in regard to their underlying power structures.  

Social history is complex. If research is only concerned with high-level power 

structures and neglects the interaction between lower and upper strata,we may 

misunderstand history. Therefore, we need to bridge these studies and 

complement them with analysis of lower-level power structures – for example, 

by studying the interaction between the Sanlao and high-level ministers. 

1.3.2.2 The study of clans 

Some Chinese scholars maintain that the reason for the longevity of China’s 

centralised power system was the stability of traditional society, and the source 

of this stability was the existence of binary power systems in local areas. This 
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argument combines the study of centralised power and the study of clans. Xing 

Yitian and Fu Yiling29 are prominent scholars who advocate this viewpoint. 

This argument states that, since the establishment of the centralised power 

system in the Qin and Han dynasties, the power system (or social control system) 

in traditional Chinese society can be divided into two parts – ‘public’ and 

‘private’ sectors (or divided into tangible regime control and intangible impact of 

clans). Centralised power did not reach the villages below the county level. In 

short, the power system of the entire society, can be divided into two parts – 

centralised and decentralised; and the decentralised part can be further be divided 

into a tangible local bureaucratic system and an intangible clan-controlled 

system. During the existence of centralised power in government, social control 

by the local authorities (local clan leaders and other local leaders or gentry) was 

far greater than the influence exerted by the central government. These two 

powers conflicted with each other and reached compromises which led to the 

formation of a stable structure which enabled China’s traditional society to last 

two thousand years.30 Based on this orientation, many scholars explore the 

significance of centralised power throughout the history of China from the 

perspective of relationship between clan (or family) and state, and others study it 

from the perspective of social structure and class. 

David Faure’s work, Emperor and Ancestors, attempts to answer a difficult 

question: how were two things – laws of the royal court and folk ritual and 

custom – intertwined to guide the conscious regional construction process, which 

lasted for hundreds of years in Southern China. He found that all empires in 

China’s history were committed to political integration in Southern China in 

                                                 

 

29 Xing Yitian 2011, Zhongguo huangdi zhidu de jianli yu fazhan (The establishment and 
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order to educate good citizens, who revered feudal officials, paid taxes, worked 

for the government and abided by laws. With the development of military 

conquest and administrative planning in Southern China, a certain cultural 

language about power spread. The language had two key words: ‘emperor’ and 

‘clan’. It spread into all formality, identity, status, business practices, social 

mobility and communal construction projects. He pointed out that in traditional 

society, the ‘Emperor’ and ‘ancestors’ were at the core of the exercise of power. 

‘Emperor’, on the one hand, was a symbol of the codes and provisions of 

authority of the royal court; on the other hand, ‘Emperor’ referred to a country’s 

power with the emperor at the core. It was mainly reflected through the 

government system and associated policies concerning taxes and the military. 

‘Ancestors’ refers to the folk ritual custom, which was spread from the core of 

the clans and the gentry. The clans in Southern China were established on the 

basis of implementing the decrees of government, the spread of Confucianism, 

by constructing temples, learning etiquette, and composing genealogies. The 

central government adapted to this change and moulded the local society in the 

Pearl River Delta into a national institution by imperial examinations and 

identifying with folk beliefs, and governed local rural communities by 

compromising with the clans, using them as intermediaries, and using religious 

clans to play the role of actual executors of decrees and actual collectors of taxes, 

which, in turn, promoted the growth of the clans’ power.31 The interaction 

between imperial authority and clan power was a profound example of binary 

systems at play in a traditional society. 

Toru Inoue’s work, Clan and Ritual System in China, analysed the relationship 

between the rise of the clan in the Suzhou area and the country’s ritual system 

during the Ming and Qing dynasties, from the perspective of patriarchal power 

structures. Inoue points out that without the clans, the ritual system could not 
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have had an impact in changing the farming system. Relations between ritual 

systems and clans are not antagonistic relationships but complement each other. 

Ritual relied on the clan to exert an impact and the clan relied on the ritual 

system to construct theory. Together they guaranteed the dualistic system in 

China’s traditional society.32 

The most detailed study on the subject of clans by Chinese scholars is Fei 

Xiaotong’s From the Soil—The Foundations of Chinese Society.33 He identified 

several core concepts which are essential for the study of clans. Firstly, he 

proposed the ‘differential mode of association’ – that is, the existence of 

concentric circles with oneself as the centre. In Western society, interpersonal 

relationships are divided into groups and the demarcation between groups is 

clear. People within the community share common rights and obligations, while 

people outside the community are irrelevant. This is a pattern of human relations 

in social life, and Fei Xiaotong called it the ‘organisational mode of association’. 

In traditional eastern society, interpersonal relationships present another mode, 

made up of overlapping social networks. These networks have individuals at the 

centre and are made up of a system of concentric circles, which extend on the 

basis of blood or geopolitical relationships. The stronger the centre of power, the 

more extensive the level and scope of the concentric circles and the larger the 

overlap with other concentric circles. 

The differential mode is different from the organisational mode: the former has 

indistinct boundaries and the latter has clear boundaries; the former is 

self-centred with a specific, well-defined self, and self-control as the most 

important virtue in social life, the latter emphasises the concept of equality and 

constitution – the ones with clear boundaries are organisations in which the 
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status of an individual and an organisation is equal, individuals cannot infringe 

the rights of others, and organisations cannot infringe the rights of individuals. 

The organisational mode reflects a strong organisation, but the differential mode 

shows great dispersion. Fei explains: 

In traditional China, the concept of public was the ambiguous 

Tianxia (all under heaven), whereas the state was seen as the 

emperor’s family. Hence, the boundary between public and private 

has never been clear. The state and the public are but additional 

circles that spread out like the waves from the splash of each 

person’s social influence.34 

When we examine this self-centred mode from a distance, we see a clan-centred 

rural society. Therefore, Fei Xiaotong concluded that a major feature of rural 

China was the relationship between people from the viewpoint of the differential 

mode of association. 

Secondly, Fei proposed that traditional Chinese society maintained social ethics 

by personal morality. Fei argued that in western society, the division of 

interpersonal relationships can be understood as an organisational mode. Western 

moral values are based on relationships between organisations and individuals. 

Within the organisation, each member is equal and enjoys the same rights and 

obligations. Individuals cannot infringe on the interest of the group and of others, 

and groups cannot infringe on the interests of individuals. The premise that 

organisations can exist is that organisations must be an ‘entity’ beyond 

individuals. Therefore, the moral core of an organisation is the concept of rights, 

which leads to the concept of constitution. However, Fei presents interpersonal 

relationships in eastern rural society as a differential mode in which 

organisations have little influence. Thus, rural societies could not give birth to 
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organisational morality and so there was no morality beyond personal 

relationships. ‘In the network woven by countless personal relations, each one in 

the network is attached by a moral element’,35 and morality here is based on 

personal relationships. Morality and laws in rural society extended to or were 

contracted to some degree on the basis of closeness or estrangement in 

interpersonal relationships – thus there was no ‘beyond individuals morality’ 

system. 

Thirdly, Fei Xiaotong pointed out that in traditional societies, the family is a 

continuous community. Rural society takes family as the basic group. In fact, in 

terms of the pattern of social structure, traditional western society and traditional 

Chinese rural society both have communities in the style of groups, which also 

have sequential networks. However, in terms of its main form, western society is 

strongly presented as an organisational mode, whereas Chinese rural society is 

strongly presented as a differential mode. Families in the east and the west had 

great differences in structure and function, reflecting the differences caused by 

the differences of social modes. Western families are part of an organisational 

community, with strict limits from organisations. It is a fertility community 

constituted by parents and children: parents and children constitute the structure, 

and fertility is the function. Thus, couples are the core of the family, and the 

emotion between husband and wife is the power of cohesion. Couples work 

together on the fertility issue and children leave this group when they become 

adults. Political, economic, religious and other functions are supposed to be 

shouldered by other organisations and they are not among the functions of the 

family. However, families in traditional Chinese rural society show obvious 

characteristics of the differential mode. There is no strict organisational boundary 

for families and family members. Families are not confined to children. It can 

expand outward among relatives according to certain principles, including 

monophyletic passing down in the patriarchal family made up of five generations 
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of paternal relatives. Anthropologists believe that this kind of group was based 

on the principle of monophyletic relatives as a clan, and in rural society, is a 

structural family. Hence, families had the function of reproduction, but could 

also take on political, economic, religious, and other functions. Unlike in western 

society, a family must be continuous because political, economic and religious 

affairs are of long-term continuity. Thus a family will not come to an end or split 

due to personal growth or death. The core of a family is father and son, and 

mother-in-law and daughter-in-law, and is vertical rather than horizontal. 

According to Fei, the family or clan did not tolerate personal emotion. This made 

Chinese people reserved and restrained in the aspect of family emotion, 

especially in the aspect of emotion between genders. 

Finally, Fei Xiaotong pointed out that in rural society, the power of the leader in 

the country is a kind of paternalistic power having its basis in educating the 

populace. In traditional rural society, the products of the natural economy and 

agriculture are limited resulting in a weak basis for dictatorial power. When rural 

society is stable and can ensure a comfortable life by following tradition and 

existing law, there is no need to regulate people’s cooperation with contracts in 

social life. Thus, it is difficult to generate consensual power in rural society. 

Therefore rural society is stable due to a stable culture rather than ‘dictatorial 

politics’ or ‘democratic politics’. Cultural norms are accepted by society without 

question. The implementation of such norms relies on educating the populace, 

not to obtain economic benefits. Also, educating the populace is not democratic 

because the culture itself does not need the common agreement of the new 

generation. Power in rural society is neither authoritarian nor democratic but is 

based on educating the populace. Rural society, ordered seniority and juniority, 

naturally generated clan leaders who educated the populace to maintain local 

stability. 

Professor Fei Xiaotong summarized the basic characteristics of traditional 

Chinese society based on field study. We need to further verify whether the 

society in the Han dynasty was indeed autonomous with the norms he described. 
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In the 1990s, by studying the central government’s control on local government 

from the perspective of the relationship between clans and the state, a 

well-known argument emerged: ‘Imperial power cannot extend to levels below 

the county level.’ Qin Hui, in his book chapter, Basic Control on Country in 

China’s Traditional Empire, summarised it as: ‘Imperial power cannot extend to 

levels below the county level, and the county is controlled by clans which are 

autonomous, and self-government depended on ethics and ethics depended on the 

gentry.’36 This means that in traditional Chinese society, state administration 

only extended to counties, whereas townships and villages were autonomous, 

under the management of rural gentry. The imperial will was implemented in 

villages by means of the gentry. The lowest level of the ancient administration 

machinery was county government and lower-level village officials were elected 

gentry. Since autonomy in the country was realised by gentry’s management and 

officials in the county could not place a tax without the gentry, this is called 

‘gentry politics’. 

Fei Xiaotong proposed the famous, ‘Theory of double-track politics’ in China’s 

traditional society in the book, From the Soil. He says, 

One [type of power] is top-down imperial power and the other is 

bottom-up gentry power. The two operate in parallel and affect each 

other, forming the village-governance model of the ‘emperor 

governs by doing nothing against nature and the world will be in 

good order’, and shaping a lively and unique ‘double-track politics’ 

model which describes the operating logic of traditional Chinese 

politics.37 
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Wang Xianming noted in Modern Gentry that: ‘There are two distinct parts in the 

political landscape in China’s traditional society. The upper layer is the central 

government and it set up a top-down bureaucratic system; its bottom is an 

endemic unit responsible for control and it is in the charge of the patriarch, 

gentries or local elite masters.’38 The argument that ‘imperial power cannot 

extend to levels below the county level’ has become the general consensus of 

scholars. 

We should note that the major historical materials those arguments are based on 

are mainly from the Ming and Qing dynasties, with some historical data dating 

back to the Song dynasty, and a very small part from the Sui and Tang dynasties. 

The research on the relationship of clan and imperial power opens to view a map 

of the power structure of China’s traditional society in the Ming and Qing 

dynasties. The core of the argument that ‘imperial power cannot extend to levels 

below the county level’ lies in the idea that the gentry shared the power below 

the county level. As it is known that the gentry class came from after the 

formation of the keju System (imperial examinations) in the Sui and Tang 

dynasties, we need to investigate whether there were some people like the gentry, 

who shared power below the county level, in the Qin and Han dynasties. And if 

so, how did they exert influence? This is the significance of our study. 

Generally speaking, to explore the operating mode of power in traditional 

Chinese society, scholars have started from the relationship between the 

centralised imperial system and clans or families from a ‘top-down’ mode of 

understanding. The advantage of this mode of analysis is it enables people to 

understand the central government’s control on local governments, as well as the 

conflicts between local and central governments. However, the shortcoming is 

also obvious, it cannot analyse the counterbalance of power from local leaders. 
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Thus, increasing numbers of scholars attempt to analyse the implementation of 

the central government’s policies and China’s traditional power structure from 

the perspective of grassroots communities, a ‘bottom-up’ approach. 

1.3.2.3 The study of local authority 

Pioneering scholars from the beginning of the last century who analysed China’s 

traditional power structure under the perspective of local leaders include 

historian Wu Han and sociologist Fei Xiaotong. The object of their study wasthe 

gentry and gentry class who exerted great influence in local areas during the 

Ming and Qing dynasties. 

Eastern and western scholars still do not have a precise definition of the term 

‘gentry’. Wu Han believes that bureaucrats, literati and gentry are politicians 

with different names. He explains: ‘Bureaucrats, literati, gentry and literati are 

one thing. Although the same person may have several identities on different 

occasions, in essence, they are one body on earth.’39 Fei Xiaotong believes that 

gentlemen are scholars and bureaucrats are literati, and they do not have the same 

identity.40 Additionally, some scholars believe that people who were connected 

to the imperial examination system by donating money or through their careers, 

broadly belong to the gentry class.41 And Fu Yiling gave a more broad definition 

of gentry, pointing out that the term gentry has greatly exceeded the semantic 

meaning of the word, and has come to include both government officials in 

retirement in the countryside and the bureaucrats who maintain an official 

position out of their own hometowns but still have impact on grassroots society 
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in their hometowns. This included both people with official honours and those 

who were powerful at local places without official honours. He believes that the 

country gentry were characterised by the recognition of the State. The 

government incorporated them into the power system and granted official 

positions, fame and different honours by chaju  – recommending, imperial 

examination, donating money and other channels of social mobility.42 

China’s ‘gentry’ is often translated into English as ‘squire’, but, in fact, there is a 

huge difference between them. Compared to China’s ‘gentry’, the most important 

feature of the British ‘squire’ is that their title can be inherited. Therefore, 

compared with the English emphasis on blood relationships, identity of gentry 

status after the Qin and Han dynasties in China was more dependent on their 

knowledge,, literacy and educational background. Also, the status of the British 

gentry was more linked to their territory. In this sense, China’s gentry was not a 

‘landlord gentry’. In addition, the British gentry’s lifestyle of being strictly 

trained and having great passion for riding horses and such contrasts with the 

typical career of being a scholar of China’s gentry; therefore many scholars tend 

to use ‘scholar-gentry’ to describe China’s gentry. Nevertheless, the word 

‘gentry’ gives a good indication that this class is predominant in the ideological, 

political, social and economic spheres. It is precisely because of this, Chinese 

scholars studying overseas, such as Fei Xiaotong, Qu Tongzu, and Huang 

Zongzhi use ‘gentry’ as a convention in their English books. 

Among western scholars, Max Weber was a pioneer who studied Chinese local 

authority. He specifically discussed The Autonomy in Chinese Villages in chapter 

four of his book, Confucianism and Taoism, published in 1916, pointing out that: 

In the rural interior, there is a commission of rock-like unity of 

local gentries confronting government (regime). Whatever you 
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want to do, such as increasing traditional tax, and no matter what 

reform you want to apply, you must get agreement from this 

commission in order to really do anything. Otherwise, you will 

encounter stubborn resistance from the clans such as from the 

landlords, the owners or bosses.43 

He thus explained that a Chinese village has ‘unofficial autonomy’ which 

constitutes a strained relationship against the hereditary monarchy, or the state. 

This argument has long been regarded as a classic theory by eastern and western 

scholars and became one of the bases for the theory of ‘ruling by gentry’, though 

the foundation did not come from empirical investigation or firsthand experience. 

A pioneer among Chinese scholars who paid attention to this subject is the 

sociologist Fei Xiaotong. He explored the social structure, analysed the 

characteristics of gentry and its role in traditional China from the perspective of 

politics, economy, culture and other aspects in his book, China’s Gentry, 

published in the United States in 1953. Fei’s work analyses the structural causes 

of the stability of the China’s empires and highlights the problems existing in 

rural China during modernisation.44 It is divided into two parts: First relates to 

the literati and traditional gentry, and the second is concerned with villages, 

towns and cities. He pointed out that in China’s traditional society, the word 

‘gentry’ refers to a class of people who have a certain status and play a certain 

role. 

Here, ‘traditional society’ refers to the unified empire period under the central 

imperial power after 200 BCE. The development of the class of gentry is a 

historical process. Only by analysing this historical process, are we able to 

understand the gentry’s characteristics. Here, the class of gentry is sometimes 

                                                 

 

43  Weber, M. 1995, Zhongguo de zongjiao: rujia yu daojiao (The Religion of China: 
Confucianism and Taoism), trans. Wang Rongfen, The Commercial Press, Beijing, 149. 
44 Fei 2006 55. 
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called literati or ‘scholar-officials’. Although the gentry are closely linked to the 

group of officials, in fact, it is different from the latter. A person who grew up in 

a family headed by gentry may not necessarily have become a scholar or official 

in traditional China. 

Fei Xiontong noted that China has a vast territory and that in such a huge space it 

is difficult to manage the nation in a unified manner by way of directly 

dispatching officials, especially when formal bureaucratic institutions only 

extend to the county level and there exists unofficial autonomy in the vast space 

below this level. He believes that there exists a ‘dualistic domination’ system in 

the Chinese social structure. Civil gentry who manipulated politics in local areas 

could exert pressure from all social relations, such as relatives, fellows, peers and 

so on, upwards until it reached the emperor. Self-governing bodies are produced 

by the specific needs of the local people, and enjoy the powers conferred by the 

local people, not subject to the central government’s interference. Fei’s research 

can be viewed as a typical example of the view of Chinese scholars. 

Finally, researchers in the 1970s have different titles for those who took on local 

leadership roles, such as gentry, local elites, local power, which reflects the 

situation where different scholars have different views on the involvement of 

leaders in China’s traditional society at various times. Therefore, we need to coin 

a term for this role. Because the concepts of ‘gentry’ or ‘squire’ are difficult to 

define, we prefer to start with the perspective of power theory and uniformly use 

‘local authority’ to name local gentry, local elites, local power and so on, in the 

context of our research on China’s traditional society. By studying the 

establishment and effect of local authority, we try to analyse how local power 

effects central government’s decisions and the implementation of central policies 

in traditional power-centralised societies, and further analyse the extent of the 

presence of a dualistic mode of domination in China’s traditional society. 

Generally speaking, eastern and western academic study on local authority uses a 

process starting from an examination of ‘scholar-gentry’ followed by 

‘local-gentry’ and finally ‘local elites’ – that is, questioning first the 
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characteristics of identity and political status of the gentry, then gradually 

moving to the gentry’s control or domination of local communities, and finally 

questioning how local elites exert influence in their respective fields. For 

example, according to the analysis of Qu Tongzu’s book, Local Government of 

the Qing dynasty, the concept of ‘gentry’ in the Qing dynasty is, in fact, made up 

of two groups, one is ‘officials’ and other is ‘people with official honour’. Thus, 

it can be called ‘official-gentry’ and ‘scholar-gentry’. Whether it is 

‘official-gentry’ or ‘scholar-gentry’, the institutional basis they both rely on is the 

imperial examination system.45 Thus the academic horizon of most scholars 

reaches the relation between local authority, which they call gentry, and both the 

imperial examination system and bureaucratic politics which gradually forms the 

social existence of local authority and local policy. 

Furthermore, the focus of scholars has generally been on the Ming and Qing 

dynasties. However, the rise of the imperial examination system was during the 

Sui and Tang dynasties and became popular during the Ming and Qing dynasties. 

It is the same with local authority based on the clan system: this had early 

beginnings but greatly developed and matured in the Ming and Qing dynasties. 

This is the reason why scholars often focus on the Ming and Qing dynasties 

when studying traditional local authority, or Chinese gentry. 

Overall, the perspectives of scholars on local authorities is mostly concerned 

with studying the various forms of the social manifestations of gentry, such as 

the relationship between gentry and family, land possession of gentry and the 

prior privileges of being free of taxes and corvée, and gentry and local power 

domination issues. All of these works provide enough information for us to 

understand gentry, or local authority, in China’s traditional society. However, 

these studies are based on the historical data of the Ming and Qing dynasties, and 

                                                 

 

45 Qu Tongzu 2003, Qingdai defang zhengfu (The Local Government in Qing Dynasty) 
, Law Press, Beijing, 284. 
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there is not a detailed description of historical facts of the development process 

of this group. This thesis tries to bridge this gap. 

As previously mentioned, the three categories of works on the power structure in 

China’s traditional society can be represented by the following diagram: 

 

Figure 2  

How do these three areas of research overlap? Research on the centralised 

imperial system and research on clan and family overlap which reveals how 

imperial power was exerted on clans and how clans developed under the 

influence of national power. The clan and family research have a further overlap 

with the study of local authority, showing how a local authority developed in the 

clan environment, in the form of the clan leader. The overlap of the research on 

the imperial power system and local authority helps us to understand how the 

local authority came to represent national power in local areas. Thus, considering 

these three areas of research together, we can draw more meaningful conclusions 

by focusing on those areas of overlap. 

Literature dealing with the first category focuses mostly on the Qin and Han 

dynasties, while the other two focus mostly on the Ming and Qing dynasties. 

Gentry, as a natural local authority in the Ming and Qing dynasties, originating 

from the officially-honoured scholars under the imperial examination system in 

the Sui and Tang dynasties. The officially-honoured scholars and gentry shared 
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power in local areas in China’s traditional society. However, history based only 

on the Sui, Tang, Ming and Qing dynasties cannot adequately represent the entire 

history of China’s traditional society. This is because the Qin and Han dynasties 

were the origin of China’s traditional society. As cited in earlier in, Qu Tongzu 

argued that Han society formed the basic elements of China’s traditional society 

and so we need to trace all the way back to the Han dynasty, the starting point of 

China’s traditional society to fully analyse the power structure in China. 

Was there some local authority in the Former and Later Han dynasties that 

corresponded to the officially-honoured scholars and gentry in the Sui and Tang 

dynasties – someone who shouldered responsibility for protecting local interests? 

Or did spontaneous civil leaders46 exist in the Former and Later Han dynasties? 

We know that one prerequisite for the generation of civil leaders is that there be 

spontaneity at the local level, and another is that the person must have great 

appeal and influence. 

Based on the analysis of Han historical documents and considering the two 

characteristics mentioned above, we believe that the leaders of society at the 

local level in the Former and Later Han dynasties are the Sanlao. The Sanlao 

well represents the intersection of the three categories of research of the power 

structure in China’s traditional society. Firstly, the Sanlao executed policies of 

the centralised imperial system in local rural areas; secondly, the Sanlao 

represented clan and family in Han times; and thirdly, the Sanlao was a 

spontaneously-formed local authority. Therefore, the best way to get a deeper 

understanding of the power structure in China’s traditional society in Han times 

is by studying the Sanlao. 

                                                 

 

46 The “spontaneous civil leaders”, by this I mean one who was born and grew up in the local 
area and became a leader on account of his own virtue, talents and local involvement. In other 
words, a natural local community leader. 
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Figure 3.  

1.4 Research about the Sanlao 

Research regarding the Sanlao has aimed at providing a different perspective to 

understand the centralised governing system of the Han dynasty. Therefore, the 

following will briefly analyse the current state of research regarding the Sanlao 

done by eastern and western scholars. Thereafter, we state the significant of this 

present thesis. 

Although few scholars from the west have studied the topic of the Sanlao 

intensively, several scholars dealing with the bureaucratic system of ancient 

China have dealt with the concept of the Sanlao in passing. These include Hans 

Bielenstein, Rafe de Crespigny, Homer Dubs, Burton Watson, Michael Loewe 

and William Nienhauser.  

Modern scholarship in the east on the Sanlao started with Yang Yunru in the late 

1920s. Then during the early 1960s, Taiwanese scholars such as Su Yinghui, Lao 

Gan, Yan Gengwang and others researched the Sanlao. Since the 1980s with the 

intensifying of the study of the Han bureaucratic system and its relationship with 

grass-roots society, the Sanlao has come more into focus with more than ten 

papers on the topic. 

I will analyse this research from five different perspectives. 
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1.4.1 The origin of the term Sanlao 

Yang Yunru  compared six theories as to how the term was acquired. In 

her paper, Sanlao kao (  Research on the Sanlao), she pointed out that the 

Sanlao gained its name from the expression ‘Sanlao sanshou  (Sanlao 

means the three kinds of person who live long)’.47 By comparing different levels 

of the Sanlao in township, county, prefecture and state levels, she concluded that 

the Sanlao of the township might have some connection to the township school 

during the Spring and Autumn Period, and may have originated from the 

Warring States period. She further asserts that the county’s Sanlao may have 

originated during the Qin, and that the Sanlao at prefecture level came about no 

earlier than during the reign of the Emperor Wu of Han and no later than that of 

the Emperor Ping, and that the Sanlao at the state level began during Wang 

Mang’s reign (9-23 BCE). Su Yinghui’s , Lun woguo Sanlao zhidu (

 Analysis of China’s Sanlao System), explains that the Sanlao 

are venerable and experienced elders.48 Lao Gan’s , Sanlao yuyi (  

The rest meaning of Sanlao), holds that the term Sanlao represents old age, that 

is those who have reached the age of die (  aged sixty and over), lao (  aged 

seventy and over) and (mao aged over eighty or ninety).49 Qin Jincai’s , 

Handai Sanlao fulao yitong kao (  On the Similarities 

                                                 

 

47 Yang Yunru 1928, ‘Sanlao kao (Research on the Sanlao) ’, The Weekly of Institution 
of History and Philology, vol. 2, no. 21, p.12. 
48 Su Yinghui 1960, ‘Lun woguo Sanlao zhidu (Analysis on Our Country’s Sanlao System) 

’, Dalu Zhazhi, vol. 21, no. 9, pp.2-5. 
49 Lao Gan 1960, ‘Sanlao yuyi (The Study on Sanlao) ’, Dalu Zhazhi, vol. 21, no. 9, 
p.32. 
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and Differences Between the Sanlao and the Fulao in the Han dynasty), suggests 

that the term Sanlao may come from ‘Sanshou ’.50 

1.4.2 The identity of township-level Sanlao 

There are three main arguments on the official status of the township Sanlao. 

1.4.2.1 The township-level Sanlao were government officials 

Consider these four different perspectives: 

(1) The viewpoint that the Sanlao was a low-level local official: Michael Loewe 

stated in The Cambridge History of China: Volume 1, The Ch'in and Han 

Empires, 221 BC–AD 220 that: 

The territory was subdivided into districts (hsiang), the districts into 

communes (t’ing), and the communes into hamlets ( li). These 

units were governed by locally appointed officials. The district was 

administered by one elder (san-lao; thrice venerable) in charge of 

moral leadership, one chief of police (yu-chiao; patrol leader), and a 

third official responsible for tax collection, labor service, and the 

administration of justice.51 

                                                 

 

50 Qin Jincai, 1992, ‘Handai Sanlao fulao yitong kao (On the Similarities and Differences 
between Sanlao and Fulao in the Han dynasty) ’, Journal of Hebei Normal 
University, vol. 4, p.15. 
51 Denis Crispin Twitchett, John King Fairbank, and Cambridge University Press 2008, The 
Cambridge History of China: Volume 1, The Ch’in and Han Empires, 221 BC–AD 220, 
Cambridge University Press, New York, 509. 
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 The main Chinese proponents of this view are Yang Lianshen’s , 

Donghan de haozu (  Wealthy Families in the Later Han dynasty);52 

Fan Wenlan’s , Zhongguo tongshi jianbian (  

Compendium of Chinese History);53 Guo Moruo’s , Zhongguo shigao (

 History of China);54 and Zhao Zhongwen’s , Chimei Shouling 

cheng Sanlao congshi zuli bian ( “ ” “ ” “ ”  

Argument on Red-Eyebrow Leader’s ‘Sanlao’, ‘Congshi’ and ‘Zuli’).55 Rafe de 

Crespigny also thinks Sanlao was a township level official, which he proposes in 

his article, An outline of the Local Administration of the Later Han Empire.56  

(2) The viewpoint that the Sanlao was a civil official (Minguan ) in the 

township and communes (li , subordinates of township in rural areas). Yan 

Gengwang  in his work, Qinhan difang xingzheng zhidushi (

 History of the Local Administrative System During the Qin and Han 

Dynasties), holds that the Sanlao in the townships and counties were civil 

officials who led common people in political affairs, and that the Sanlao were 

                                                 

 

52 Yang Liansheng 1936, ‘Donghan de haozu (Wealthy Family in the Later Han dynasty) 
’, Journal of Tsinghua University, vol. 4, p.25. 

53 Fan Wenlan 1965, Zhongguo tongshi jianbian (The Compendium of Chinese History) 
, People’s Press, Beijing, 15. 

54 Guo Moruo 1979, Zhongguo shigao (History of China) , People’s Press, Beijing, 
148. 
55  Zhao Zhongwen 1983, ‘Chimei lingcheng sanlao congshi zuli bian (Argument on 
Red-Eyebrow Leader’s ‘Sanlao’, ‘Congshi’ and ‘Zuli’) ’, Journal of 
Liaoning Normal University, vol. 5, p.32. 
56 Rafe de Crespigny 1967, ‘An Outline of the Local Administration of the Later Han Empire’, 
Chung Chi Journal, vol. 7, pp.57-71. 
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completely different from other officials. He noted that the ‘township civil 

officials’ had three characteristics: First, they took part in forming policies with 

other high-level officials in the county and set a good example for people without 

necessarily bearing any real responsibility. Second, they represented the will of 

the common people and represented the people in filing lawsuits, when they were 

completely different from the local government’s memoranda. Third, their 

positions attracted no official salary.57 Yu Xingmai’s , Handai xiangting 

buli kaolüe (  Study of the Han’s Officials of Township and 

Ting), develops Yan Gengwang’s argument, holding that the township-level 

officials do not belong to the government’s official system. The Sanlao was a 

‘township officer’ rather than a ‘township official’s assistant’ and was different 

from other township officials’ assistants such as Bailiffs (sefu ).58 On the 

basis of Yu’s idea, Su Weiguo  maintains in his work, Qinhan xiangting 

zhidu yanjiu (  The System of the Xiang and Ting in the Qin 

and Han Dynasties), that the ‘township official’ and ‘official’s assistants’ did 

intersect somewhat, but that they are not identical.59 

(3) The viewpoint that the Sanlao were formal officials during the Later Han 

dynasty. Su Yinghui’s paper, Lun woguo Sanlao zhidu (Analysis of China’s 

Sanlao System), argues that the Sanlao during the Former Han dynasty were not 

                                                 

 

57 Yan Gengwang 1961, Qinhan difang xingzheng zhidushi (History of the Local Administrative 
System in the Qin and Han Dynasties) , Institution of Histry and Philology 
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formal officials but rather chief representatives of the local impartial gentry. The 

Sanlao’s position was formalized as an official possibly after Emperor 

Guangwu’s reign in the Later Han dynasty.60 Wang Shuangmei  in her 

book, Diguo jichu ( ——  The Foundation of Empire – 

Township Officials and Gentry), pointed out that the official identity taken by the 

Sanlao was similar to that taken by others who acted in an official capacity, but 

who were not the government’s formal officials. She said that the Sanlao were 

representative of local semi-autonomy. However, she also noted that the county 

and township Sanlao were incorporated into the local administrative 

organisations in the Later Han dynasty. Among the officials during the Later Han 

dynasty, the Sanlao and the Petty Official with Rank (youzhi ) were both 

ranked as one hundred bushel officials (the lowest rank among officials), with 

the Sanlao’s position ranking lower than Petty Official with Rank.61 Guofeng’s

, Zhongguo de xiang ji xiangguan de yanbian (  

The Evolution of China’s Township and Township Officials), explains that 

county and township level Sanlao were incorporated into the local administrative 

organisations in the Later Han dynasty and that among the officials, the Sanlao 

and Petty Official with Rank were both ranked as one hundred bushels.62 

(4) The viewpoint that the Sanlao was an official in the Former Han dynasty and 

was an officials’ assistant in the Later Han dynasty. After bamboo and wooden 

slips of Han records in Yinwan Han tomb (Yinwan hanjian ) were 
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unearthed, some scholars proposed that the Sanlao were officials rather than 

officials’ assistants. In Hanshu, the Sanlao were township officials, whereas in 

the Jibu (  an officers list unearthed with the bamboo and wooden slips of 

Han records in Yinwan Han tomb), the Sanlao were not included in the list of 

township official assistants. Wu Dalin and Yin Bilan’s ,  Xi 

Han Donghaijun gexian yihouguo ji xiangguan de shezhi (

 The Setting of Township Officials in Donghai Prefecture in 

the Former Han dynasty), held that the Sanlao of the township were township 

officials and not official assistants.63 Wan Yiguang in his work, Handai 

xiang Sanlao shenfen zai tantao (  Further Discussion 

on the Identity of the Township Sanlao in the Han Dynasties), explicitly 

distinguished an official from an officials’ assistant, and proposed that the 

Sanlao at the township level were officials and not officials’ assistants during the 

Former Han dynasty, but in the Later Han dynasty were officials, and possibly 

also officials’ assistants.64 

1.4.2.2 The township-level Sanlao were non-official positions and were 
non-official’s assistants 

In Zhang Jinguang’s , Qin xiangguan zhidu ji xiang li ting guanxi (

 Township Officer System in the Qin dynasty and the 
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’, Southeast Culture, vol, 4, p.69. 
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Relationship among Township, Li and Ting), he said that there was no evidence 

in literature and bamboo books that the township official of the Qin dynasty 

included the Sanlao, and also there was no position of Sanlao as a township 

official in the Qin dynasty. The Sanlao could not be regarded as a township 

official in the Han, but rather a moral model set up by officials for enlightenment 

of the community, and there was no responsibility for public affairs besides 

this.65 By using the bamboo and wooden slips of Han records in Yinwan Han 

tomb, Zhu Shaohou’s , Yinwan Hanmu Jiandu Jiejue le Handai Guanzhi 

zhong Jige Yinan Wenti (  

‘Yiwan Han Tomb Bamboo Slips’ Solved Several Difficult Problems of the Han 

dynasty’s Bureaucratic System), holds that the Sanlao was an honorary title 

rather than a real position as a township official, and that a Sanlao was also not 

the head official of the township officials.66 In another article, Yigu shi Jiejue 

Lishimituan de Yiba Yaoshi (  Doubting 

History Is a Key to Solving the Mystery in History), he argues that Hanshu and 

Houhanshu, which both listed the Sanlao of township and county as permanent 

formal officials, actually contains a misunderstanding caused by the special 

status of the Sanlao.67 Liu Min’s , Lun Handai jinglao daode de falyu hua (

“ ”  On the Legalization of the ‘Respecting the Senior 
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Citizen’ Moral in the Han dynasty), proposes that the scholars who lived after the 

Han dynasties misunderstood the Sanlao as a township official due to two errors 

made by Ban Gu: one was a listing of those not belonging to an official position 

in an official table and official log; and the other was that the Sanlao was 

narrated in parallel with township officials, which naturally made people believe 

that the Sanlao were also township officials.68 

1.4.2.3 The Sanlao were semi-official 

Since many scholars generally regarded ‘li’  (an official’s assistant) as an 

equivalent to ‘guan’  (an official), the historical data in bamboo and wooden 

slips of Han records from Yinwan Han tomb, which showed that Sanlao were 

‘non-officials’ assistants’, conflicted with other traditional official historical 

documents such as Hanshu and Houhanshu. In confusion, they mostly adopted 

an attitude of compromise and offered several statements indicating a 

semi-official position. 

There are two main viewpoints. 

(1) The viewpoint that the Sanlao were ‘equal to officials’. Chen Zhi’s  

work, Hanshu xinzheng (  New Analysis on Hanshu), states that the 

Sanlao during the Han dynasty were, in fact, not purely official, for they were 

named as ‘officials’ assistants’; however, according to the decrees, classing them 
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as ‘equal to officials’ is most appropriate.69 An Zuozhang  and Xiong 

Tieji’s  work, Qinhan guanzhi shigao (  Historical Record 

of the Qin and Han’s Official System), hold that the Sanlao system should be 

viewed as a social education system. Sanlao is not an administrative position and 

has no official salary, so in the mind of the Han common people, the Sanlao were 

‘equal to officials’ but were not true officials.70 Tong Xigang’s  papers, 

Qinhan xiangguan lili kao (  Township Official and Li Official 

Assistant During the Qin and Han dynasty)71 and Daode jiaoyu yu handai 

xiangzhi (  Moral Education and the Han’s Township 

Governance),72 and Huang Jinyan’s  paper, Handai Sanlao fulao de 

diwei yu zuoyong (  The Status and Role of the 

Sanlao and Fulao During the Han),73 all hold similar views. 

(2) The viewpoint that the Sanlao were local leaders. This viewpoint possibly 

dates back to the concept of ‘local autonomy’. Yang Yunru’s, Sanlao kao 

(Research on the Sanlao), holds that the Sanlao in a township, county and 
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prefecture were somewhat autonomous positions, therefore a direct comparison 

with officials is not feasible.74 Qian Mu’s  work, Zhongguo lidai zhengzhi 

deshi (  Political Gains and Losses in Chinese History), holds 

that during the Han dynasty, China had local self-government organisations 

whose leaders were called Sanlao.75 Liu Xiuming’s  paper, Handai yi 

xiao zhi tianxia fawei (  Discussion on Ruling China by 

Filial Piety During the Han dynasty), argues that the Sanlao were ‘township 

officials’ that developed from the township leaders in ancient society. However 

he also thinks that these township officials were ‘township leaders’ who had 

actual social impact and mass support in rural areas rather than 

government-appointed officials.76 In another of his articles, Lianghan xianguan 

Sanlao qiantan ( “ ”  Discussion on the Township Official 

Sanlao), he hypothesizes that the Sanlao were officially recognized by the rulers 

in the Warring States period and the Qin and Han dynasties on the prerequisite 

that the Sanlao actually had become township leaders.77 

Lai Ming Chiu’s  paper, Xihan zhongqi zhi Sanlao yu haoqiang (

 The Sanlao and Aristocratic Family in the Middle Former Han 

Dynasties), argues that the Sanlao were not government officials, but local 
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leaders who enjoyed the government’s support.78 His book, Fucou yu zhixu: 

Handi guo difang shehui yanjiu (  Power 

Convergence and Social Order: The Study of Local Society in the Han Empire), 

gives more details about this argument, maintaining that the purpose of putting 

the Sanlao in place was to control the powerful aristocratic families and to 

change the social atmosphere in Han times.79 Mou Fasong’s , Handai 

Sanlao: feili erde yu li bi de difang lingxiu ( “ ”

 The Sanlao in the Han dynasty: Local Community Leaders ‘Who 

Are Not Officials but Comparable to Officials’), combines the ideas of Liu 

Xiuming and Lai Ming Chiu, and gives the idea that the Sanlao were 

‘state-certified local leaders.’80 Chen Mingguang , in his paper, Handai 

xiang Sanlao yu xiangzu shili lice ( “ ”  Analysis on 

the Han dynasty’s ‘Township Sanlao’ and Clan Force), put forward the view that 

the township Sanlao was representative of the force of township clans.81 

1.4.3 Selection criteria for the Sanlao 

There are many different viewpoints concerning who can be classified as Sanlao. 

An Zuohang and Xiong Tieji’s work, Qinhan guanzhi shigao (Historical Record 
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of the Qin and Han’s Official System), holds that the criteria for selection of 

Sanlao was to be law-abiding, to have exemplary behaviour, and compliance 

with the moral code.82 Qin Jincai’s, Lun Qin-Han shidai de Sanlao (

Discussion on the Sanlao in the Qin and Han Dynasties), supposes that 

an important condition in selecting Sanlao was compliance with the moral code 

and an ability to lead the common people. In addition, he discusses the 

background of the Sanlao’s identity from the perspective of official subsidies, 

titles of nobility and so on, and thinks that the condition of Sanlao selection 

changed with the passing of time after the Sanlao was initially established in the 

early Han dynasty.83 

Some scholars believe that those who were selected as township Sanlao were 

likely from large wealthy families or those who had a political and intellectual 

background. Wang Yanhui’s  paper, Handai haomin yu xiangli 

zhengquan (  The Wealthy People and the Power of 

Township in the Han dynasty,84 Zang Zhifei’s , Wangzhang zhaoshu yu 

Handai yanlao zhidu (“ ”  The Edict on the Crutch 

and the Pension System in Han),85 Chen Mingguang’s, Handai xiang Sanlao yu 
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xiangzu shili lice (Analysis on the Han dynasty’s ‘Township Sanlao’ and Clan 

Force),86 all hold this view. 

Cui Xiangdong’s  work, Handai haozu yanjiu (  Research 

on Wealthy Families in the Han dynasty), proposes that the conditions for 

selection of the Sanlao went through a process of development and change. 

There were two kinds of people eligible for selection as township Sanlao and 

communes Fulao ( , elders in local society): those whose clan had a long 

history in an ancient village and venerable elders in the township. He also argues 

that the background of clan and property influenced the conditions of Sanlao 

selection in the Former and Later Han Dynasties.87 

In terms of the method of selection, some scholars believe that official election 

was the primary method. For example, Yang Yunru’s, Sanlao Kao (Research on 

Sanlao), holds that the Sanlao were selected by officials and the public or 

appointed by government – the township Sanlao elected by common people were 

very few, while the majority were recommended by government officials. 

County Sanlao were elected from among the township Sanlao, and the right of 

selection was held by officials. Prefecture Sanlao were elected from among the 

county Sanlao, and the state Sanlao were designated by the government but not 

randomly.88 Su Yinghui’s Lun woguo de Sanlao zhidu (Discussion on China’s 

Sanlao System), also put forward that although the Sanlao were often 

recommended by local officials, there were also those elected by the common 

people.89  
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Rafe de Crespigny argued that Sanlao were selected by the populace in, An 

outline of the Local Administration of the Later Han Empire.   

The people of the district themselves were responsible for choosing 

a San-lao  (Thrice Venerable) and also a Patrol Leader 

yu-chiao. The officers appointed by the commandery or prefecture 

were responsible for the good order of the people and for their 

contributions of taxation and labour services, while the San-lao and 

the yu-chiao attended to the affairs of the district itself, the San-lao 

as an elder and an adviser, and the yu-chiao in charge of police 

services.90 

Cui Xiangdong’s work, Handai haozu yanjiu (Research on Wealthy Families in 

the Han dynasty), says that the centralised power tried to control the selection of 

candidates of township and commune Sanlao; and that the election of Sanlao by 

members of a village, township, or commune was just an unrealistic ideal.91 

Other scholars believe that the Sanlao were mainly elected by common people. 

For example, Ji Shushi  pointed out in his paper, Lüelun handai de 

Sanlao (  Brief Argument on the Han’s Sanlao), that Emperor 

Gaozu issued the edict regarding the Sanlao’s election: ‘Select [from] the 

populace [someone] over 50 years old.’ He said this was a civil election, which 

means the Sanlao were selected by the populace.92 Some scholars argue that, 

even in cases where officials recommended Sanlao, civil election still played an 
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important role. For example, Huang Jinyan in the paper, Handai Sanlao fulao de 

diwei yu zuoyong (The Status and Role of the Sanlao and Fulao in Han), states 

that in the period of Emperor Wen, the number of the Sanlao was proportionate 

to the population of each area. The Sanlao were elected and recommended by 

common people and then approved by the governments.93 Wang Jidong  

holds a similar view in his article, Han ming liangdai laoren zhidu zhi kaojiao (

Analysis and Comparison on the Elders System in 

the Han and Ming Dynasties).94 Hans Bielenstein argued that the Sanlao and 

Youjiao were selected by local authorities rather than being appointed by the 

central government or elected by the general public.  

The Thrice Venerables and Patrol Leaders were undoubtedly also 

selected by the local authorities. They were not normally appointed 

by the central governments, nor were they elected by the common 

people. This is not to say that the administration did not give 

preference to men from families who were locally powerful or 

popular.’95  

This view is also held by Michael Loewe in The Cambridge History of China: 

Volume 1, The Ch'in and Han Empires, 221 BC–AD 220.96 
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1.4.4 Sanlao’s duties and functions 

Yang Yunru states in the paper, Sanlao kao (Research on the Sanlao), that the 

Sanlao’s duties were broadly divided into two categories: the Sanlao of 

township, county and prefecture presided over local education; State Sanlao, 

supported by the emperor, had no particular duties and were only retained on a 

temporary basis as a matter of protocol. Therefore, the state Sanlao was a 

temporary position, totally different from that of the township, county and 

prefecture Sanlao. These latter Sanlao had two duties: the first was the 

commendation of good deeds, and the second was education of local people.97  

Hans Bienstein, Rafe de Crispigny and Michael Loewe all agree that Sanlao 

were simply in charge of instilling morals; while William Nienhauser argues that 

responsibility for educating others was part of the Sanlao’s duties.98 

Other scholars maintain that the Sanlao shouldered other responsibilities. Homer 

H. Dubs, stated: ‘The elders or Sanlao were distinguished men over fifty chosen 

from among the common people to act as consultants to government officials.’99 

This means the Sanlao acted more as advisors or teachers for the local 

governments officials rather than moral leaders. 

Chen Zhi’s work, Hanshu xinzheng (New Analysis on the Hanshu), states that 

the Sanlao could manage litigation, prison and education and could also be 
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awarded a rank of nobility. Their role covered many issues, both important and 

trivial.100 

Many scholars have discussed in detail the historical record noting that ‘Sanlao 

was in charge of enlightenment’ in Hanshu, and Houhanshu. Ji Shushi’s paper, 

Lüelun handai de Sanlao (Brief Argument on the Han’s Sanlao), pointed out that 

‘enlightenment’ was both the creation of public opinion and acting as an 

advocate.101 An Zuozhang and Xiong Tieji’s work, Qinhan guanzhi shigao) 

Historical Record of the Qin and Han’s Official System), holds that the Sanlao of 

township, county, prefecture and state levels all pursued enlightenment, which, in 

essence, meant to teach people to conform to standards of behaviour and to 

conscientiously bear exploitation and oppression from the rulers. 102  Liu 

Xiuming’s, Lianghan xiangguan Sanlao qiantan ( “ ”  

Discussion on the Township Official Sanlao), said that the Sanlao, as venerable 

elders with the responsibility of maintaining the kinship-family patriarchal clan 

system, educated people to support centralised rule. But their role went far 

beyond civilising the populace.103 

Ma Xin’s  paper, Lianghan xiangcun guanli tixi shunlun (

 Discussion on Han’s Village Management System), pointed out that the 

Sanlao, as models, persuaded the villagers to be loyal to their country and to 

show filial piety to their parents. In this respect they restrained the peasants.104 

Xiong Bijun  and Leng Pengfei’s , Xi handai zhong Sanlao (
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 Analysis of the Han’s Emphasis on the Sanlao), put forward the 

argument that the Sanlao’s basic function was enlightenment. On the one hand, it 

refers to setting up morals, and on the other hand, it refers to changing people 

through education.105 

Qin Jincai’s, Handai Sanlao fulao yitongkao (On the Similarities and Differences 

Between the Sanlao and Fulao in the Han dynasty), and Lun ainhan shidai de 

Sanlao (  Discussion on the Sanlao in the Qin and Han 

Dynasties), Cui Xiangdong’s work, Handai haozu yanjiu (Research on Wealthy 

and Power Families in the Han dynasty), and Huang Jinyan’s paper, Handai 

Sanlao fulao de diwei yu zuoyong (The Status and Role of the Sanlao and Fulao 

in the Han), all presented the results of comprehensive study of the Sanlao’s 

duties. This body of work provides a systematic discussion of several aspects of 

the Sanlao’s roles. 

1.4.5 The historical influence of the Sanlao 

Scholars also have differing views on the historical influence of the Sanlao. 

Ji Shushi’s, Lüelun handai de Sanlao (Argument on the Han’s Sanlao), says that 

the Sanlao were both township officials and representatives of civil society and 

that they effected historical change, such as applying the attitude of respect for 

elders to the realm of political power. However, he felt the role of the Sanlao not 

only strengthened the ruling authority of the Chinese regime, but also disguised 

the fact that the Han dynasty was indeed a despotic rule. For a long period of 

time, the Han dynasty was closely tied to the Sanlao system.106 
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Qin Jincai’s, Lun qinhan shidai de Sanlao (Discussion on the Sanlao in the Qin 

and Han Dynasties), holds that the particularity shown by the Sanlao 

arrangement in political status, economic benefits, cultural system and so on can 

be called horizontal particularity. And the Sanlao system also has vertical 

particularity, which means that the Zhou, Tang and Ming dynasties did not have 

a systematic and complete system like that of the Sanlao. This vertical 

particularity was because the Sanlao system combined the roles of official 

assistant and elder as one unit from the township to the imperial court. 

Throughout the four centuries of Han rule, the government had a close 

relationship with the Sanlao.107 Mou Fasong’s, Handai Sanlao: feili erde yu libi 

de difang lingxiu (The Sanlao in the Han dynasty: Local Community Leaders 

‘Who Are Not Officials but Comparable to Officials’), holds that the Sanlao 

acted as a unique medium, both as a buffer and a facilitator of communication 

between the local community and the state power. The long-term stability of the 

Han dynasty, which came to be known as the Golden Age, was dependent on 

such political design.108 

Some scholars emphasize that the role and status of the Sanlao changed over 

time. Su Yinghui’s, Lun woguo Sanlao zhidu (Analysis on Our Country’s Sanlao 

System),109 and Sakurai Yoshiro’s , Handai de Sanlao (  

The Han’s Sanlao),110 say that initially the Sanlao were highly respected people 

in local areas and were responsible for enlightenment, but gradually, their force 

decreased until they became a mere figurehead, whose former responsibility for 

local self-administration was assumed by the Petty Official with Rank or Bailiff. 

It seems that the Han government respected Confucianism and the Sanlao, but, in 

fact, the power of the Sanlao gradually disappeared. 
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Zou Shuijie’s , Sanlao yu handai jiceng zhengzhi geju zhi yanbian (

 The Sanlao and the Change of Grass-roots 

Political Structure in the Han dynasty), states that in the early years of the 

Former Han dynasty, the Sanlao in the township and county were set up to serve 

as teachers for enlightenment, then the local political dual structure of 

administration and civilising was established. After the reign of Emperor Zhao 

 (87-74 BCE) and Emperor Xuan  (74-49 BCE), officials from 

the ranks of Confucian scholars were increasingly able to assume the 

responsibility for civilising the populace, and the Sanlao gradually took on the 

daily duties of lower officials. Unification of the local administration gradually 

occurred, and this dual structure eventually disintegrated. By the time of the 

Later Han dynasty, the Sanlao’s duty of civilising the populace had gradually 

been replaced by lower-level official assistants, and the function and power of 

the Sanlao diminished.111 

Overall, during the 1920s and 1930s, scholars noted the importance of the 

Sanlao. Today, there is still much discussion on the Sanlao’s origin, identity, 

methods of selection, and their effect and historical significance. It can be clearly 

seen that many scholars have engaged in substantial research on all issues related 

to the Sanlao. However, on the one hand, these studies are limited by the 

availability of historical material and have not led to any unified conclusions. On 

the other hand, these studies have been done within the narrow scope of history. 

To put it another way, such academic discussion is set against the background of 

the power structure of Han times and the meaning of the centralised imperial 

system. If we take the perspective of other disciplines such as politics and 

sociology rather than the constraints of history, we can analyse the Sanlao as a 
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source of cultural power and influence and examine its influence in the running 

of central bureaucratic policies. In addition, we can examine how the Sanlao 

acted in a supplementary role in local areas for the local bureaucratic system. 

Based on this, we can have a deeper understanding of the power structure of Han 

society as well as of China’s traditional society. That is where the significance of 

my research lies. 

1.5 Summary 

The manner by which the centralised governing system or the power structure of 

Imperial China operates has been an important and perennial area of research for 

sinologists. Whilst previous scholarship has focused more on a top down view of 

governance, this thesis provides a bottom-up perspective for understanding Han 

governance by researching the Sanlao and their role. 

Previous research contends that compared to other local authorities, the Sanlao 

were special semi-official figures set up by the Han central court who enjoyed 

certain privileges. Also, the establishment of the Sanlao by the Han court was 

aimed at maintaining local social order and minimizing the expense of 

bureaucratic systems. However, previous research has not provided enough 

evidence to fully support this contention. This research on the Sanlao fills this 

research gap and provides further analysis for understanding the centralised 

governing system of Imperial China during the Han times. It does so in the 

following way. 

Chapter Two will introduce and analyse the origin of the term Sanlao and their 

rise during the Han dynasty resulting in the Sanlao’s institutionalisation. Chapter 

Three will provide cases studies related to how the Sanlao acted as advisors, and 

how they provided critical advice for rulers. Chapter Four will uncover the role 

played by the Sanlao as mentors in local areas, and also how they changed the 

political culture when working in union with ‘Upright Officials’. Chapter Five 

will focus on the role of the Sanlao as mediators in local affairs, and how they 

worked hand-in-hand with local officials. Chapter Six will draw a conclusion. 
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 The Origin of the Sanlao  
and its Institutionalisation in Han Times 

This chapter examines the meaning of the term Sanlao and highlights how 

Sanlao’s function changed over time. From the outset Sanlao was simply a 

respectful form of address during the West Zhou dynasty, but then became a 

group of elders who gained certain practical functions during the Spring and 

Autumn and the Warring States periods. During the Han period, Sanlao’s 

functions and power further increased. By tracing this transformation, I intend to 

discover how the group of Sanlao gradually came to provide supplementary roles 

in the centralised governing system. In the following text, I will first discuss the 

changing definitions of Sanlao from the emergence of the title until the time of 

the Han dynasty, and then examine the changes of its functions during the same 

period. 

2.1 The meaning of the term Sanlao 

The meaning of Sanlao varied within the ancient commentarial tradition. The 

different renderings reflect various aspects of the Sanlao’s function during 

various periods before the Han dynasty. 

2.1.1  ‘Three Virtues’  

The first of these commentarial traditions is related to the notion of the ‘three 

virtues’, a term which originates from The Record of Music (Yueji ) 

contained within The Book of Rites (Liji ): 
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112 

In feasting the three [classes of the] old and the five [classes of the] 

experienced in the Great College, he himself [the Son of Heaven] 

had his breast bared and cut up the animals. He [also] presented to 

them the condiments and the cups. He wore the royal cap and stood 

with a shield before him. In this way he taught the feudal lords their 

brotherly duties.113 

The Book of Rites was compiled by Han scholars, and records the rites of the 

West Zhou dynasty. The quotation above shows that the Zhou rulers employed 

ceremonies to assist the feudal lords in their understanding of the rites and duties 

and how they were required to show respect for elders in the community. During 

the ritual, the Sanlao was honoured by the Son of Heaven as a representative of 

the elders of all under the heaven.  

Zheng Xuan  (127 200 CE) in his commentary on this text, suggests that 

the terms Sanlao and Wugeng  refer to elders who possessed knowledge of 

the ‘three virtues’ (san de ) and the ‘five things’ (wu shi ).114 The 

Great Plan (Hongfan ) section contained in The Documents of the Zhou 

(Zhoushu ) in Book of Documents (Shangshu ), lists these ‘three 

virtues’ and ‘five basic things.’ 
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115 

Of the three virtues. The first is correctness and 

straightforwardness; the second, strong rule; and the third, mild 

rule.116 

117 

Of the five [personal] things. The first is bodily demeanour; the 

second, speech; the third, seeing; the fourth, hearing; the fifth, 

thinking.118 

Thus, viewed in light of this particular commentary, we discover that the Sanlao 

and Wugeng were considered to be a class of elders who possessed certain 

virtues. In the Zhou dynasty, the title was an honorary one, without any real 

power or duties attached to the role. 

2.1.2  ‘Three Stars’  

The second commentarial viewpoint, that of the ‘three stars’, comes from the 

King Wen as Son and Heir (Wenwang shizi ) chapter of The Book of 

Rites. 
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119 

When the son of Heaven was about to visit the college, the drum 

was beaten at early dawn to arouse all [the students]. When all were 

come together, the son of Heaven then arrived and ordered the 

proper officers to discharge their business, proceeding in the regular 

order, and offer sacrifices to the former masters and former Sages. 

When they reported to him that everything had been done, he then 

began to go to the nourishing [of the aged]. Proceeding to the 

school on the east, he unfolded and set forth the offerings to the 

aged of former times, and immediately afterwards arranged the 

mats and places for the three [classes of the] old, and the five 

[classes of the] experienced, for all the aged [who were present].120 

Zheng Xuan made the following annotation regarding these terms.  

121 

Two persons were appointed as Sanlao and Wugeng respectively. 

Each of them was of an advanced age and possessed rich life 
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experience and were all retired officials. The Son of Heaven treated 

them [as he would] a father or elder brother to show the whole 

world of his filial piety and fraternal regard. These titles employ 

‘three’ and ‘five’ as an image of the Three Celestial Bodies122 and 

the Five Planets and are that which Heaven employs to brighten all 

under Heaven.  

The commentary of Kong Yingda  (574 648 CE) provides additional 

support to Zheng Xuan’s annotation in regard to this celestial interpretation. 

123 

This symbolising of the Three Celestial Bodies and the Five Planets 

embraces mutual meanings with each other.  

The two explanations for the term Sanlao listed above are cited from The Book of 

Rites and illustrate that during the Zhou dynasty, the kings of Zhou likely viewed 

the Sanlao as having a father-like role in an attempt to showcase their filial piety 

to the whole country, and in particular to members of the royal family. This 

definition again indicates that during this period, the term Sanlao was simply an 

honorary title and did not contain any real governing function. No matter what 

characteristics the Sanlao possessed, the term was simply a metaphor for the 

elders’ status.  
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2.1.3 ‘Three Talents’  

The following reference also provides the same analogy. The third commentarial 

view defines Sanlao as ‘three talents’ (san cai ). The following is a record 

from the Annals of Emperor Xianzong Xiaoming Xianzong Xiaoming di ji 

 contained in Houhanshu ( ). 

124  

To respectfully serve a Sanlao, [and] brotherly serve a Wugeng.   

Song Jun  (?-76CE), a scholar of the Later Han dynasty, made the following 

annotation: 

125 

A Sanlao was one who knew the affairs of Heaven and Earth. A 

Wugeng was one who knew the transformations of the Five Phases.  

Wang Ruoxu  (1174-1243) a scholar of the Jin dynasty, further 

commented that: 

126 
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The affairs of Heaven and Earth should be written as The affairs of 

Heaven, Earth and Man. 

Scholars during the Han dynasty usually referred to Heaven, Earth and Man (tian 

di ren ) as the “Three Talents” (san cai ). 127 The essence of this 

view is that the group of Sanlao were elders who possessed abundant cultural 

knowledge. This interpretation is very similar to the former two, which indicates 

that the Sanlao played an honorary role during the ritual and the Wugeng 

performed a role as the elder brother of the ruler. The reason for them being able 

to embody these respectful roles, lies in the fact that they were seen to possess 

virtue or knowledge. 

2.1.4 ‘Three Longevities’  

The fourth view is called the ‘Three Longevities’. It originated from Du Yu’s 

 (222-285 CE) annotation on Zuozhuan ( ), which notes that: 

128 

Sanlao refers to top level longevity, middle level longevity and 

lower level longevity; all three levels are over the age of eighty. 

                                                 

 

127 This viewpoint is also noted by William Nienhauser in The Grand Scribe's Records, where he 
states that: ‘San-lao , was a position at the Hsiang (village) level held by elders (usually 
over the age of 50) who were seen to have reached an advanced age because of their tripartite 
understanding of heaven, earth and man; they were appointed to oversee local education and 
customs in administrative entities up to county size.’ See The Grand Scribe's Records, Vol 2, 
p.48. 
128 Zuo Qiuming 1965, Zuo Zhuan , Zhonghua Press, Beijing, 1360. 
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During the Han dynasty, a special type of terminology was employed to refer to 

people aged over seventy. For example, ‘ancient rarities’ (guxi ) referred to 

people over seventy years of age. ‘Walking-stick [granted by the] court’ 

(zhangchao ) corresponded to those over eighty years of age and ‘combined 

venerables’ (he maodie ) indicated those who had attained an age of more 

than ninety. All of the elders from each level of longevity were people with 

unusually long-life spans in traditional agricultural society. Thus, this view posits 

that the group of Sanlao were people who enjoyed a particularly long-life span. 

In summary, the ancient commentators quoted above focus on finding a 

reasonable explanation for the number ‘three’129. The ‘three virtues’, ‘three stars’ 

and ‘three longevities’ all focus on the number three rather than on age. 

Therefore, Sanlao is likely to be a respectful term of address to an elder who has 

rich knowledge, noble morals, exemplary behaviour and longevity. 

These varied yet kindred commentarial viewpoints point to the importance of the 

term Sanlao. Here we find the term embodying nothing less than the ultimate 

structure of the universe, namely, Heaven, Earth and Man, or the luminaries by 

which the world is illumined, the Sun, the Moon and the Stars. This cosmic 

vision is also paired with the view that Sanlao were the embodiment of a 

catalogue of virtues that lie at the core of traditional Chinese values. Furthermore, 

they were seen through the idea of the ‘three longevities’ as holding a revered 

place in a social hierarchy founded on a profound respect for the aged. In 

conclusion, the term Sanlao was viewed as one with universal scope and shared 

profound resonances from within the numerically based cosmological correlative 

                                                 

 

129 Numbers have symbolic meaning from within the context of ancient Chinese culture. A 
typical example of this is the saying, ‘I examine myself three times daily. ’ ‘Three 
times’ here is not a literal number but stands for multiple times. Thus, the explanation for 
‘Sanlao’ should emphasize ‘old age’ instead of ‘three’. This is perhaps another approach to 
explain the term Sanlao. 
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worldview in vogue during Han times. Viewed in this regard the term mirrored 

the luminous potencies of the cosmos itself; highlighting the revered role they 

played throughout the Han era. 130 

In light of this understanding, the following section examines how the group of 

Sanlao evolved to possess certain practical functions during the Spring and 

Autumn and the Warring States periods. 

2.2 The development of the Sanlao’s functions  

Over time, the function of the group of Sanlao evolved from honorary 

appointments to semi-formal positions that served certain governing functions. 

By analysing various historical records concerning Sanlao, we can trace the 

development of the Sanlao’s role during the period after the West Zhou dynasty 

and pre-Han times. The earliest record concerning the Sanlao during this period 

can be seen in the Zuozhuan : 

“… ”131 

In the third year of the reign of Duke Zhao (539BC), Yanzi said: … 

The Duke collected [such a large and unusable store of goods] that 

[became] rotten and vermin [gnawed at it], yet the Sanlao were cold 

and enhungered. 

As is commonly known, Zuozhuan is a chronological history that records the 

events of the Spring and Autumn period. This citation illustrates that during the 
                                                 

 

130 The books I cited regarding the Zhou dynasty, most of them complied in Han dynasty. 
Therefore, there are still some disputes about they can really reflect the situation of Zhou dynasty 
or not. However, even if not the reflects of Zhou dynasty, it still can show that the original 
thoughts about Sanlao in Han dynasty. This is the historiography way to find the source of 
Sanlao. 
131  Zuo Qiuming 1965, 1360. 
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reign of Duke Zhao, the duke amassed wealth while the elders where in danger 

of starvation. Under such circumstances, the Sanlao were seen as the elders of 

the state.  

Guanzi ( ) was a book compiled by Guan Zhong  (720–645 BC) and 

other scholars, it provides evidence that during the Spring and Autumn period the 

group of Sanlao served roles as exemplars of moral behaviour at a local level.  

132 

Therefore, the functionaries were those who taught [the people] to 

obey. The Sanlao, local commune officials and the leaders of the 

five-household groups were taken as models. 

This record cited from the chapter entitled Measured Land (Duodi ) 

discusses how to govern different types of land and how to react to different 

kinds of disasters. Here we find that the group of Sanlao and other leaders from 

local areas became models of behaviour for the populace. The group of Sanlao 

performed different roles to that of the functionaries, who represented the 

centralised governing system in local areas and worked as leaders who gave 

orders and edicts. 

In another historical record from the Warring States Period we find some 

evidence regarding the Sanlao in a chapter from the Mozi ( ), entitled The 

Order (Haoling ): 

                                                 

 

132  Guan Zhong 2004, Guanzi , Zhonghua Press, Beijing, 1064. 
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133 

All of the city walls [are to] be like a checkpoint; cautiously wait 

and inspect the written credentials of the traveller’s coming and 

going. If the written credentials or passes are suspect or if they are 

without written credentials, then in each case [they should] be sent 

to the county court to be heard. Request [that the local officials] 

enquire [as to] who sent them. Those in possession of written 

credentials [or] passes [should be] well accommodated in the 

official hostel. If they have acquaintances or relatives wishing to 

see them, then send [for them] and do not allow them into the 

inner-city streets. The Sanlao and defenders of the gates [should] 

order their subordinates to respond [if someone wishes to see 

them]. If their matter is a trifling one, do not allow them into the 

inner-city streets. The Sanlao are not permitted to enter the 

commoner’s household. Convey the order by means of a letter [to] 

the inner city. The letter should be placed in the abode of the 

Sanlao and each householder ordered to [remain] in their homes. If 

                                                 

 

133 Wu Yujiang, Sun Qizhi, and Mo Di 2006, Mozi jiaozhu (Annotation of Mozi) , 
Zhonghua Press , Beijing, 920. 
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the order has been lost or if the order has been delayed, [the 

offending party] should be punished. If [any] functionaries, 

foot-soldiers or the populace are without [the appropriate] segment 

of [their] written credentials and then enter the inner-city streets or 

official hostel without permission, [then] the functionaries, Sanlao 

and defenders of the gate [who] did not interrogate [or] stop [them] 

should be punished.  

In this record, we find that Sanlao, along with the other local leaders, played a 

role during wartime in the defence of the city. This means the local leaders 

shared some responsibilities during special periods such as wartime. Compared 

with the records in Zuozhuan and Guanzi, this record demonstrates at least in 

some contexts, the Sanlao’s duties changed from representatives and models to 

agents with concrete functions.  

Another chapter from the Mozi entitled Defence of the City Gate (Bei chengmen

) includes the following details concerning the Sanlao: 

134 

A grand tower should be built in front of the guard hall looking 

over the city from on high. In front of the hall there should be a 

circular pathway to meet with outsiders in this path [while] the 

outsiders await an audience. At the time [when] Sanlao are 

summoned to those [held] in the detainment area, [they] may 

discuss the positive and negative [aspects] of their matter.  

                                                 

 

134 Sun Yirang, Sun Qizhi, and Mo Di 2001, Mozi xiangu (The Free Annotation of Mozi) 
, Zhonghua Press, Beijing, 528. 
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In this record, Sanlao were regarded as senior consultants who had a deep 

understanding of the surroundings of the city and provided useful information for 

the defence of the city. 

Considering the two citations given above, we find that in the Mozi, the group of 

Sanlao were recorded as being senior leaders in their local area and held real 

responsibilities rather than simply acting as behavioural models or holders of a 

symbolic title of respect. The group of Sanlao provided key information 

regarding the city as well as providing input into matters of defence.  This 

represents a shift in role when compared with materials recorded in Guanzi and 

Zuozhuan. 

In the records mentioned above, the group of Sanlao acted as positive examples 

for the public, however, another record from Biographies of the Humourists 

(Huaji liezhuan ) in Shiji contains a negative example regarding the 

Sanlao. 

135 

During the time of [the reign of] Marquis Wen of Wei, Ximen Bao 

became the magistrate of Ye. Bao went and arrived at Ye and met 

[with] the elders [and] asked them what the populace suffered from. 

The elders said, “[Their] suffering is on account of [having to] find 

brides for the river god and therefore [they are] poor.” Bao asked 
                                                 

 

135 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji (The grand scribe’s records) , Zhonghua Press, Beijing, 3211. 
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them why and they replied “The Sanlao of Ye and the subordinate 

of the country magistrate imposed higher taxes every year on the 

common people with the money gathered reaching several million 

and used [part of] this, two or three hundred thousand, [in the 

search for] a bride for the river god and divided the rest of the 

money with the diviners and priests and then took [the money] 

home.  

As shown by this record, the Sanlao of Ye worked with local officials and 

imposed taxation under the pretext of finding a bride for the river god and 

actually secretly divided and kept some of the money. This is the only historical 

record where we find a Sanlao as an agent of corruption. All remaining sources 

from the historical records describe the group of Sanlao as models of behaviour 

for the populace. Furthermore, in this particular case we find that the Sanlao 

exercised real influence to work with others to sort a particular matter out. This 

evidence illustrates that the Sanlao in the State of Wei held more power than one 

would expect from a mere model of moral behaviour.  

During the same period, in another state, Qi, the famous scholar Xunzi  

(313-238 BC) was promoted to Sanlao, which was recorded in Tongdian ( ), 

a Chinese institutional history book and encyclopaedia from the eighth century: 

136 

Sun Qing was appointed as a Sanlao in Qi, and was appointed as 

libationer. 

                                                 

 

136 Du You 1996, Tongdian , Zhonghua Press, Beijing, 763. 
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Sun Qing (a respectful name for Xunzi ) was a Sanlao in the State of Qi 

and was appointed as a libationer. According to Shiji, he was appointed as a 

libationer three times: 

137 

[At that time] the State of Qi was still writing the vacancies of [the 

list of] ministers, [as there were not many persons who could be 

promoted as ministers] therefore Xun Qing was to be the libationer 

three times. 

An annotation made by Kong Yingda  (574-648 BCE) states that:  

…

“ ” 138 

 [In regard to the] ritual feast, the sacrifice must [be made] first. 

This is also [the case in] drinking wine. The most revered person 

[from] amongst those seated must be employed to [offer this] 

sacrifice. On account of this, afterward the official title is enacted. 

… Qing was [appointed] libationer three times. This meant that 

Xun Qing entered and left the position three times and was 

[granted] the position of ‘Senior Official of Vast Holdings’ and was 

                                                 

 

137 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 2348. 
138 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 2349. 
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honoured in this by all. Therefore, the record states that ‘[he was] 

appointed as libationer three times’.  

In light of this quotation and annotation we can understand that Xun Qing 

shouldered the responsibility of minister in the State of Qi, and in the meantime, 

he was honoured with the title of Sanlao on account of his being an elder among 

the ministers. Thus, the Sanlao could be seen as an additional title for an elder 

official in the State of Qi. 

Considering the evidence cited above regarding the group of Sanlao, we can 

offer the following tentative conclusions.  

The records from the Book of Rites imply that the role was originally an honorific 

position. However, when we arrive at texts dating from the Spring and Autumn 

and Warring States periods, they provide evidence that the position of Sanlao 

gradually became a formal role with discrete functions. The records found in 

Mozi show that the Sanlao’s ideal duties included a pivotal role in safeguarding 

the border security of cities.  

In Shiji we find one instance in the State of Wei where a Sanlao abused his local 

power to the detriment of the local populace, indicating his real function was to 

cooperate with the subordinate of the county magistrate. Xunzi (Sun Qing) was a 

Sanlao in the State of Qi indicating that he fulfilled a specific role which was not 

simply an honorary one. The records contained in Shiji and Tongdian provide 

evidence of dates for the chronology of these changed roles with the account in 

Shiji dated as 400 BCE while the account in the Tongdian refers to events during 

the year 283 BCE.  

These records serve to illustrate that during the Spring and Autumn and Warring 

Sates periods, the Sanlao did not as yet perform concrete administrative 

functions in the state.  

After this period, the group of Sanlao assumed more duties and gradually 

became institutionalised during the Han period. The following section 

demonstrates the establishment of the Sanlao as a formal position in Han times.  
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2.3 The first establishment of Sanlao as a formal position 

2.3.1 The background for this establishment 

The first institutionalisation of the Sanlao during the Han period occurred during 

a critical time of war. In 206 BCE, the year of the fall of the Qin Empire (

), the King of Han ( ), Liu Bang  was fighting against the hegemony 

of the Dictator King of Western Chu ( ), Xiang Yu . The war lasted 

for four years (206 BCE to 202 BCE) and is known as the Chu–Han Contention (

). At the commencement of hostilities Liu Bang was in a disadvantaged 

situation and had lost several battles. His main base was in the west and the Inner 

Pass area ( ), whilst Xiang Yu’s base was in the east and around Chu (

). 

Commencing in 206 BCE, Liu Bang and his advisors issued several policies to 

maintain social stability in an attempt to increase support from the local 

populace. These policies related to five important aspects of society: laws, land, 

religion, tax, and governance. 

Firstly, during the first year of his reign, the King of Han (206 BCE) made an 

agreement with the populace located in the Inner Pass area. 

( )

139 

                                                 

 

139 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 362. 
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During November of the first year of the King of Han [206 BCE], 

the Duke of Pei [Liu Bang] summoned all the elders and towering 

figures throughout the counties, to inform them, ‘Your elders were 

suffering under the harsh law of the Qin for a long time. I had a 

deal with the feudal lords that whosoever entered the Inner Pass 

area first would be the King [of the Inner Pass], [and therefore] I 

shall be the king here.’ 

140 

[The King of Han] made an agreement with the elders that the law 

only has three rules: murders [should be sentenced to] death, and 

those who wound others or steal must be punished. All other laws 

of the Qin are eradicated.  

141 

All of the functionaries and people [shall enjoy] security as it was 

in the past. 

142 

                                                 

 

140 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 362. 
141 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 362. 
142 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 362. 
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[The King of Han said] ‘The reason I came here, is to eradicate 

harmful things for your elders, and not to invade and rampage. Do 

not be afraid.’  

143 

Therefore, I turned my army back to Bashang to wait for the feudal 

lords to come and establish the regulations.  

144 

Therefore, [the King of Han] sent the messengers and functionaries 

of the Qin to each county, township and village to inform the 

populace. 

Secondly, in 205 BCE when the war was at a stalemate, he promoted more of 

such policies. 

… 145 

In November of the second year [the King of Han issued an order] 

… to repair and mend the strategic pass at Heshang. [He] decreed 

that the populace cultivate the former park, garden and reservoir of 

the Qin.  

146 

                                                 

 

143 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 362. 
144 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 362. 
145 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 369. 
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The King of Han went out to the [Inner] Pass to Shaan and placated 

the elders [who lived] outside the Pass.  

147 

On the day of Kuimo of February, [he] decreed that the populace 

cease [worship at] the state altars of Qin and established the state 

altar of Han. Displaying [his] kindness and virtue, [he] conferred 

noble ranks on commoners. The people of Shu and Han who 

supported the army with labour were exempted from land tax for 

two years. Family members of soldiers who came from within the 

Inner Pass area were exempted from state service for one year. 

In addition to these orders listed above, was an order to establish the formal 

position of Sanlao:  

148 

In the second year of the reign of the King of Han, on the day of 

Kuimo on the second month… [It was decreed that] selection 

should be made of people with an age of over 50 years old [who] 

were known for virtue and [good] conduct, and who were able to 

                                                                                                                                    

 

146 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 370. 
147 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 33. 
148 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 34. 
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lead the masses and bring about [their] excellence. [They would be] 

positioned as [village] Sanlao. Each village should have one 

[Sanlao]. Among them, one should be selected as Sanlao of the 

county, whose duty was to teach the county magistrate and other 

county officials the affairs [of government] and [they would] be 

exempt from compulsory service and garrison [duties]. 149 Each 

October [they] should be granted wine and meat. 

We can summarise the policies noted above as follows. Firstly, they issued new 

laws to remove the harsh laws of the Qin government. Secondly, they informed 

the populace of the promise to leave them undisturbed. Thirdly, efforts were 

made to revitalise agriculture by repairing the pass and opening up reserved land 

for the public to cultivate. Fourthly, some of the populace were relieved of land 

tax and exempted from State service when new state altars were set up and those 

of the Qin where removed. These four policies relate to relieving burdens of the 

populace. The fifth policy was related to the governance of the people and 

established the Sanlao with the role to teach county magistrates and other county 

officials the affairs of government. 

As mentioned earlier, these policies were issued in the Inner Pass area during the 

period immediately after the fall of the Qin empire when the social and 

administrative orders needed to be restored. The military officials had had little 

time to engage in governance during the war and this new power system required 

experienced elders to assist. This set up assisted the officials in their governance 

of local areas, as pointed out by Jack Dull: 

                                                 

 

149 Here ‘ ’ had several renderings, Burton Watson rendered it as ‘act as consultants to 
government officials’, see ‘Records of The Grand Historian: Han Dynasty I’, p.67; Homer Dubs 
rendered it as ‘serve as a consultant with the Prefect, the Assistant (Prefect), and the Chief of 
Police.’ See ‘The History of The Former Han Dynasty’, Volume One, p.75; my understanding is 
Sanlao acted as a teacher rather than consultant, according to Shuowen jiezi  ‘

’, which means what the superior does is followed by the subordinate. 
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The law of avoidance (which definitely existed in the Han period 

and probably during the Ch’in as well) prevented an imperial 

appointee from serving in his own jurisdiction. The commandery 

and prefectural officials were thus outsiders, but their clerical staff, 

whom we can refer to as sub bureaucrats because they did not hold 

imperial appointments, were all locally hired. The local prefects 

guided and relied on these sub bureaucrats for such essential basic 

functions as conducting the census, collecting and forwarding taxes 

in both kind and money, maintaining roads and bridges, and 

ministering justice, and so on.150  

According to Dull’s research, the sub-bureaucrats helped the local prefects to 

govern. However, in the Sanlao’s new role, they acted as teachers to all the 

officials, including the prefects, sub-bureaucrats and county magistrates. Their 

role was higher than the supplementary role of the sub-bureaucrats and they 

acted as advisors to the officials. Of the five policies issued by King of Han, the 

most important was the new responsibilities of the Sanlao. 

We can conclude that these orders shared the same purpose: to amend the laws of 

the Qin dynasty, appease the populace, secure their base and gather sufficient 

support for the war against Xiang Yu. The benefits of this are illustrated in the 

following section. 

2.3.2 Benefits of the set-up 

In order to illustrate the benefits of the policies issued by Liu Bang, we need to 

compare the harsh governance, severe law enforcement and tyranny of the Qin. 

                                                 

 

150  ‘The Evolution of Government in China’ in Paul S. Ropp, ed. Heritage of China: 
Contemporary Perspectives on Chinese Civilization. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1990, p.63. 
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When comparing these records, it is clear that Liu Bang’s policies were aimed at 

revising the excesses of Qin rule. 

The following citation illustrates this: 

151 

The king of Qin harboured a covetous and avaricious heart and 

[only] executed his own understandings [gained from his] own hard 

earnt [struggles]. He did not trust the ministers with merit and was 

not close to [his] officials and the populace. He abandoned the 

kingly way and set up [systems based on] partiality. He burned 

books and enforced harsh punishments and laws. [He] gave priority 

to the crafty and forceful [and placed] the benevolent and righteous 

last and was the first under Heaven to exercise tyranny.  

The First Emperor and his successor indulged their taste for palaces and other 

such edifices.  

 … 

152 

He ruined the ancestors’ temples and forced the people to start 

building the Palace of Ah Pang. … In a time of troubles, officials 

                                                 

 

151 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 283. 
152 Jia Yi 2000, Xin shu (New Book) , Zhonghua Press, Beijing, Vol. 1 15. 
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could not regulate, and the people were impoverished, but the lord 

did not exert [himself] to appease [the people].  

Records show that numerous commoners lost their livelihood during this time.  

153 

Adult males [were forced to] wear armour and adult females 

delivered goods [for the state]. Too bitter to live, [the people] hung 

[themselves] on trees near the road and the dead bodies were [lined 

up] one by one.  

General Wu Chen concluded:  

154 

The Qin enacted tranny and brutal punishments so as to injure the 

world, [and this has lasted for] several decades already. In the 

north, there is a corvée [building] the Great Wall; in the south, there 

is a garrison at Five Mountains; the exterior and interior is in 

disturbance; the [families] of the hundred names were weary; a tax 

was imposed according to the number of people [in each 

household] and collection of grain using a winnow basket to 

provide military expenditure. The wealth has run out and the 

                                                 

 

153 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2812. 
154 Sima Qian1965, Shiji, 2573. 
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strength [of populace] exhausted. People were without means of 

livelihood, which was worsened by severe laws and harsh 

punishments. [This] caused all the families to live without peace.  

Compared with such tyranny, we can see how the policies issued by Liu Bang 

reversed the direction of the Qin’s harsh governance. The following records 

illustrate the significant results of these policies. 

155 

The people of Qin were greatly overjoyed and vied [with each 

other] to take the beef, mutton, wine and food to reward the soldiers 

and warriors. 

156 

[Their] only fear [was that] the Duke of Pei would not be made the 

King of Qin. 

157 

The King of Han went to [his] state and the King of Xiang ordered 

thirty thousand soldiers to follow. The populace who admired [the 

King of Han] from Chu area and [areas of] other feudal lords who 

followed [him] exceeded several ten thousand. 

                                                 

 

155 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 362. 
156 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 362. 
157 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 367. 
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158 

In the Autumn, the eighth month, the King of Han issued an order 

that the functionaries shall make inner and outer [grave] garments 

and coffins for the soldiers and warriors who were unfortunate to 

die and [then] send [the coffins] back home. The four quarters [of 

the world] inclined their hearts [toward the King of Han]. 

The King of Han emerged victorious from the war and went on to found one of 

the longest-lived dynasties in Chinese history. 

Much research and analysis has been done on the topic of the war between Liu 

and Xiang.159 Some maintain that Xiang Yu was too headstrong and appointed 

officials by favouritism. Whereas Liu Bang carefully evaluated and properly 

placed his subordinates, leading talented parties to prefer Liu.160 

Some have argued that Xiang was too surly, prone to extremes, lacked political 

nous and also made a fatal mistake in Hongmen, which led to his downfall. On 

                                                 

 

158 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 46. 
159 For a summary of research related to the Chu-Han Contention from the last twenty years see 
Yan Shengguo’s Ershi nian lai Xiang Yu shibai yuanyin yanjiu shuping 

 (Review of Twenty Years’ Research of the Reason for Xiang Yu's Defeat), Social 
Sciences Perspectives in Higher Education 2003, vol 1 pp.31-34. 
160 See Wang Min, Chuhan zhanzheng yu Liu Bang, Xiang Yu de yongren 

 (The Chu-Han War and the People Chosen by Liu Bang and Xiang Yu), Journal of 
Soochow University, 1986, vol 3, pp.111-114; See also Liu Ming, Jianting ze ming, Liu Bang 
sheng Xiang Yu zhi guanjian  (Listen to Both Sides and you will 
be Enlightened—A View on the Reason Liu Bang Victory), Qiushi, 1994, vol 4, p.46.  
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the other hand, Liu Bang possessed rich political experience and a fine mind for 

strategy and on this account was victorious.161 

Others have argued that geography played a decisive role in the outcome of the 

war.162 

As yet however, there has been no scholarly enquiry regarding the policies 

related to the Sanlao. Whilst this institution is often seen as playing a minor role 

during this period, I argue that the institution of the Sanlao assisted in the 

stabilisation of society and provided an important educational role for local 

officials in the area around the Inner Pass area during this period.   

In a superficial manner, the King of Han desired to use the social experience of 

the Sanlao to assist in the stabilisation of society. However, the historical records 

which inform us that the ‘Sanlao whose duty was to teach the county magistrate 

and other county officials the affairs [of government]’ has not as yet received 

much attention. I argue that the Sanlao played an important role. This was in 

place prior to many other policies, such as the three new rules, the abolition of 

Qin law and customs, and a more humane face of authority. Installing the Sanlao 

as teachers changed what it meant to be an official. Officials were instructed and 

helped by the morality and experience of the Sanlao, which helped to rapidly 

                                                 

 

161 For example, Chen Yukuan, Chu-Han xiangzheng weihe Chu bai Han sheng
 (Why the Han Won and the Chu Lost the Chu-Han Contention), Journal of Zhejiang 

Normal University, 1994, vol 1, pp. 47-50; Chen Yexin, Shilun Xiang Yu bingfa  
(An Analysis oF Xiang Yu’s Art of War), Zhejiang Academic Journal, 2000, vol 2, pp.146-148. 
162 Ma Biao, suggests that the reason for Xiang Yu’s loss is that he neglected to protect the 
biggest granary of Ao Cang. See Aocang yu Chu Han zhanzheng, (Ao Cang 
and Chu-Han War), Journal of Beijing Normal University, 1987, vol 1, pp. 84-86.; Li Xingbing, 
argues that Liu Bang managed the strategic importance of the Hanzhong area well, see Xiang Yu 
baiwang de junshi dili yuanyin  (The military geography reason of 
the loss of the war of Xiang Yu), History Teaching, 1993, vol 2, pp. 37-39.; Song Jie, maintains 
that the strategic mistake of Xiang Yu was to make Pengcheng his capital along with his attack 
on Liu Bang via the west of Henan, see Cong dili jiaodu fenxi Xiang Yu shidai de zhanlüe 
yuanyin (Analyse the strategic reason of the Xiang Yu’s 
failure from the geography perspective), Collected Papers of History Studies, 2012, vol 1, 
pp.31-41.  
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spread stability throughout Inner Pass area, and in turn supported Liu Bang in the 

war against Xiang Yu. These policies provided the framework and ethical 

conditions to build a stable society. 

Additionally, this edict was perhaps a fitting one for the situation in those chaotic 

times, as there was a saying, ‘One who gains the heart of people will win all 

under Heaven” (de minxin zhe de tianxia ). During the war 

between Liu and Xiang, the policies issued by Liu mirrored such an idea. I argue 

that, amongst these policies, the establishment of the Sanlao system was one of 

the most important. 

2.4 The development of the Sanlao’s functions after the reign of Emperor 

Gaozu 

2.4.1 Former Han 

There are three important records preserved in the Hanshu related to the Sanlao’s 

functions during the Former Han after the reign of the Emperor Gaozu  

(256-195 BCE). 

The first two were issued during the reigns of Emperor Wen  (180-157 

BCE) and Emperor Wu  (141-87 BCE), to strengthen the function of the 

Sanlao. 

The edict issued in the twelfth year of Emperor Wen (168BCE) declared: 
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163 

The Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful are the great 

principles of all under Heaven. Cultivators of the Fields are the root 

of livelihood. The Sanlao are the teachers of the populace. Honest 

officials are the model of the people. I have deeply praised the 

conduct of these various gentlemen. It is said that now in the 

counties of ten-thousand households there are none who can 

execute the order. Is this the people’s real situation? [The fact] is 

that the functionary’s selection of talent is not well prepared. 

Therefore, I sent the envoys to console and reward the Sanlao, 

those who were filial, [received] five bolts of cloth, those who 

showed fraternal respect, and those diligent in the fields [received] 

two bolts of cloth and honest officials whose rank is over 200 

bushels [received] 3 bolts of cloth for each additional 100 bushels. 

At the same time enquire of the people as to those things they are 

not comfortable and at ease with and then set up the regular 

position of the Sanlao, the Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful 

and the Cultivators of the Fields according to the number of 

households. Order each to go along with their own duties to lead 

the people. 

An edict issued in the sixth year of Yuanshou  (117 BCE) during the 

reign of the Emperor Wu declared: 

                                                 

 

163 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 124. 
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164 

Now send the Erudite Da and other five Erudites to console the 

bereaved, disabled, diseased, and provide funds for those incapable 

of making a living. Instruct the Sanlao and the Filially Pious and 

Fraternally Respectful to act as the teachers of the populace. Select 

gentleman of singular conduct and summon them to the Emperor’s 

quarters. I prize the talent of the virtuous and am delighted to know 

them.  

These two edicts illustrate the gradual institutionalisation of the Sanlao, but do 

not provide very clear indications of the duties of the Sanlao. By combining 

these accounts with the Table of Nobile Ranks and Government Offices (Baiguan 

gong qing biao ) in the Hanshu, we can come to a more 

comprehensive understanding of the responsibilities of the Sanlao, as the 

following records indicate: 

165 

Generally speaking, the ten communities (li) were [combined under 

the jurisdiction of] a commune (ting),166 each ting had a chief. Ten 

                                                 

 

164 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 180. 
165 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 742. 
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ting were [combined under the jurisdiction of] a Township (xiang), 

each xiang had a Sanlao, Petty Official with Rank (youzhi), Bailiff 

(sefu) and Patrol Leader (youjiao). The Sanlao was in charge of 

civilising [the populace]. The duty of the Bailiff was hearing 

litigation and imposing taxation. The Patrol Leader [was in charge 

of] stopping bandits and patrolling for thieves.  

By analysing these records together, we can clearly find that after the preliminary 

establishment of Sanlao during the reign of Gaozu, they performed formal roles 

as teachers or advisors to the magistrates of the county. Then during the reign of 

Emperor Wen, these duties were extended to become teachers for all, and 

subsequently the role was established according to the number of households. 

Following this Emperor Wu ordered the Sanlao to act as teachers for the entire 

local populace. In the Hanshu, the duties of the Sanlao included being in charge 

of civilising the populace.  

2.4.2 Later Han 

The Houhanshu preserves many historical records related to the Sanlao, however 

the text only provides two examples of their function during the later Han. The 

first of these is found in the edict issued in the second year of Yuanhe  

(85 CE) during the reign of Emperor Zhang  

                                                                                                                                    

 

166 According to de Crespigny, ‘The common phrase shih-li yi-t’ing can be interpreted 
in two ways: for the imperial communications service, the li refers to the distance between one 
posting-station and the next; on the other hand, it can refer to the fact that ten communities, called 
li, were combined under the jurisdiction of a t’ing.’ See Rafe de Crespigny 1967, ‘An outline of 
the Local Administration of the Later Han Empire’. Chung Chi Journal, vol. 7, 1967, pp.57-71. 
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167 

In the second month of the second year of Yuanhe, on the day of 

Yichou, the emperor was ploughing [the field] in Dingtao. The edict 

states: [The role of] the Sanlao [is to show] respect for the aged. 

[The role of] the Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful [is to 

exemplify] good behaviour. [The role of the] Cultivators of the 

Fields [is to exemplify the virtues of] hard work. The country 

[regards] them as exemplary, and therefore grants these each person 

a pi of silk to encourage [their] leadership in agricultural matters. 

While this shares similarities with the account from the Book of Rites, the 

Treatise of Officials (Baiguan zhi ) from the Houhanshu includes the 

following details regarding the position of the Sanlao during the Later Han 

dynasty: 

                                                 

 

167 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 149. 
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168 

Each township had one Petty Official with Rank, one Sanlao and 

one Patrol Leader. Author’s Commentary: ‘The prefecture 

government appointed the Petty Official with Rank, who was in 

charge of the affairs of the whole township and belonged to the one 

hundred bushel-level officials. In a small township, the county 

government would appoint a Bailiff to replace the Petty Official 

with Rank. The Petty Official with Rank and the Bailiff provided 

basic information on the township, for instance, whether the 

villagers were good or bad, and whether they finished their state 

services or not. They also made tax credits according to the wealth 

of the villagers. The Sanlao was in charge of civilising [the 

populace]. They gave prizes to those sons and grandsons who were 

full of filial piety, to chaste women, loyal men, people who used 

their own property to help others in need, as well as to literati who 

could become moral models for the villagers. They also set up an 

inscribed board at the door of those people’s homes for recognition 

of good deeds. The Patrol Leader was to hunt for criminals and 

curb crime. Each township appointed a District Accessory 

(xiangzuo), responsible for tax collection. And every ting had a 

Chief of the Commune (tingzhang), who was in charge of the 

security of the local area.’ 

As illustrated by these records, the Sanlao’s function in local areas became more 

concretely defined and detailed during the Later Han dynasty, when compared 

with their duties during the Former Han. During the Former Han, they were only 
                                                 

 

168 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 3624. 
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responsible for educating the local people, but by the Later Han dynasty, their 

duties expanded to civilising the villagers and rewarding good deeds. This 

development, on the one hand, shows that the basic function of the group of 

Sanlao had been expanding over time. On the other hand, it shows that the 

traditional morality of Confucius had permeated society at this time. 

2.5 Conclusion 

As we can see from the materials cited above, the role of the Sanlao changed 

significantly throughout the period from the Zhou dynasty until the Han.   

During the West Zhou dynasty, the Sanlao was simply an honorary title with no 

real power and responsibility. When it came to Spring and Autumn period and 

Warring States period, the Sanlao became local leaders and shouldered more 

responsibilities and duties. Of particular note in this regard was their 

responsibility for city defences, checking the credentials of local residents, and 

acting in an assisting role to officials. However, at this stage the role had not yet 

been formally institutionalised.  

The first emperor of Han created the group of Sanlao as important figures in 

local areas with real duties. The edict issued by Emperor Gaozu helped the 

Sanlao strengthen their high social status as well as acting as teachers for local 

officials. By the time of Emperor Wen and Emperor Wu, this function had 

changed a little. Sanlao acted more in a supplementary role for the centralised 

governing system. 

The edicts issued by Emperor Wen and Emperor Wu prove that the role of the 

group of Sanlao was more focused on acting as teachers for all and this gradually 

changed to being in charge of civilising the populace in local areas, and these 

duties continued during the Later Han dynasty. 

In the following chapters, I shall use detailed case studies to demonstrate the 

function shouldered by the Sanlao during various periods. 
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 The Sanlao as Advisors 
After the establishment of the Sanlao as a formal position during the reign of 

Emperor Gaozu, the Sanlao started to perform a supplementary role in Han 

government. One important function in this regard is they acted as advisors. 

During the decision-making progress, the Sanlao sometimes acted as 

remonstrators, sometimes they acted as persuaders, and sometimes they played 

the role of critics. All of these roles shared the same key points, they provided 

contention which go against the highest hierarchy. As Michael Schimmelpfennig 

argues:  

The criticism of superiors transgresses a deliberate hierarchical 

boundary. Criticizing a superior means to presume to pass 

judgement on decisions made by persons whose decision-making 

power derives from their own status within the hierarchy. Their 

power entails that decisions can even be followed through against 

criticism that is reasonable and justified or that the lower level critic 

might face punishment even though his criticism was heeded.169  

This process illustrates the Sanlao’s influence. 

The cases I have selected below provide examples of how various Sanlao who 

came from non-government backgrounds, remonstrated with their superiors in a 

manner that officials and functionaries could not. They illustrate the Sanlao’s 

special privileges in this regard along with their significance and elevated social 

position. 

This chapter will analyse four cases from the Former Han dynasty, where the 

Sanlao acted as a remonstrator during critical periods. 
                                                 

 

169 Michael Schimmelpfennig 2007, Blunt or Hidden: The Problem of Defining Different Ways 
of Remonstrance in Traditional China, Asian and African Studies Vol XI, 1-2:7-20, pp.7-8. 
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3.1 Sanlao as a persuader – The case of Dong Gong170  

Dong Gong , the Sanlao of Xincheng171 County ( ), made an act of 

remonstrance to the King of Han ( ), Liu Bang for mourning Emperor Yi.172 

The case of Dong Gong is the earliest record of a person designated as a Sanlao 

in the Dynastic Histories (Zhengshi ).  

The event occurred in 205 BCE, the second year of the Chu–Han Contention. 

Before this event, Xiang Yu made the grandson of the former King of Chu, Xin, 

the Emperor Yi in 208 BCE, (which literally means Emperor Righteousness). 

Xiang Yu sent an assassin to kill him secretly in 205 BCE, and the Emperor Yi 

became a rallying point for the rebel army. On account of this assassination, 

Xiang Yu was seen to have lost the moral high ground. This was the advice 

Dong Gong provided for Liu Bang. 

The following account of this event is taken from Shiji  (The Grand 

Scribe’s Records): 

                                                 

 

170 Dong Gong, (lit. Master Dong), has no biography in the Dynastic Histories and is only 
mentioned in regard to this event in the Shiji and Hanshu. According to Zhang Shoujie’s 

flor. 8th C commentary on the Shiji, Dong Gong was eighty-two years old when he made this 
remonstration during the second year of the reign of the King of Han (205 B.C.), and so was born 
in 287 B.C. According to A Biographical Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and Xin Periods, 
‘Dong Gong was an elder of Xincheng whose moral precepts persuaded Liu Bang

to declare public mourning for Yidi , who had been put to death by Xiang Yu . -Shiji 
8, p.370; Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu 1A, p.34.’ 
171  According to The China Historical Geographic Information System the location of 
Xincheng County during the Han corresponds to the present Yichuan County in Henan 
Province . 
172 The name Yi suggests he was emperor in name only. – William H. Nienhauser and Tsai Fa 
Cheng 1994, The Grand Scribe’s Records, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, p.194. 
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173 

In the third month of The Second Year of The King of Han [March 

205 BCE]. The King of Han  went southwards to cross [the 

Yellow River through] the ford of Pingyin, to reach Luoyang. At 

Xincheng,174 Dong Gong, the Sanlao of Xincheng, blocked his way 

and spoke uninvited175 to the King of Han with the news of the 

death of Emperor Yi. The King of Han heard this news, stripped to 

his waist 176  and cried loudly. Thereupon the King of Han 

proclaimed a mourning period for Emperor Yi, and [all the people] 

cried for three days. He sent messengers to inform the feudal lords, 

                                                 

 

173 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 370. 
174 In the Correct Meaning of the Grand Scribe’s Records (Shiji Zhengyi ) Zhang 
Shoujie quotes from the Comprehensive Land Records: “Luozhou Yique county was seventy li to 
the south, is the original county of Xincheng in Han. “

” Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 370. 
175 Again, in the Correct Meaning, Zhang Shoujie quotes from the Table of Bureaucracy: ‘Ten li 
comprises one ting, each ting has a chief. Ten ting comprises a township, each township has a 
Sanlao, the Sanlao handles education and cultivation. These systems were established  during 
Qin.’ Once more, Yue Chan said, ‘Blocked the road and spoke uninvited is the meaning zhe.’ 
Spring and Autumn Annals of Chu and Han states, ‘Dong Gong was eighty-two, so he was 
enfeoffed as Marquis of Cheng.’  All of these commentaries are from Shiji Zhengyi. (

“ ”
: ” “ ) Sima Qian 

1965, Shiji, 370. 
176 Tan means to bare the upper body, a gesture which indicated a sign of respect or loyalty. 
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saying, ‘All the world together enthroned Emperor Yi, facing the 

north177 and served him. Now Xiang Yu has exiled Emperor Yi and 

murdered him south of the Yangtze River.178 It is high treason and 

without principle. The lonely one, I, have personally proclaimed 

mourning for Emperor Yi; all the feudal lords are wearing plain 

white garments. We will send out all the troops of the Inner Pass 

area, and conscript warriors of Sanhe Commanderies179 to journey 

southwards on the Yangtze and Han rivers. We are willing to 

follow you, noble kings, to attack the one in Chu, who has 

murdered Emperor Yi. 

This record from the Shiji emphasises the denunciation and provides scant 

information on Dong Gong. The record can be divided into four parts; firstly 

Dong Gong’s persuasion on being told the news of the death of Emperor Yi; 

secondly, Liu Bang’s emotional outburst; thirdly, Liu Bang’s decision to mourn 

the Emperor Yi; fourthly, Liu Bang’s denunciation of Xiang Yu. In this account, 

the Shiji provides more description concerning the development of the historical 

event, with little attention to Dong Gong’s persuasion.  

The Shiji emphasises Liu Bang’s denunciation of Xiang Yu, whereas the Hanshu 

provides a more detailed record regarding the persuasion of Dong Gong. 

                                                 

 

177 In traditional China, facing north meant serving as a minister to an emperor or king. 
178 In the Correct Meaning, Zhang Shoujie states, ‘(King of Han) went to south to conscript the 
solders of Sanhe, then sent out the soldiers of the Inner Pass, went through Yongzhou, into Ziwu 
Road, reached Hanzhong, floated with the Han River downwards, then travelling east, arrived at 
Xuzhou and attacked Chu.’ (

) Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 370. 
179 In the Collected Explanations of the Grand Scribe’s Records Wei Zhao comments that the 
sanhe is an abbreviation for “Henan, Hedong and Henei.” ( “

”) Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 370. 
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180 

In the third month of The Second Year of The King of Han [March 

205 BCE]. The King of Han  went southwards to cross the Yellow 

River through the ford of Pingyin, to reach Luoyang. Dong Gong, 

the Sanlao of Xincheng, blocked his way and spoke uninvited to 

King of Han, ‘Your servant has heard that those who accord with 

virtue, prosper; and those who go against virtue, perish. If troops set 

out without just cause181, the matter will not be a success. Thus it is 

said: “Expose them as thieves, and then the enemy can be 

subdued.” Xiang Yu acted without principle; he has exiled and 

murdered his ruler. He is the greatest thief in all under heaven. As a 

rule, “humaneness is not achieved through heroism, righteousness 

is not achieved by force.” If all soldiers of the three armies182 wear 

plain garments for the Emperor Yi, announcing the death of 

                                                 

 

180 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 34. 
181 ‘without just cause’ literally ‘without name’ wuming . Here means “without just cause.”  
182 ‘Three armies’ sanjun , refers to zuojun zhongjun youjun or the left 
wing, middle wing, right wing of the army respectively, i.e. the entirety of the troops. 
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Emperor Yi to all nobilities, and waging war to the east,183 then no 

one within the four seas will not look upward to [your] virtue. This 

is holding up [the example] of Three Kings.’ 

The King of Han replied, ‘Excellent. Without you, master, I would 

not have heard about this.’ Thereupon the King of Han proclaimed 

a mourning period for Emperor Yi, announced the death of 

Emperor Yi; he stripped to his waist and cried loudly, and he [was 

present] to hold memorial services for three days. 

In the record cited above we find more details of Dong Gong’s persuasion. 

Firstly, he quoted a famous saying to support his argument; secondly, he 

elaborated on Xiang Yu’s action as an illustration of this argument; thirdly, he 

proposed the right action for Liu Bang. All these three steps serve one aim, to 

assist Liu Bang’s efforts toward victory. Dong Gong’s persuasion is clear and 

logical, and Liu Bang took his advice to heart. 

Thus, the Shiji and Hanshu provide different perspectives on this event. The Shiji 

emphases the entire narrative and provides less description of Dong Gong’s 

persuasion, whereas the Hanshu provides more detailed rhetoric on how Dong 

Gong persuaded Liu Bang to mourn for the Emperor Yi. In this description, it 

seems clear that Liu Bang did not have any sympathy for Emperor Yi and he 

used him as a tool to fight Xiang Yu. As I hope to demonstrate below, we can 

draw this conclusion from the differences between these descriptions below from 

Shiji and Hanshu respectively: 

Firstly, the Shiji records: 

                                                 

 

183 During that time, Liu Bang was in Luoyang and Xiang Yu was in Pengcheng . 
This meant that Xiang Yu was stationed to the east of Liu Bang. The causus belli was Xiang Yu 
murdering the Emperor Yi. 
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At Xincheng Dong Gong, the Sanlao of Xincheng, blocked his way 

and spoke uninvited to the King of Han with the news of the death 

of Emperor Yi. The King of Han heard this news, stripped to his 

waist and cried loudly. Thereupon the King of Han proclaimed a 

mourning period for Emperor Yi, and [all the people] cried for three 

days. 

This selection highlights the King of Han’s deep personal feelings toward the 

Emperor Yi, in that he cried immediately upon hearing news of his death. 

However, Hanshu states: 

 

Thereupon the King of Han announced the death of Emperor Yi, he 

stripped to his waist and cried loudly, and held memorial services 

and [all the people] cried for three days.  

The phrase ‘thereupon’ (yushi ) indicates that the King of Han spent some 

time in considering his decision in regard to mourning Emperor Yi.  

These differing accounts help to provide us with a deeper understanding of the 

events from a variety of perspectives. After Xiang Yu murdered Emperor Yi, 

Dong Gong keenly sensed that the murder of Emperor Yi was morally wrong. He 

therefore advised Liu Bang to take the moral high ground to gain the support of 

his vassals by holding a funeral and exacting revenge for the death of Emperor 

Yi. At the beginning of the war between Liu Bang and Xiang Yu, Xiang Yu held 

the Emperor Yi hostage and dominated the military. Liu Bang, being merely one 

of several kings enfeoffed by Xiang Yu was thus in a disadvantaged position. 

Under these circumstances, Liu Bang accepted Dong Gong’s advice, accusing 
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Xiang Yu of ‘murdering his lord as a betrayer,’ and led the vassals to fight 

against Xiang Yu. This made it easier to win the war. The Emperor Yi was seen 

as a universal leader for all of the armies who fought in revolt against the Qin 

reign. Liu Bang waged the war to enact revenge for the death of the Emperor Yi 

and thereby received the support of the common people who suffered greatly at 

the hand of the Qin government. 

Gu Yanwu  (1613-1682), a Qing dynasty historian commented that,  

 

Dong Gong intercepted and sought to persuade Liu Bang to hold a 

funeral for Emperor Yi, therefore [he could] conquer the whole 

country.184  

Another Yuan dynasty historian, Fang Hui  (1227-1307), said regarding 

Dong Gong’s advice that,  

 …

 

No one has the ability to make such excellent persuasion in such a 

big world. … Zhang Liang, Xiao He, Han Xin, Chen Ping, none of 

them could make it, why?185  

                                                 

 

184 Gu Yanwu 2013, Rizhilu jishi (Collected Comments on Records of Everyday Knowledge) 
, Zhejiang Ancient Books Publishing House, Hangzhou, 485. 

185 Sikutiyao zhulu congshu bianzhuan weiyuanhui 2010, Gujinkao , Beijing Press, 
Beijing, 31. 
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Wang Ruoxu  (1174-1243) spoke highly of this case, believing that 

 

[Dong Gong’s persuasion] specially made the key point of 

reason.186  

The following selection from the Shiji illustrates the importance of Dong Gong’s 

persuasion to Liu Bang. At the conclusion to the war between Liu Bang and 

Xiang Yu, the following exchange is recorded between them: 

 … 

… 

187 

For a long while Xiang Yu’s army and Liu Bang’s army held their 

respective positions and made no decisive move. Xiang Yu and Liu 

Bang faced each other across the ravine of Guangwu and talked 

back and forth. Xiang Yu proposed a duel between Liu Bang and 
                                                 

 

186 Wang Ruoxu 1936, Hunan yilaoji (Compilation of [Historical Records] of the Adherents to 
the Fallen Dynasty to the South of the [River] Hu) , The Commercial Press, Beijing, 
78. 
187 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 375. 
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himself. However, Liu Bang refused and enumerated Xiang Yu’s 

[crimes] 188 : … ‘the eighth is of exiling Emperor Yi from 

Pengcheng, and making it his own capital, seizing the territory of 

the King of Han , and ruling as the king of the former land of 

Liang and Chu, appropriating all for himself; the ninth is of sending 

someone secretly to murder Emperor Yi; the tenth is of acting as 

vassal but murdering his ruler, killing those who had already 

surrendered; who was unfair in his governing, and was not 

trustworthy as a ruler, all of these that which all under heaven 

cannot forgive, all are treasonous and unprincipled. With my 

righteous troops I joined with the feudal lords to execute this cruel 

thief. I could have those men who committed offenses and have 

been punished strike and kill Xiang Yu; why should I trouble 

myself to engage in a duel with you, sir?” Hearing these words, 

Xiang Yu was in a fury and one of his archers shot Liu Bang from a 

hiding position. 

After the end of these hostilities, Liu Bang was in an advantaged position 

through his victory at war. When he accused Xiang of ten crimes, the two most 

serious crimes were those proposed by Dong Gong.  

In summary, as the Sanlao of Xincheng County, Dong Gong used his status to 

persuade Liu Bang, who accepted the persuasion. Dong Gong drew extensively 

from history and spoke highly of the benevolent rule of the Three Kings. This 

reflected his deep understanding and appreciation of the lessons of history which 

were rooted in Confucian thought. Although he lived in a small county, 

Xincheng, he understood broader issues at play and knew how to win popular 

support. The historical records portray him as a clear thinker with a strategic 

mind. Although the Shiji’s record of the incident purports to illustrate the reasons 
                                                 

 

188 There were ten crimes listed in all. 
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for Liu Bang’s martial success, we can also see that Dong Gong’s focus was on 

regional and social stability. His advice sprang from the expectation that a 

righteous governor should conquer, stabilise society and possess a strategy in this 

regard. Dong Gong’s keen sense of history and his deeply rooted Confucian 

morality can be seen from his rhetoric. That he dared to exert his own influence 

to dispel the chaos and speak for regional interests is a manifestation of the 

Sanlao’s practical function. 

3.2 Sanlao as a remonstrator – The case of Linghu Mao189  

Linghu Mao , Sanlao of Huguan County190 ( ), remonstrated with 

the Emperor Wu  (141-87 BCE) in defence of the Heir Apparent (taizi

).  

In the later years of Emperor Wu’s reign, the Emperor was deeply influenced by 

witchcraft (wugu ). In the second year of the Zhenghe reign ( ) (91 

                                                 

 

189  Linghu Mao has no biography in the Dynastic Histories, his only record being this 
memorandm in the Hanshu. According to A Biographical Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and 
Xin Periods, ‘Following his defeat by loyalist forces in Chang’an, Liu Ju , Wudi’s Heir 
Apparent, escaped. Mao, a Sanlao  of Huguan  (Shangdang), addressed a written 
appeal to Wudi affirming that Liu Ju was innocent of any attempt to rebel, and maintaining that 
his actions were due solely to self-defence in face of the villainy of Jiang Chong . Mao’s 
appeal to precedents in which men of sincere loyalty had nonetheless suffered when their motives 
were brought into question impressed Wudi, who eventually had Liu Ju exonerated. - Ban Gu 
1962, Hanshu 63, p.2744; for Mao’s identification as Linghu Mao , despite other 
possibilities, see HanshuBZ 63.3a note.’  
190 According to The China Historical Geographic Information System, the location of Huguan 
county during the Han corresponds to the present Tunliu County ( ) in Shanxi Province (

). 
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BCE), Jiang Chong191  was promoted to Superintendent of Waterways and 

Parks (Shuiheng duwei ) and was appointed to investigate the 

witchcraft affairs. In the seventh month of the same year he used witchcraft to 

frame the Heir Apparent, Liu Ju . 192 Terrified, the Heir Apparent killed 

Jiang Chong, and dispatched troops for his own defence. The Heir Apparent tried 

to escape, and he led his troops in battle against the army led by Prime Minister 

Liu Quli193  in Chang’an ( ). The Heir Apparent suffered defeat but 

managed to escape from Chang’an, and to hide in Quanjiuli ( ). 194 

Emperor Wu was outraged and considered the Heir Apparent’s deeds to be 

treason, an estimation with which most of his ministers agreed. The Hanshu 

records:  

195 

His Highness was deeply outraged and [his] ministers [full of] fear 

and dread, did not know a way out. 
                                                 

 

191 Jiang Chong , originally named Jiang Qi , style Ciqian , is treated to a full 
biography in the Hanshu, where he is classed with others who were engaged in political 
scheming such as Kuai Tong  and Wu Pi . - Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu 45 p.2175. 
192 Liu Ju , the son of Empress Wei, born in 128 BCE, was nominated Heir Apparent in 122 
BCE, met a violent death in 92 BCE. - Sima Qian 1965, Shiji 49, pp.1980,1985; Ban Gu 1962, 
Hanshu 63, p.2741. 
193 Liu Juli , was a son of Liu Sheng , who was a half-brother of Emperor Wu and 
reigned as king of Zhongshan  from 154 to 112 BCE. He took the office as the Chancellor 
of the Left  in March of 91 BCE; he was executed at the waist in 90 BCE charged with 
imprecation against the emperor. 
194 Yan Shigu comments: ‘Quanjiuli  is in Minxiang County , which was Hu 
County  in Han times.’ According to The China Historical Geographic Information System

the location of Hu county during the Han corresponds to the present Lingbao County in 
Henan Province . - Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu.63, p.2747. 
195 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
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Linghu Mao, the Sanlao of Huguan, was not only brave enough to appeal on 

behalf of the Heir Apparent, but also offer a bold remonstration. 

The following selections from the Hanshu record the message Linghu Mao 

submitted to Emperor Wu. 

Firstly, he pointed out that the relationship between the Emperor and his son is 

like Heaven and the creatures on the Earth, emphasising that the Heir Apparent is 

the most important relative of Emperor Wu and most important person for the 

whole country: 

196 

I, your servant, heard that a father is like the Heaven, a mother is 

like the Earth, and sons are like the myriad things. 

197 

Thus when heaven is at peace and the earth is tranquil, and Yin and 

Yang are in harmony, then all things will flourish. In a family, if the 

father is kind and mother is loving, then the sons will be filial. If 

Yin and Yang are not harmonious, then the growth of the myriad 

things will be hindered. If father and sons do not get along well 

with each other, the whole family will collapse. 

                                                 

 

196 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
197 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
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198 

Therefore, if the father does not act as a father, sons will not act as 

sons. If the ruler does not act as a ruler, ministers will not act as 

ministers. Although there is food, how could I get access to eat it. 

199 

In ancient times, Yu Shun was extremely filial, yet his father Gusou 

was not satisfied with him. Xiaoji was slandered and Bo Qi was 

banished. Their flesh and blood relations were extremely close, 

[and yet] father and son doubted one another. Why was this so? It 

was borne out of accumulated slander. Here we can see that none of 

their sons were unfilial, yet the fathers did not look into it. 

200 

Now the Heir Apparent, is the suitable heir of the Han Empire, and 

is to inherit the task of all eras, and embody the weight of the 

                                                 

 

198 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
199 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
200 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
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ancestors, and it is due to his closeness [to the emperor] that he is 

designated heir.  

Secondly, he pointed out that the Heir Apparent was forced to take action by 

Jiang Chong and that his son harboured no thoughts of rebellion.  

201  

Jiang Chong was a civilian and a servant in the inner city. The 

Emperor promoted him and used him [as an important minister]. He 

used the Emperor’s orders to oppress and persecute the Heir 

Apparent. [He] forged [evidence] and covered [his crimes], [his 

character was] hypocritical and treacherous, [he made] the masses 

evil and full of errors, thus the communication between the 

relatives was hindered. 

202 

In going out, the Heir Apparent could not obtain an audience with 

the Emperor, and in his return, was trapped by treacherous 

ministers. He felt unjustly accused and was unable to appeal. 

                                                 

 

201 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
202 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
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Finally, failing to contain his anger, he rose up to kill Jiang Chong. 

He became so afraid that he fled. Then the son stole his father’s 

troops to rescue himself from danger. I personally believe that the 

son had no evil intention. 

203 

The Odes say: 

They buzz about, the blue flies, 

Lighting on the fences. 

O happy and courteous sovereign, 

Do not believe slanderous speeches. 

The slanderers observe no limits, 

And throw the whole kingdom into confusion.204 

Thirdly, Mao pointed out that Jiang Chong lived up to his treacherous reputation: 

he alienated father from son and was clearly to blame for the whole crime. 

Previously, Jiang Chong deceived and killed the prince of Zhao ( ). This 

became widely known throughout the country; there was no doubt this crime 

occurred.  

205 206 

                                                 

 

203 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
204 Legge, James, vol. 4:348. 
205 Liu Dan was the Heir Apparent of Liu Pengzu  at the time when he was the 
King of Zhao (152-92 BCE). He married a sister of Jiang Chong. Jiang Chong had been revealing 
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Previously, Jiang Chong defamed and killed the Prince of Zhao, 

and there were none under heaven who had not heard of this. His 

crimes were damnable. 

Lastly, he thought that Emperor Wu should also take some responsibility for this 

entire incident.  

207 

Your Majesty did not contemplate and properly investigate it and 

lay serious blame on the Heir Apparent. In an indignant rage, Your 

Majesty sent the army to search for the Heir Apparent. Three 

Excellencies cared only for themselves. Wise men did not dare to 

speak and the polemists did not dare to persuade. Personally, I was 

distressed by this. 

In the end, he presented examples of loyal ministers and filial sons from history, 

clearly explaining his own behaviour. 

208 

                                                                                                                                    

 

some of his own secret activities to the King. Liu Dan tried unsuccessfully to have Jiang Chong 
arrested, but did succeed in having Jiang Chong’s father and elder brother investigated and 
executed in public. Jiang Chong consequently denounced Liu Dan on the grounds of incest with 
his sister, of sexual relations with members of the king’s household and of acts of violence. 
Emperor Wu therefore ordered him to face a trial in Wei commandery and he was judged worthy 
of the death penalty. - Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu 45, p.2175, 53, p.2421. 
206 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
207 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
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I, your servant, heard that Zixu was loyal to the end and forgot his 

own reputation; Bigan had been benevolent to the end and forgot 

his own body. These loyal ministers in all sincerity and without fear 

of the axe, presented their views, with an aspiration to rectify the 

monarch’s faulty decision and stabilise the country. 

209   

The Odes say: 

I would take those slanderers, 

And throw them to wolves and tigers.210 

Your Majesty only [need to] ease your heart and relieve your mind, 

inquire less as to those whom you are close to, do not worry about 

the faults of the Heir Apparent, quickly dismiss the officers and 

soldiers, there is no cause for the Heir Apparent to flee for a long 

time. Your servant cannot bear [more] loyalty and devotion, I will 

pass out the days of my life waiting for punishment in front of the 

Jianzhang Palace.  

Sanlao Mao’s message, according to Ban Gu’s account, achieved a fine result.  

 

                                                                                                                                    

 

208 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
209 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
210 Legge, James, vol 4:348. 
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The memorandum having been stated, and the Emperor was 

touched.211 

When comparing the record above with that of the remonstrance made by Dong 

Gong, we can uncover some similarities. Firstly, Mao quoted a famous saying to 

support his argument; secondly, he also analysed the case logically with local 

information the officials did not present; thirdly, he was also deeply influenced 

by Confucian thought. 

In this event we see the Sanlao Linghu Mao as a good leader, possessed of 

political nous, a strong sense of duty and brave enough to present his petition. Gu 

Yanwu said, 

 

 [Linghu Mao] is worthy of praise for a hundred thousand 

generations.212  

Mao espoused the theory of Yin and Yang, the notion of Emperor-minister 

relationship as father and son, and his reference to the Book of Odes was relevant 

to the events. In light of this it is evident that he had studied Confucian doctrine 

and blended different schools of thought. He also had a great command of the 

spoken and written word, and as a result was able to move Emperor Wu.  

                                                 

 

211 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2744. 
212 Gu Yanwu 2013, Rizhilu Jishi, Zhejiang Ancient Books Publishing House, Hangzhou, 485. 
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3.3 Sanlao as a critic – The cases of Gongcheng Xing213   

and Zhu Ying214  

The following two cases concern Gongcheng Xing , a Sanlao of Hu215 

( ) and Zhu Ying , a Sanlao of Baima216 ( ) and are related to a famous 

official from the Former Han, Wang Zun217 . 

These two cases are recorded in the Hanshu. In the second year of Heping (

27 BCE) during the Emperor Cheng’s reign (33-7 BCE), certain 

officials staged a mock trial to convict Wang Zun, the Governor of the Capital (

                                                 

 

213 Gongcheng Xing, has no biography in the Dynastic Histories and is only mentioned in regard 
to this event in the Hanshu. According to A Biographical Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and 
Xin Periods, ‘Xing , order of Gongcheng , and entitled San lao , in Huxian  
(in the area administered by the Governor of the Capital, Jingzhao Yin ) After the 
accusations that led to the dismissal of Wang Zun  from his post as Governor of the Capital 
(27 BCE), Xing submitted a report showing that the cause of the indictment could be traced to the 
personal hatred of Yang Fu , and praising Wang Zun’s work in suppressing banditry. Wang 
Zun’s re-instatement duly followed.’ - Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu 76, p.3234.’ 
214 Zhu Ying, has no biography in the Dynastic Histories and is only mentioned in regard to this 
event in the Hanshu. According to A Biographical Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and Xin 
Periods, ‘Zhu Ying , as a Sanlao  of Baima  (Dongjun), Zhu Ying submitted a 
detailed and accurate report of the bravery shown by Wang Zun  in facing a serious breach 
of the Yellow River and its attendant risk of flooding during the reign of Chengdi.’ - Ban Gu 
1962, Hanshu 76, p.3237.’ 
215 Hu County , was in an area administered by the Governor of the Capital, Jingzhao Yin 

. According to The China Historical Geographic Information System the location of Hu 
county during the Han corresponds to the present Lingbao County in Henan Province

.  
216 Baima County , in the area administered by Dongjun , according to The China 
Historical Geographic Information System the location of Baima County during the Han 
corresponds to the present Hua County in Henan Province . 
217 Wang Zun’s biography can be found in the Hanshu (vol 76, pp.3226-3238), volume 76, from 
page 3226 to page 3238. According to this biography, he was born in Zhuojun , during the 
reign of Emperor Xuan  (74-49 BCE) and died in office a few years after the Jindi Dam 
burst (29 BCE), during the reign of Emperor Cheng 33-7 BCE  
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), on trumped up charges because they disagreed with his strict law 

enforcement. Charged with failure to treat certain imperial officials with the 

respect that was their due, and excusing himself on a technicality, Wang Zun was 

later accused by Zhang Zhong218 , the Imperial Counsellor (Yushi Dafu 

 29-23 BCE), “of oppressive activity, arrogance, defamation of the 

Empress and loss of authority, and of being unfit for high office. To the general 

regret of officials and others he was dismissed.” 219 

At that time, Hu County’s Sanlao, Gongcheng Xing and others, submitted the 

following memorandum to Emperor Yuan in defence of Wang Zun. Sanlao 

Gongcheng Xing’s submission served to highlight four aspects.  

Firstly, it described the serious public security situation in the surrounding area 

of the capital, which several former governors were unable to deal with. It then 

outlined the contribution made by Wang Zun in stabilising the society of the 

Capital. 

220 

                                                 

 

218 Zhang Zhong has no biography in the Dynastic Histories. According to A Biographical 
Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and Xin Periods, ‘Zhang Zhong  of Julu was chancellor 
of Dongping, he was appointed Superintendent of the Lesser Treasury (Shaofu ), in 30 BCE 
(or 29) … As Imperial Counsellor (Yushi Dafu ), Zhang Zhong brought a charge of 
unreformed oppressive behaviour, arrogance, defamation of the emperor and loss of authority 
against Wang Zun , which led to his dismissal. Zhang Zhong himself died in office in 23 
BCE.’ - Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu 19B, p.825; 76, p.3233; 77, p.3257; 81, p.3346.’ See Biographical 
Dictionary, p.699. 
219 Michael Loewe, Biographical Dictionary, 567. 
220 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3234. 
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In early years, the thieves and bandits in the Southern Mountains, 

blocked the mountain, rampaged and robbed innocent people, killed 

the law-abiding officials, [made] the roads impassable and set the 

gate of capital on high alert. 

221 

The Colonel of Foot Soldiers (Bubing Xiaowei ) was sent 

to chase the bandits. The troops were exposed to the elements, 

spent a lot of time and used up a lot of money, but failed to arrest 

them. Two ministers were removed from their positions [because of 

this], [but] the bandits became stronger. The courage of officials 

waned and rumours spread throughout the four directions. This 

worried the country. At that time, if there was someone who could 

arrest the bandits or kill them, [the government] would not stint on 

rewards of gold and money.  

222 

The Noble of the Interior (Guannei Hou ) Kuan Zhong223, 

sent his officials to ask Wang Zun, the former Colonel Director of 

                                                 

 

221 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3234. 
222 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3234. 
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the Retainers for a detailed plan to capture the bandits. Therefore, 

Wang Zun was appointed as Advisory Counsellor (Jian Dafu 

) and acting Commandant, Governor of the Capital (Jing fu 

Duwei ), with responsibility for the duties of the 

Governor of the Capital (Jingzhao Yin ). 

224 

He devoted himself to the service, exerted all his strength and 

wisdom in his job. [He] thought about his duties day and night, 

treated his subordinates with humility, encouraged the fleeing 

functionaries to rise [from their] apathetic mood. During these 

twenty days, the large gangs were broken and the leaders were all 

decapitated. Banditry and chaos were eradicated; the peasants went 

back to do farming. He consoled and helped the weak and the poor, 

and suppressed the local tyrants.   

                                                                                                                                    

 

223 Zheng Kuanzhong has no biography in the Dynastic Histories. According to A 
Biographical Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and Xin Periods, ‘Zheng Kuanzhong , of 
Pingling , was trained in the Book of Documents (Shangshu ) by Zhang Shanfu 

. As an Academician (Boshi ) himself he gave instruction in that work to Chengdi while 
he was still Heir Apparent (between 48 and 44) and at his accession Chengdi nominated him a 
Noble of the Interior (Guannei Hou ). Zheng Kuanzhong rose to be a Counsellor of the 
Palace (Guanglu Dafu ), with responsibility for directing the Secretariat (Shangshu 

). At one time he toured Yizhou and after examining the local way of life there reported 
favorably on the administration of Wang Zun  and his ability to suppress crime.’ - Ban Gu 
1962, Hanshu 76, p.3229.’ see Biographical Dictionary, p.723. 
224 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3234. 
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225 

Jia Wan226 in the Eastern market, Wan Zhang in the Western 

market, Zhang Jin in the arrow market, Zhao Fang in the wine 

market and Yang Zhang in Dulin, and others, were long standing 

tyrants and crafty businessmen in Chang’an. [They] engaged in 

illegal activities and formed gangs. They raised and cultivated the 

evil people [to work for them]. They not only violated the law and 

disrupted the local government, but also bullied the common 

people, so that they were [like] jackals and wolves to the common 

people. For twenty years, several Erqianshi-level officials were 

changed and they were powerless to arrest them. Wang Zun used 

the right law to eradicate these bandits and the gangsters were 

killed in the proper way. All crafty and evil people were eliminated. 

The officials and civilians were pleased with what he had done. 

                                                 

 

225 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3234. 
226 Jia Wan , and Wan Zhang  Zhang Jin Zhao Fang Yang Zhang , 
have no biographies in the Dynastic Histories and were all arrested and put to death by the 
Governor of the Capital (Jingzhao Yin ; 29-27) Wang Zun , who for some twenty 
years had been using their personal powers to act irrespectively of the laws, to the grave injury 
and oppression of the population. – Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu 76, p.3234. See Biographical 
Dictionary, p.187. 
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227 

In summary , Wang Zun governed the capital of our country , 

handled troublesome affairs, and restored [after] the confusion. He 

eliminated the violence and stopped the evil. All of this was a 

remarkable achievement rarely seen before. A lot of well-known 

officials could not manage this situation as well as he did. Although 

officially appointed as the Governor of the Capital, there was no 

special prize to give to him. 

Secondly, it clearly outlined the errors in the Imperial Counsellor’s allegations 

which led to Wang Zun being removed from his position, and pointed out that 

Wang Zun was not guilty of these accusations. Thus, the charges against him 

were fabricated.  

228 

Now the Imperial Counsellor has accused him of ‘harming Yin and 

Yang, distressing the whole country, and not being willing to accept 

the Emperor’s edict. His actions are not in keeping with his 

promises. He acted as an official who was full of loyalty, but in fact 

he was full of crimes.’ 

                                                 

 

227 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3235. 
228 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3235. 
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229 

These attacks can be traced to the Imperial Counsellor (Yushi 

Cheng ) Yang Fu230. He used to be the assistant of Wang 

Zun, and engaged in cunning and evils activities, with a bad mouth 

and full of duplicity. He liked to use the law to frame people. Once 

he was drunk and passed the house of Li Jia231, who was the servant 

of Wang Zun. Yang Fu had a fight with Li Jia, Li Jia hit Yang Fu in 

his face, Li Jia’s nephew tried to kill him with a knife. For this 

reason, Yang Fu harboured deep resent against [Wang Zun] and 

tried to harm him. [Here I] doubt he harboured enmity inside, and 

misused his authority outside, to plan this allegation, cook up 

charges and submitted documents of impeachment to frame Wang 

Zun as revenge. 

                                                 

 

229 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3235. 
230 Yang Fu has no biography in the Dynastic Histories and is only mentioned in regards to this 
event in the Hanshu. According to A Biographical Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and Xin 
Periods, ‘In seeking to exonerate Wang Zun  from the accusations levelled by the Imperial 
Counsellor and leading to his dismissal in 27. As Assistant to the Imperial Counsellor (Yushi 
Cheng ), Yang Fu had at one time been a subordinate official (Shuzuo ) of Wang 
Zun, and given to illegal activities he was always ready to involve others in the law. His hatred of 
Wang Zun arose after an incident in which he had been struck by Li Jia , one of Wang 
Zun’s slaves; he had then exploited his connections to have the accusations laid.’ - Ban Gu 1962, 
Hanshu 76, p.3235.’ See Biographical Dictionary, p.633. 
231 One of Wang Zun’s slaves. 
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Thirdly, it used some analogies to parallel Wang Zun’s removal to historical 

figures who had been wrongly accused and killed.  

232 

In the past, Bai Qi233 was a general of Qin, who conquered Han 

and Wei in the east, and took Yin, the capital of Chu . He was 

framed by Marquis of Ying234 and committed suicide by the king’s 

order at Duyou. Wu Qi235, was general [responsible for] the defence 

of Wei to the west of the Yellow River. Therefore, the Qin and Han 

 did not dare to attack, but someone framed him and forced him 

to flee to Chu. The king of Qin believed these flattering words and 

killed his best general. The King of Wei heard these slanders and 

exiled his talented defence general, all of this because they listened 

                                                 

 

232 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3235. 
233 Bai Qi (died 257 BCE), also known as Bo Qi, was a general of the Qin state in the Warring 
States period. King of Qin forced Bai Qi to commit suicide in Duyou  on account of his 
slander of Fan Sui  ( ). See Biography of Wang Jian and Bai Qi, in Sima Qian 1965, 
Shiji, Volume 73, p.2331. 
234 Fan Sui  was Prime Minister of Qin State from 266 to 255 BCE, and enfeoffed as 
Marquis of Ying by King of Zhao . See Biography of Fan Sui and Cai Ze, in Sima Qian 
1965, Shiji, Volume 79, p.2401. 
235 Wu Qi (440-381 BCE) was a military leader, legalist philosopher, and politician in the 
Warring States period. He helped the Wei state defence in West Yellow River region but was 
forced to leave by the slanders. See Biography of Sun Zi and Wu Qi, in Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 
Volume 65, p.2165. 
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to such duplicity and acted in an unwise manner. This loss of 

[talented] people caused great harm.  

236 

Your devoted servants personally lament that Wang Zun, [who 

was] honest and well-respected, and devoted himself to public 

affairs, fearlessly pointed out the negligence of the powerful 

generals and ministers of state; eliminated evil and did not fear 

tyrannical power. He rooted out the unsubdued bandits, eased the 

country’s worry, and achieved much. Loyal to his duties, he 

safeguarded the prestige of the court. As a minister, he was a 

bulwark in the fight against our country’s enemies. 

237 

Now he was innocent but in the clutches of the enemy, and was 

framed by falsified documents. In going up, he was powerless to 

atone for his supposed crime, and in going down was not even 

allowed to defend himself in the court of law. He could do nothing 

but suffer the false accusations of his enemy and take the notoriety 

                                                 

 

236 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3235. 
237 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3235. 
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of Gonggong 238 . There was no place for him to present his 

grievance. 

Lastly, Gongcheng Xing highlighted the effective measures taken by Wang Zun 

after being appointed as Governor of the Capital, and used a quotation from 

Confucius to suggest that Wang Zun should receive just treatment.  

239 

Wang Zun was elected as a talented official and appointed to be 

minister when the capital was in disarray. At that time, the capital 

was full of rebels and bandits. Now that the rebellion and banditry 

have been eradicated, and major crime figures have admitted their 

guilt, Wang Zun was immediately accused as a crafty and cunning 

man and was then deposed. The same Wang Zun, for three years, 

was praised as the elite from the beginning and then accused as a 

crafty sycophant at the end. It is so unjust! Confucius said: ‘If you 

love a person, you love him to such an extent that you wish he 

might enjoy an eternal life; if you hate a person, you hate him to 

such an extent that you wish he might die an instant death. This is 

confusing.’ Confucius also said: ‘Not to be moved by the ebb and 

flow of slander, may be called insight.’  
                                                 

 

238 Yan Shigu commented, ‘Gong Gong , is an official title, of a federal lord during the time 
of Yao . Shun exiled him to Youzhou .’ ( ) 
Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 76, p.3237. 
239 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3235. 
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240 

Please! We beseech Your Majesty to order other officials to judge 

Wang Zun’s actions in the light of his record! As a minister, if he 

has ‘harmed the harmony of Yin and Yang’, he should be sentenced 

to death. If his actions are not in keeping with his promises or acted 

as an official who was full of loyalty, but in fact he was full of 

crimes, he should be banished forever. 

241 

If he is really as bad as the allegations imply, Wang Zun should be 

executed publicly, or exiled to some distant wilderness with no 

exemptions. Meanwhile the officials who appointed Wang Zun, are 

also guilty for such bad appointments, with no exemptions. 

However, if the accusations do not match the facts, it was craftily 

worded text to frame an innocent person and the person who 

submitted this document should be killed for doing so. This is for 

punishing crafty persons and to eliminate such cunning customs. 

Please only consider this advice your wise majesty so as to 

differentiate the white from the black. 
                                                 

 

240 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3235. 
241 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3235–36. 
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As we can see from this well-argued memorandum, the words and phrases 

Gongcheng Xing used in his written defence of Wang Zun reflected the orthodox 

thought of a Confucian scholar. Not only was this an effective appeal for Wang 

Zun, but it also helps us to understand the significant role the Sanlao played in 

safeguarding their own interests in local politics. Clearly, during the period of 

Emperor Cheng of the Han, the local Sanlao were deeply influenced by 

Confucian values. 

When comparing the above with the remonstrances made by Dong Gong and 

Linghu Mao, this remonstrance by Gongcheng Xing shares some similarities. It 

quotes a famous saying to strengthen the argument; it analyses the case based on 

the information not provided by officials and in each case the remonstrator has 

the courage to counter commonly held opinion. All of these cases demonstrate 

the supplementary role of the Sanlao. 

After reading the submission by the Sanlao Gongcheng Xing, the Emperor 

reappointed Wang Zun as the provincial Governor of Xuzhou (Xuzhou Cishi

). This means that the authority embodied in the position of Sanlao was 

recognized by the highest levels of the hierarchy. 

During the reign of Emperor Cheng, the capital Chang’an was in turmoil as a 

result of banditry and the organized troublemakers and thieves where what 

worried the Governor of the Capital most. The Biography of Yin Shang in the 

Hanshu records that: 

……
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242 

During the years of Yongshi and Yuanyan (16-9BCE), since the 

Emperor neglected his duty to govern, scoundrels in Chang’an 

proliferated, and teenagers formed criminal gangs on the street. 

They even killed officials and were hired as assassins. They 

decided who was to be the assassin through their games – the one 

who picked up a red ball would be sent to assassinate military 

officers, the one who picked up a black ball would be sent to 

assassinate civilian officials; and the one who picked up a white 

ball would be responsible for conducting the funeral for the killers. 

After sunset in Chang’an, pedestrians were often assaulted, robbed, 

or killed, so much so that it was impossible to calculate the number 

of victims. 

Faced with such chaos, local people wanted capable officials like Wang Zun in 

place to combat crime and to keep social order. As established in the previous 

chapters, the Sanlao’s firm support of local officials formed the backbone of 

social order. One important reason for the Sanlao to speak in favour of Wang 

Zun lay in Wang Zun’s efforts to fight crime and restore order to Chang’an. 

After Wang Zun reached the end of his tenure in the position of provincial 

governor of Xuzhou, he began serving as prefecture chief, and he ran into trouble 

again with the Yellow River flooding and bursting its banks. Again, other 

Sanlaos submitted a defence of Wang Zun and saved his political life. In the 

Hanshu, Biography of Wang Zun, it states:  

                                                 

 

242 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3673. 
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243 

After a long time, the water in the Yellow River rose and flooded 

Jinti Dam in Huzi244. The elderly and the young, fearing a disastrous 

inundation, ran for their lives. Wang Zun personally led officials 

and the common people to sacrifice a white horse to the god of 

water, Hebo. Wang Zun, holding jade stones, asked wizards to use 

their divination and prayers, and implored them to block the gap 

with his body. So overnight, he stayed in the temporary house on 

the dam. 

245 

Thousands of officials and common people kowtowed and begged 

Wang Zun to leave this dangerous place. But Wang Zun refused to 

leave. At last, when the large dam finally collapsed, officials and 

the common people alike fled. Wang Zun stood his ground, with 

just one terrified assistant by his side. The flood gradually subsided. 

Officials and the common people praised Wang as a brave, morally 

                                                 

 

243 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3237. 
244 Jinti Dam in Huzi was the main bank of the Yellow river in Baima County. 
245 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3237. 
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upright hero. Zhu Ying, the Sanlao in Baima, reported his deed to 

the Emperor. The Emperor commanded other officials to 

investigate and verify the report as true.  

Upon verification, the Emperor issued an imperial edict saying that: 

246 

The river in Dongjun Prefecture rose sharply and destroyed Jinti 

Dam. The gap was of three chi. The common people, being scared, 

all fled. The prefecture chief, with his body facing the flood, took 

the crisis in his stead, did not seek to avoid danger, and eased the 

hearts of the people, [so that] the officials’ assistants and the 

common people could resume working and farming. The flood did 

not have any catastrophic effect. I prized him and promoted him to 

the rank of full Erqianshi and additionally rewarded him with 

twenty jin of gold. 

Unfortunately, a detailed record of the Sanlao Zhu Ying’s memorandum to the 

emperor, does not survive but the records from Hanshu provide information 

showing Zhu Ying’s success in safeguarding Wang Zun’s reputation. 

Wang Zun was able to resume his position due to the representation given by 

Hu’s Sanlao, Gongcheng Xing. Thereafter he was promoted again and rewarded 

with a higher salary, the result of the submission made by the Sanlao in Baima, 

                                                 

 

246 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3238. 
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Zhu Ying. Wang Zun’s experience shows that the Sanlao could exercise 

influence on local politics. 

3.4 Conclusion 

3.4.1 The power source for local authority 

After having illustrated in detail the above cases, it is natural to raise some 

questions: Why could the Sanlao act as remonstrators? Put in another way, what 

was the source of their power and authority? 

I argue that the power source and the authority of the Sanlao can be defined as 

the traditional authority and charismatic authority. 

In sociology, the concept of traditional authority and charismatic authority comes 

from Max Weber’s tripartite classification of authority, the other form being 

rational-legal authority. All of these three authority types represent an example of 

his ideal type concept. Weber noted that in history those ideal types of authority 

are always found in combinations. In traditional authority, the legitimacy of the 

authority comes from tradition; in charismatic authority from the personality and 

leadership qualities of the individual. He states that,  

In the case of traditional authority, obedience is owed to the person 

of the chief who occupies the traditionally sanctioned position of 

authority and who is (within its sphere) bound by tradition. But 

there the obligation of obedience is a matter of personal loyalty 

within the area of accustomed obligations. In the case of 

charismatic authority, it is the charismatically qualified leader as 

such who is obeyed by virtue of personal trust in his revelation, his 
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heroism or his exemplary qualities so far as they fall within the 

scope of the individual’s belief in his charisma.’247  

The Sanlao were a typical combination of traditional authority and charismatic 

authority. 

Take the case of Dong Gong. From the records in Shiji and Hanshu, we can 

conclude that Dong Gong was well-educated, with a fine mind for strategy and 

pre-empting future trends. He was in a local county, Xin Cheng, but had a big 

map in his mind about trends to do with the war, and he had the courage to make 

a remonstrance to the highest authority. His power was backed up by his deep 

understanding of local affairs as well as his age. These are typical personal 

qualities. The Sanlao of Huguan, Linghu Mao, as well as Gongcheng Xing, who 

were regarded as well-educated remonstrators, were the same. 

Additionally, Sanlao were usually elders in local area, which means their 

authority came from the social tradition of respecting elders in traditional 

agriculture society. 

China had been a typical agricultural society since the Zhou dynasty. In an 

agricultural society, people have a strong attachment to their native land and are 

generally unwilling to leave it. As noted in Fei Xiaotong’s From the Soil: 

The range of memory needed by a person living in rural society is 

not the same as that required for one living in modern cities. Life in 

rural society is very stable. I have said that people who make their 

living from the earth cannot readily move. The place of their birth 

is the place where they grow up and where they die.248 
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Fei adds the following: 

The experiences of one’s ancestors with this familiar patch of earth 

are passed down and necessarily become one’s own experiences. … 

Each person’s individual experience equals that of the entire 

generation. There is no need to accumulate experience, only to 

preserve it as it is.249  

The farming tools of traditional agriculture in China were extremely simple, as 

were the farming methods, which relied mainly on human physical strength 

combined with animal power. The agrarian age was a stable era, and the 

accumulated knowledge of farmers was more than adequate to meet the physical 

requirements of any problems they encountered. Thus, the farming knowledge, 

experience and skills of the elderly were a valuable asset for the younger 

generation. At that time, the basic education method was oral teaching. Oral 

teaching was an important source of knowledge and wisdom in pre-civilized 

society. The elderly were naturally the source of such teaching, often assuming 

the roles of psychologist, historian, and family-preaching mentor. Thus, respect 

from others came naturally. 

In summary, the elders in agricultural society gained natural respect, this can also 

explain the edict issued in the second year of the reign of King of Han, which set 

up the formal position of Sanlao, stating the requirement for a Sanlao to be over 

fifty. Sanlao received the respect of the local populace as well as from the 

highest authority. In the case of Dong Gong, he was an elder in the local area and 

he had knowledge about local experiences. In regard to this local authority, the 

King of Han accepted the advice and reacted with a declaration of war against 

Xiang Yu.  
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3.4.2 The influence of Sanlao’s advice 

I here wish to analyse the influence of Sanlao’s advice in light of a concept 

proposed by Glen Dudbridge.  

In his work, Religious Experience and Lay Society in T'ang China, he used a 

concept of inner story and outer story to explain anecdotes mentioned in a 

collection from the Tang Dynasty.250 Dudbridge explains that in the inner story, 

‘Its character is defined by that common ownership. Its interest is both general, 

for belonging to a whole society, and specific, for belonging to a given situation 

at a given time.’251 This means the story itself is just the story, which is defined 

by the story teller. However, in the outer story: 

They perceive (as we should perceive) selectively and express their 

perceptions in forms their culture has laid down for them. The 

results need interpreting with care. And here too, as we have found 

with each of the stories above, the historian’s own mind will 

interpose itself as he tries to ‘make the dead speak’.252  

If we apply this concept to the case of Dong Gong, we can tell that in the story 

itself, Liu Bang was about to fight against Xiang Yu in his previous strategy. 

This was the inner story. The outer story was written by the historians, that Dong 

Gong tried to intercept Liu Bang and expressed his thinking about the war and 

how to win the war. This thinking belonged to this particular situation and 

reflects the thought of the elders during this exact time. Sanlao Dong Gong drew 

extensively from history and spoke highly of the benevolent rule of the Three 

Kings. This reflected his deep understanding and appreciation for historical 

lessons and that his worldview was deeply rooted in a Confucian outlook. 
                                                 

 

250 Glen Dudbridge 2000, Religious Experience and Lay Society in T’ang China: A Reading of 
Tai Fu’s ‘Kuang-i Chi’, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 14. 
251 Glen Dudbridge, 15. 
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Although he lived in Xincheng, a small county, he understood the big picture, 

and knew how to win popular support. He was a clear thinker and adept at 

mapping out strategies. His advice sprang from an expectation that a righteous 

governor should conquer, stabilize society and possess a complete strategy for 

building up the state. Dong Gong’s historical background and Confucian ethos 

can be seen from his rhetoric. That he dared to exert his own influence to dispel 

the chaos and speak for regional interests is a manifestation of his own 

determination. The outer story was to demonstrate an influence made by Dong 

Gong, and changed the development of Chu-Han Contention. 

The second ‘story’ regarding Linghu Mao’s memorandum provides a textbook 

example of remonstrance. The inner story, is that the Emperor Wu wanted to 

persecute the Heir-Apparent, the whole court kept silent and no one dared to 

make a suggestion to the highest authority.  

The outer story, is recorded by historians, to change history. The memorandum 

of Sanlao of Huguan, Linghu Mao, provides a concrete analysis of the prince’s 

motive for sending troops. It changed the case completely. The Sanlao’s 

memorandum, firstly pointed out that the prince felt his hand had been forced by 

Jiang Chong, but he had no thought of rebellion. Secondly made an analysis of 

Jiang Chong. He lived up to his treacherous reputation: he alienated father from 

son and was clearly to blame for the crime. Previously, Jiang Chong deceived 

and killed the prince of Zhao and as this had become common knowledge 

throughout the country, few doubted the crime. Thirdly, he thought that Emperor 

Wu should also take some of the responsibility for the incident. Finally, he 

presented examples of loyal ministers and filial sons from history.  

The ‘inner story’ is one of Confucianism. It is clear that he espoused the theory 

of Yin and Yang, the concept of relationship of father and son and his reference 

to poetry from Shijing was appropriate considering the events. He had evidently 

studied Confucianism and his use of a story related to filial piety shows these 

trends in his thought. The ‘outer story’, is clear, Sanlao’s remonstrance had an 
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influence on Emperor Wu. Ban Gu’s laconic account states that, ‘After reading 

the submitted statement, the Emperor was touched.’ 

The third and fourth cases are related to Wang Zun. The inner story was Wang 

Zun’s unjust treatment. The outer story, in Ban Gu’s description concerning the 

Sanlao of Hu, Gongcheng Xing’s criticism changed the situation and meant that 

Wang Zun was reappointed to an important position. The memorandum 

submitted by the Sanlao is full of logical arguments and evidential support. Ban 

Gu used him as an example of a local authority with knowledge of local 

situations. Compared with official authorities, the local authorities or folk 

authorities could provide a different perspective from a grass-roots level or a 

bottom-up viewpoint, all of which could not been seen from the perspective of 

the official authorities.  

The ‘outer story’ from Gongcheng Xing’s case is that he was a good detective, a 

well-educated Confucian, and viewed the complicated case in a detached and 

logical manner in order to find the true perpetrator. Though Zhu Ying’s 

memorandum was not transcribed, we can ascertain Ban Gu’s purpose from 

some of the detailed descriptions provided. For example: ‘The Emperor 

commanded other officials to investigate and verify the report.’ This means that 

the local authority’s testimony was verified and his authority was rewarded.  

In summary, by employing the cases above we find that the ‘stories’ regarding 

the Sanlao during the Former Han Dynasty were addressed in significantly 

different manners. 
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 The Sanlao as Mentors 
This chapter will discuss another supplementary role played by the Sanlao: their 

role as mentors. 

In order to alter the rigid governance of the Qin, the Han rulers experimented 

with several changes to bureaucratic systems. One important change in this 

regard was the employment of the Sanlao (Elders in local areas) and the Elder 

Officials (Elders in the central court) to create new systems of governing 

practices.  

At the central court level, the Elder Officials focused on relieving burdens to the 

populace. This included lightening taxation, reducing corvée labour along with 

eliminating brutality and abuse of position by functionaries.  

At the local level, the Sanlao played the role of mentors for officials during the 

early stages of Han rule. After the adoption of Confucianism as the central 

ideology of the Han Empire, the Sanlao role shifted so as to become teacher to 

the populace rather than to officials. In this regard, they worked with local 

officials to promulgate the virtues espoused by the new Confucian orthodoxy. 

By means of this combination of a top-down and bottom-up approaches, the 

Sanlao and Elder Officials worked together to create new modes of governance 

far removed from the excesses and brutality of the Qin.  

To investigate this, the present chapter outlines the following: Firstly, so as to 

place this aspect of their role in historical context, I will outline in brief the 

bureaucratic system under the Qin. Secondly, I shall elaborate on the Han 

response to practices under the previous dynasty in order to highlight the crucial 

role the Sanlao and the Elder Officials played in these administrative innovations 

enacted under the Han. Thirdly, I will provide and analyse five case studies to 

illustrate how the Sanlao worked as mentors and cooperated with local officials 

to enact this new Han vision of governance. Finally, I will argue that by working 

together, the Sanlao and Upright Officials helped to change the political ideology 

resulting in the notion of ‘being a good official’. 
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4.1 Governmental practices under the Qin  

4.1.1 ‘Officials as teachers, laws as instructions’ 

The Qin’s governmental practice can be summarised under the principle of 

‘Officials as Teachers, and Laws as Instructions’.  

The concept of ‘Officials as Teachers, Laws as Instructions’ was originally put 

forward by the ‘Legalist’ Han Fei  (281-233 BCE): 

253 

Therefore, in the state of an enlightened ruler there are no books 

written on bamboo slips; law supplies the only instruction. There 

are no sermons on the former kings; the officials serve as the only 

teachers. 

By adopting Legalism as the main ideology of the Qin polity, this emphasis on 

legal implement of the ideology was imposed on the whole county. The 

following excavated records show that in local areas, this method of 

implementing the law was one of the most important principles followed by 

officials.  

In 1975, many bamboo texts dating from the Qin were unearthed at the No.11 

tomb of Shuihudi ( ) in Yunmeng County ( ), Hubei province (

), with the majority of them dealing with Qin governance. Among them, the 

                                                 

 

253 Chen Bincai 2006, Hanfeizi jizhu (The Annotation of Hanfeizi) , Zhonghua 
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Phrase Book (Yushu ) is an official document regarding the law and how it 

was exercised by officials of the Nanjun ( ). The Phrase Book was handed 

down in 227 BCE and provided to local county officials from the Governor of 

Nanjun (Nanjing taishou ). 

The book was divided into two parts: the first part introduced the political 

situation of Nanjun and the goal of the publication.  

… 254 

Presently the legal system has already been fulfilled and yet there 

are none amongst the official assistants and populace who have 

cause to employ [them]. Now laws and decrees have been created 

but officials and commoners do not follow them. The people’s 

village customs and lascivious [manners] have not ceased and this 

abolishes the wise laws of the ruler … [this] harms the county as 

well as puts the people to inconvenience. 

Although the Qin had a reliable legal system, both officials and the common 

people did not abide by it and offences to the law were common. The author of 

the present text considered this to be a result of the law not being enforced due to 

disloyal, unwise or corrupt officials.  

The second part introduced the standard for distinguishing trustworthy officials 

from corrupt officials, and the measures by which corrupt officials were to be 

punished. 
                                                 

 

254 The archaeology working group of Tomb of Qin Shuihudi 2001, Shuihudi qinjian (The 
Bamboo Book of Tomb of Qin, Shuihudi) , Cultural Relics Press, Beijing, 15. 
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255 

If trustworthy officials understand the laws, regulations and 

decrees, [then there is] nothing [of which they are] not incapable [of 

serving]. They are upright and humbly enjoy assisting their 

superiors.  

256 

Loathsome officials do not understand the laws, regulations and 

decrees and possess no knowledge [by which they can] understand 

[various] matters. [They] are not upright and do not serve [their] 

superiors. 

The text notes the situation where corrupt officials who were lazy and shameless 

improperly enforced the law. It added that legal rewards and punishments could 

not only correct corrupt officials, but could also educate the public by 

eliminating corruption. Thus, they would follow the example of virtuous 

officials. These honest officials had to understand the law, otherwise they could 

not educate the common people. The book clearly reveals the standard expected 

of officials, and continues to develop the concept of teaching the law and using 

officials in the role of teachers of law.257 
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256 The archaeology working group of Tomb of Qin, Shuihudi 2001, 15. 
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The second account from The Basic Annals of The First Emperor of Qin (Qin 

shihuang benji ) in the Shiji, records a court discussion between Li 

Si  (284-208 BCE) and Qin Shihuang  from 213 BCE: 

…

258 

Li Si, the Chancellor, said: ‘… I would ask that you burn all the 

records in the Scribes’ offices which are not Qin’s. If not needed by 

the Office of the Erudites, all songs, documents, and writings of the 

hundred schools, which anyone in the world has ventured to keep, 

should be brought to the governors and commandants to be thrown 

together and burned. Anyone who ventures to discuss songs and 

documents will he executed in the marketplace. Those who use the 

ancient [system] to criticize the present, will be executed together 

with their families. Officials who witness or know of this crime yet 

fail to prosecute it will have the same punishment as the criminals. 

Thirty days after the ordinance has been issued, anyone who has not 

burned his books will he tattooed and sentenced to hard labour. 

What are exempted are books of medicine, divination and 

                                                                                                                                    

 

down in 227 BCE, meaning that Nanjun had already been under the Qin’s administration for 
more than fifty years. The records show that local officials relied deeply on the Qin legal system. 
258 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 255. 
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horticulture. If one desires to learn laws and ordinances, he should 

make legal officials his teacher.’ The Emperor decreed: ‘Approve.’ 

Li’s view can be interpreted on three levels:  

Firstly, the bickering between various scholars of the Hundred Schools of 

Thought could never promote a consistent national legal framework. There were 

many states before the Qin unified them, and most scholars of private schools 

viewed the past in such a positive way as to criticize the present situation, and 

spoke publicly to stir up discontent, hence endangering national unity. Qin 

Shihuang had unified the country, and so he reasonably felt it necessary to 

change the situation and eliminate such dangers.  

Secondly, the removal of private schools, history books of states and books of 

the Hundred Schools of Thought would force a change in the academic 

environment. Book-burning would be an effective way to do this. Thus, the 

second approach was to use force. The government could control thoughts by 

force and by burning books.  

Thirdly, it incorporated a method to restrict public learning to the methods 

approved by the government alone. Common people would have to learn from 

officials in the field of law and the government would seek to enforce unity of 

thinking by legislation. The officials needed to learn the laws and policies 

formulated by Qin Shihuang, and become spokesmen for the government. 

To put it simply, Li sought to ban any dissenting thought, and to impose the will 

of the government by force. The cultural order was replaced by political order. 

The practice of taking officials as teachers has had a great influence on both 

politics and culture. As Yu Yinshi , a modern sinologist points out: 

The Qin dynasty’s policy of using officials as teachers actually 

aimed to replace cultural order with political order. Without regard 

for China’s long history, it led to serious consequences at that time 
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… Cruel officials rose up by taking advantage of this policy for 

their own benefits. That is why there were so many malicious 

officials in the Qin dynasty.259 

4.1.2 The consequence of Qin’s governing practices 

Taking ‘Officials as Teachers, Laws as Instructions’ as a principle for governing 

had many consequences; perhaps the most disastrous of which was making 

officials the only means of implementing the law.   

As the record in The Basic Annals of The First Emperor of Qin in the Shiji 

states: 

260 

Punitive laws were increased, punishments were stiffened and 

judicial rulings were harsh and stern, awards and punishments were 

improper, taxation limitless and the world was full of labour 

projects. 

This record clearly shows that the officials and their assistants imposed harsh and 

stern laws.  

Yu Yinshi notes, the policy of using officials as teachers in the Qin dynasty 

meant that such officials followed the principle of teaching law as opposed to 

teaching principles of justice and humaneness, resulting in a lack benevolence, or 

in another word, cruelty. 
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This has been borne out by both excavated records and other historical records. 

For example, in the Biography of Zhang Er and Chen Yu ( ) of 

Shiji, it is recorded that Kuai Tong once complained to the Magistrate of 

Fanyang county ( ) as follows: 

261 

The laws of the Qin are too severe. Honourable Sir, you have 

already been the Magistrate of Fanyang for ten years. The men’s 

fathers you have killed, the men’s sons you have orphaned, the 

men’s feet you have cut off, the men’s heads you have tattooed, are 

too many to count. Nevertheless, the reason that among the kind 

fathers and filial sons no one has dared to stab a blade into Your 

Honour’s belly is only because they are in awe of Qin’s laws. 

This record is a direct reflection of the common peoples’ reaction to the Qin’s 

laws and the cruelty of the officials in local areas. The law was so severe, and 

law enforcement had no element of humaneness, resulting from the policy of 

putting officials in the place of teachers. 

This focus on bureaucratic skills and collecting taxes, combined with a lack of 

moral conduct has been noted by the following historians. 
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Jia Yi  (200-168 BCE), a historian and scholar from the Former Han 

dynasty, viewed officials who merely implemented government policies as 

‘ordinary officials’, and lamented that:  

262 

To change the atmosphere and transform customs to cause all under 

Heaven to reverse their minds toward the right way: this does not 

belong to a category of actions which ordinary officials are capable 

of. What ordinary officials are concerned with are knife, writing 

knife [to deal with paper work], basket and [grain] container [to 

impose taxation], yet they do not know [much] about rites.  

Wang Xianqian  (1842-1917 CE), a historian in the Qing dynasty, 

annotated in the book Hanshu Buzhu ( ):  

263 

The writing knife executes the written records, the basket and 

container are employed to store wealth and currency. This says, that 

which the ordinary officials serve lies in the imposition of 

regulations and laws.  

He pointed out that these ‘ordinary officials’ focus on how to carry out 

authorised policies. They required the common people to abide by the law and 
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they collected taxes from them, but cared nothing for their quality of life and did 

not seek to educate them. Ordinary officials believed the implementation of 

policies to be the only way to get promoted, so they were merciless in the 

performance of their duties. 

Accordingly, the principle of strictly following and enforcing the law made it 

difficult to find decent, humane officials. That was the reason there were 

countless cruel officials recorded in the history books.  

Yu Yinshi points out that: 

Qin’s officials only know the political order, and blatantly ignore 

important cultural norms. They pay little attention to basic 

standards, for example, fathers are kind and sons are dutiful. Once 

the political order breaks down, those officials will be the victims 

of the common people’s revenge.264 

Yu Yinshi’s comments can be verified by the records. In The Basic Annals of 

The First Emperor of Qin in Shiji, it is recorded that the people of East Hua 

Mountain hated the officials, and killed them. Qin’s officials became the primary 

target of the peasant uprising.265 

266 

The youth in the prefectures and commanderies to the east of [Hua] 

mountain suffered [under] the Qin officials. In each case they killed 

their governors, commandants, magistrates and officials’ assistants 

[in their] rebellion [in order] to respond to Chen She. 
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4.2 The Han solution and its consequences 

The situation changed dramatically during the early reign of the Han dynasty. At 

the central level, some elders were nominated as senior officials and in local 

areas, some elders were elevated to the role of Sanlao. 

4.2.1 Central level: The appointment of Elder Officials 

The term ‘Elders’ ( ) held a special meaning during the Han. It comes from 

the record in the Biography of Prime Minister Cao (Cao xiangguo shijia 

) of Shiji. 

267 

[When Cao] Can succeeded [Xiao] He as the Prime Minister of the 

Han, all the various matters were not changed and [he] only 

followed the regulations and rules of Xiao He. [Cao Can] selected 

officials from the states and prefectures who were blunt in their 

phraseology and dignified and sincere elders, who were promptly 

summoned and appointed as assistants to the Prime Minister. 

Officials whose words were harsh and stern or who desired to 

pursue fame, were instantly expelled. 

From the Spring and Autumn Period to the Qin and Han dynasties, the term 

Elder referred to either someone who was literally old, or who had a reputation 
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for high morals. At the same time, someone could call himself an Elder, and this 

term was the respectful way to refer to a generous and charitable man. In the late 

Warring States Period, kind and humble gentlemen enjoyed great respect and 

Elder became the term to refer to such a morally upright and generous 

gentleman. This fits what is recorded in Guanzi:  

268 

Those who serve [their] lord speak of respect, the elders speak [of] 

love and the young speak of fraternal duty. 

In Xunzi, it is recorded that: 

269 

The elders do not seek commercial [profit]. 

The Hanfeizi asserts that:  

270 

The dignified, sincere and self-respecting are called Elders. 

This indicates that kindness and prudence were taken as morally exemplary 

during the late Warring States Period and that this notion became even more 

widespread during the Han. 
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Many officials were referred to as Elder Officials in the Early Han dynasty. The 

following reveals several famous officials who took important positions. 

271 

Zhou Bo is dignified, sincere and not very polished. However, the 

one who assures the peace of the house of Liu must be Bo, and [he] 

can be appointed as Grand Commandant. 

272 

Chen Ying was the former clerk of the Prefect of Dongyang. When 

he stayed in the county, [he] was always faithful and cautious and 

[so] was called an Elder.  

…

 273  

[When] the Emperor Xiaowen of Han ascended to the throne, he 

summoned Tian Shu and asked: ‘Sir, are you aware [of who is 

qualified] as an Elder in the nation?’ Shu bowed in obeisance and 

said: ‘Meng Shu, the former governor of the Yunzhong 

commandery is an Elder.’  
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…

…

274 

[When] Wei Wan served the Emperor Wen he was promoted to 

General of the Palace Gentlemen on account of his 

accomplishments. He was humble and cautious without any other 

[faults]. When the Emperor Jing was the heir apparent, he invited 

[Wei Wan] to drink with the palace attendants but [Wei] Wan 

[offered the excuse of illness] for not coming. When Emperor Wen 

was about to die, he exhorted the Emperor Jing saying: ‘Wan is an 

Elder, treat him well.’ … [If] the Palace Gentlemen were accused 

[of any wrong doing], he always accepted other’s faults and did not 

argue with the other generals; when there was an accomplishment, 

he [gave the credit to] the other generals. The Emperor considered 

him incorrupt, loyal and without thoughts of [any] other [matters] 

and appointed him as the Grand Tutor for the King of Hejian. 

We note that Elder Officials of the Han dynasty were humble, dignified and 

sincere and never sought fame or personal gain. These qualities of the Elder 

Officials and the policy of securing peace and security for the people were very 

different from that of the Qin.  

Most of the laws and regulations of the Han were inherited from the Qin dynasty, 

yet their implementation by the Elder Officials gave results that were totally 

different. Elder Officials focused on soft power and used good moral examples to 
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exert their influence. The kind Elder Officials were the opposite of the Qin’s 

officials who did nothing but paperwork and were cruel to the people.  

Both Xiao He and Cao Can were prime ministers of the Han, and they promoted 

the establishment of Han Elder politic ( ), which was demonstrated by 

their methods of selecting officials. They only promoted kind and prudent Elder 

Officials as officials and avoided harsh law enforcement. They dismissed the 

ones who only sought fame and personal gain. Promoting officials with kindness 

was an important difference which distinguished the governing practice of the 

Han from the Qin. During the reigns of Emperor Wen and Emperor Jing of Han, 

many policies such as tax reduction and the abolition of harsh punishments 

promoted kindness and humility. 

4.2.2 Local level: The Sanlao as mentors and their interacting  
with local officials 

Most of Liu Bang’s meritorious subordinates were from the grass-roots level. All 

of them were well aware that the Qin’s legal code was too severe and that many 

were suffering because of it. Soft policies were implemented starting from the 

first year of the reign of the King of Han. These policies were aimed at pacifying 

the populace and replaced the policy of using officials as teachers by using the 

Sanlao as teachers. These policies were continued during the reign of Emperor 

Wen and Emperor Wu. 

The policy related to assigning the Sanlao as teachers was issued in 205 BCE, 

when Emperor Gaozu appointed the Sanlao to ‘lead the masses and bring about 

[their] excellence’ as well as ‘teach the county magistrates and other county 

officials the affairs’.  

This was not a singular policy, it was issued together with other policies to 

maintain social stability and ease the Qin’s harsh law enforcement.  

As mentioned in Chapter Two, this edict followed several of the policies issued 

in 206 BCE, which included land tax exemptions for some of the populace. 
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During the following year, Liu left Shaanxi and fought against Xiang Yu. Liu 

Bang’s chancellor, Xiao He, was left behind in the Inner Pass area to continue to 

restore the social order: 

275 

In the second year of the Han, the King of Han fought against Chu 

together with the other feudal lords. [Xiao] He guarded the Inner 

Pass area, served the Heir-apparent and governed Yueyang. [Xiao 

He] set up the law, decrees and regulations and established an 

ancestral shrine, palaces and cities.  

In February of 205 BC, the King of Han abolished the Qin system and 

established the Han system. He gave gifts to the public and granted noble titles of 

Sichuan and Hanzhong. They were exempted from taxes for two years. The 

families of soldiers who had died in battle were exempt from tax for one year. A 

civilian who was more than 50 years old could become a township-level Sanlao, 

if he had been setting a good example for the villagers, having a good reputation 

of orderly behaviour. Then one from among the many township-level Sanlao 

could become a county-level Sanlao, whose duty was to teach the county 

magistrate and other county officials. The Sanlao in townships and counties 

would hold responsibilities over various state services. The government would 

reward the public with wine and meat every October.276  

Historians have commented on the contribution of Xiao He in the war of Liu 

against Xiang. Xiao was a former official of the Qin dynasty, and he knew the 

                                                 

 

275 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 2895. 
276 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 8. 
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importance of official papers and documents. When other military officers 

sought treasures, Xiao searched for these important papers at the residences of 

the Qin prime minister and censors, which made a valuable contribution to Liu’s 

victory. After the decisive battle, Xiao stayed in Inner Pass area, reassured the 

public, restored agricultural production and social stability in Inner Pass area. 

Xiao restored the disturbed political order, established new ruling orders and 

ruling institutions and built palaces and counties. He also decided to open the 

former royal enclosed land and gardens to the public for raising animals and 

plants. The Sanlao system was also established at that time. Xiao managed the 

country responsibly, implementing policies to benefit the people. Agricultural 

production was quickly restored. He strengthened the home front to support the 

war of Liu against Xiang, contributing to Liu’s victory.  

During the reign of the Emperor Gaozu, the governing practices of Han were 

gradually transformed from those of the Qin. In local areas, the Sanlao helped 

and educated local officials; in the central government, the Elder Officials 

became the backbone of the government. These two aspects contributed to the 

fact that kind and moral officials replaced cruel and unprincipled officials. It 

eased social contradictions and promoted the restoration of social order. The 

governing practice had great influence in the Former Han dynasty, and provided 

the foundation on which agricultural production was fully restored, leading to the 

heyday of the Han dynasty. As the following record from the Hanshu states: 
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277 

The initial [stage] of the rise of the Han [saw the] reversal of the 

malpractices of the Qin, gave the people [some] leisure; all affairs 

were simplified and [made] easier, all of the laws were issued with 

leniency and the prime ministers Xiao [He] and Cao [Can] led the 

country as a model of generosity and tranquillity. The populace 

composed the song named ‘One Stroke.’278 The Emperor Hui ‘let 

fall his robes and the country was governed’ and the Empress, as a 

female ruler did not exit the women’s quarters, and thus All under 

Heaven was tranquil. The people engaged in farming and 

harvesting and [supplies of] food and clothing were increased. 

After the reign of Emperor Gaozu, the dynasty started to enter into a more stable 

period. This is because all the policies and governing rules were created by the 

founders of Han and kept by their successors. Accordingly, the role of Sanlao 

changed little during the reign of Emperor Wen and Emperor Wu. The Sanlao’s 

duty as a teacher was added to later. 

The edict issued in the twelfth year of Emperor Wen (168 BCE) declared:  

279 

The Sanlao are the teachers of the populace.  

                                                 

 

277 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3623. 
278 The importance of the song is that Cao Can followed the governing of Xiao He in an identical 
manner. 
279 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 124. 
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An edict issued in the sixth year of Yuanshou  (117 BCE) during the 

reign of the Emperor Wu declared: 

280 

Instruct the Sanlao and the Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful 

to act as the teachers of the populace.  

We can summarise the differences between these three decrees as follows: In the 

first decree, the Sanlao were merely the teachers of the local officials, in the 

second one, the Sanlao became teachers of all the people, which included 

officials and commoners; in the third, the Sanlao became the teachers of the 

populace. Sanlao’s duties become wider.  

4.3 Sanlao and local officials worked together  

We can find evidence in the Hanshu and Houhanshu that the Sanlao acted as 

teachers for the local officials and the local populace. In the meantime, local 

officials and the Sanlao worked together and used their moral standards to build 

up a new governing practice. 

                                                 

 

280 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 180. 
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4.3.1 The case of Qin Peng281  

According to Dongguan hanji ( ), in the Later Han dynasty, Qin Peng

 was appointed as Governor of Shanyang282 (Shanyang taishou ). 

The record states: 

 …

283 

Qing Peng was promoted as the Governor of Shanyang. … On his 

arrival [he] made plans to attract people [by means of his virtue.] 

[He] set up four regulations for the sake of the populace and used 

them to establish the order for parents, couples, brothers, elders and 

the young. [They] chose those who could lead people to be 

township-level Sanlao and selected one township-level Sanlao to be 

county-level Sanlao, and authorised them to govern with the other 

officials in the county. [Qin Peng] highly praised good conduct and 

emphasized schooling and promoted good morals. At the seasonal 
                                                 

 

281 Qin Peng, style name was Boping , has his own biography in Houhanshu, volume 76. 
According to his biography, he was born during the reign of Emperor Guangwu  (25-57 
CE) and became the Governor of Shanyang (Shanyang taishou ) in 75 CE, during the 
reign of Emperor Zhang (75-88 CE). He died in the second year of Zhanghe 
(88 CE). 
282 Shanyang Commandery , according to The China Historical Geographic Information 
System the location of the capital of Shanyang Commandery during the Han corresponds to the 
present Juye County in Shandong Province . 
283 Liu Zhen 1982, Dongguan hanji (The Records of East Han) , Zhonghua Press, 
Beijing, 775. 
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ceremony in spring and autumn, they showed the expected etiquette 

to the populace and the functionaries and populace respected and 

loved [him] and did not dare to offend [him.] 

In this case, the Sanlao were the advisors in local government, and worked with 

the local officials. They were the elders in local areas. In the description, we find 

the local atmosphere was changed by the effort made by the Sanlao, the local 

officials and the Governor. 

We also find the reference of Qin Peng in Houhanshu, his own biography, 

supports this: 

… 

284 

Qin Peng, style name, Boping, was from Maoling [county] in 

Fufeng commandery. … In the first year of Jianchu (76 CE) he was 

promoted to Governor of Shanyang. [He] used the rites to educate 

people and did not employ punishments. [He] admired the elegance 

of the Confucian [teaching] and popularised the schools. At the 

seasonal ceremony in spring and autumn, they showed the expected 

etiquette to the populace. [He] set up four regulations for the sake 

of the populace and used them to establish the rites for the elders 

and young of the six relationships [among people]. [If there] were 

[any] who had sought and reverentially upheld [such] 

                                                 

 

284 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 2467. 
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transformative education, they should be elevated to [the level] of 

Sanlao, and [should be] sent beef and wine [during] the eight moon 

to encourage them.  

We can see from these records that the Sanlao in Shanyang shouldered two main 

responsibilities; firstly, as moral exemplars and secondly as teachers to the lower 

level officials.  

4.3.2 The case of Zhao Kuan285  

The following case of Zhao Kuan is taken from the ‘Sanlao Zhao Yuan’s 

Monument’ (Sanlao Zhao Yuan zhi bei )286, which was carved in 

the second year of Guanghe ( , 180 CE) during the reign of Emperor 

Ling  of the Later Han dynasty: 

… 

                                                 

 

285 Zhao Kuan has no biography in the Dynastic Histories, his only record being this biography 
on a stele discovered in 1942 in Ledu County  in Qinghai Province . According to 
A Biographical Dictionary of Later Han to the Three Kingdoms, ‘Zhao Kuan  (Boran 
) (88-152); Jincheng. Eldest son of Zhao Mengyuan, Zhao Kuan became a major under the 
protector of the Qiang. At the time of the great rebellion in about 110 he was caught up in the 
defeat and destruction and was the only one of his immediate family to survive. Taking refuge in 
Zuopingyi, he established a local reputation, but returned to the west in 131 under the 
resettlement program urged by Yu Xu. The Administrator Yin Song invited Zhao Kuan to join 
his staff as an investigator, but he declined on grounds of ill health, though as a leading member 
so the community he accepted appointment as a Thrice Venerable. He died at the age of 
sixty-five. A stele was set up in 180 to commemorate Zhao Kuan and his family. -Nagata 
94:226-27; Ebrey 80:334.’ See Biographical Dictionary of Later Han, pp.1101. 

286 Lei Shengzhong 2010, Sanlao Zhao Kuan zhi Bei (Sanlao Zhao Kuan’s Monument) 

, Gansu People Press, Lanzhou, 22. 
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287 

The Sanlao’s name was Kuan, style name Boran, [he] was born in 

Haomen,288 Jincheng. ... He learned the classical arts, poetry and 

literature as well as excelling in ritual and music. He also studied 

historical literature and became an expert in history and calligraphy. 

Having absorbed the wisdom of his predecessors, he was able to 

write elegant prose and put forward principles for later generations. 

Therefore, he was in the same league as Yang Xiong, Jia Yi, Ban 

Gu, etc, and was well known in his local area. 

 “

” 289 

In the sixth year of Yongjian (131 CE), he retired and went back 

west to his hometown. The Governor of Jincheng, Yin Song290, 

[who] had an insatiable desire for fame, requested him to join his 

staff as an investigator, but he declined on grounds of ill health. 

[Therefore], he moved to Haomen. The head official of Haomen, 

Lan Fang, took Zhao Kuan as a senior advisor of his office for Zhao 

                                                 

 

287 Lei Shengzhong 2010, 23. 
288 According to The China Historical Geographic Information System the location of Haomen 
county during the Later Han corresponds to the present Ledu District of Haidong City in 
Qinghai Province . 
289 Lei Shengzhong 2010, 24. 
290 Yin Song and Lan Fang, has no biography in the Dynastic Histories. 
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Kuan’s virtue. Humbly sought his advice. Zhao Kuan was honoured 

as the Sanlao and gained the title of teacher rather than a 

subordinate.  

 

From then on, he began to hear legal disputes and then render 

judgement in the village. He also shared in educating students. He 

had over one hundred talented students. Some of the students took 

up official positions in the province or the county. Therefore, Zhao 

Kuan was often rewarded. As the years passed by, his health 

declined, and he died at the age of sixty-five. 

Zhao Kuan, recorded in the monument, provides evidence that the Sanlao were 

often highly cultured and capable. From the inscription of the monument we can 

tell that Zhao Kuan, ‘heard legal disputes and then rendered judgement in the 

village’. He resolved local conflicts by drawing on his own virtue and sense of 

morality, as well as his academic ability. Resolving such conflicts would help to 

ease any turmoil between the common people and the central government. 

Secondly, he ‘taught the young’, and his students ‘were talented’. He thus ‘often 

gained a good reward’. The case of Zhao Kuan reflects a significant aspect of 

traditional Chinese culture for the last two thousand years: the local leaders’ 

influence on local politics relies on a network of old friends or students. As 

stated in Fei Xiaotong’s analysis in China’s Gentry, ‘The mechanism of 

transferring influence from the bottom up came about by informal pressure 
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which came from relatives who are politicians or not politicians or friends from 

the same peer group.’291 

4.3.3 The cases of Jiao Gong292 , Zhou Kan293  and 

Han Lang294  

The following three cases show the influence of the Sanlao on local officials. 

Jiao Gong  was Prefect of Xiaohuang295 ( ) where he was promoted 

for his remarkable political achievements. The Sanlao and other officials sent a 

                                                 

 

291 Fei Xiaotong 2011, 99. 
292 Jiao Gong has no biography in the Dynastic Histories, his only record being the biography of 
his pupil, Jing Fang , in Hanshu, volume 75. According to A Biographical Dictionary of the 
Qin, Former Han and Xin Periods, ‘Jiao Yanshou , style Gong . Of a poor family, his 
predilection for learning had earned him the favour and support of one of the kings of Liang, and 
encouraged to continue with his studies he was appointed Magistrate (Ling ) of Xiaohuang 

in Chenliu. Thanks to his ability to predict the occurrence of trouble, he was able to preclude 
the outbreak of robberies in the county, which he administered with considerable care for the 
inhabitants. When due for promotion, the local leaders petitioned for him to stay in Xiaohuang, 
and he was allowed to do so, with an increased salary.’  - Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu 88, p.3604.’ 
Hanshu 75, p.3160.’ See Biographical Dictionary, p.194. 
293 Zhou Kan has his own biography in Hanshu, volume 88, but it is very short. According to A 
Biographical Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and Xin Periods, ‘Zhou Kan , together 
with Kong Ba , received instruction in the Book of Documents (Shangshu ) from 
Xiahou Sheng . He became the Junior Tutor of the Heir Apparent (Taizi Shaofu 

), the future Yuandi( ). He was demoted to be Governor of Hedong (Hedong taishou 
) in 43 BCE.’ - Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu 88, p.3604.’ See Biographical Dictionary, p.733.  

294 Han Lang has his own biography in Houhanshu, volume 41. He was born during the reign of 
Emperor Guang Wu (25-57), and died in 109, aged eighty-four, during the reign of 
Emperor An (106-125). According to A Biographical Dictionary of Later Han to the 
Three Kingdoms, ‘Han Lang was nominated once more as Filial and Incorrupt and Emperor 
Zhang praised his loyalty and courage in open court. About 80 AD he became a county 
magistrate in Hejian and then in Chenliu, but left office again when his mother died. The people 
of his community admired Han Lang, and when an imperial progress came to the region in 87 
AD the local leaders sent a letter to the throne. Emperor Zhang called Han Lang to audience, and 
had him appointed to the offices of the Excellencies. -Houhanshu 41, p.1417.’ See Biographical 
Dictionary of Later Han, p.289. 
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memorandum to the throne to enable Jiao Gong to remain in his post. The 

Emperor issued an imperial decree, both to reaffirm his position and to promote 

him to a higher official rank. 

296 

Jiao Gong was poor and came from low family. On account of his 

love of learning, he gained the favour of the King of Liang. The 

King provided him with money for living expenses, and asked him 

to study hard. After he finished his study, he worked as an official 

in the prefecture, and was selected as the prefect of Xiaohuang. 

While waiting for a vacancy to become available [he proved 

himself] by his pre-emptive knowledge of evil doings ensuring that 

thieves and bandits were unable to [even make a] start. He was fond 

of nurturing the people and his subordinates, and to civilise people 

in the county. When he was examined to ascertain who was most 

deserving of promotion, the Sanlao and other officials sent a 

memorandum to the Emperor desirous of his retainment. The 

Emperor issued an edict to allow him to stay and promote his 

official rank. He stayed [in his position] in Xiaohuang until his 

death.  

                                                                                                                                    

 

295 Xiaohuang County  in the area administered by Chenliu , according to The 
China Historical Geographic Information System the location of Xiaohuang County during the 
Han corresponds to the present Lankao County in Henan Province . 
296 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3160. 
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The second case, involving Zhou Kan , occurred during the reign of 

Emperor Yuan  of the Former Han. Zhou Kan served as Hedong’s297 (

) prefect.  

298  

Even though Zhou Kan had not yet served as the prefect for one 

year, the Sanlao, other officials and educated people all praised his 

achievements. When envoys passed by, no one would not praise 

Zhou Kan. 

The case regarding Han Lang from the Houhanshu, Biography of Han Lang 

( Han Lang zhuan) records that  

 ’299 

Han Lang took the position of county prefect in Jiyang300. He 

resigned from office because of his mother’s death, and all the 

people were missing him. 

                                                 

 

297 Hedong Commandery (Hedong Jun ), in the North-east of Chang’an, includes most of 
modern Shanxi Province , according to The China Historical Geographic Information 
System the location of the capital of Hedong Commandery during the Han corresponds to the 
present Xia County in Shanxi Province .  
298 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 1948. 
299 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 1417. 
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301 

In the first year of Zhanghe, the Emperor went hunting during his 

tour in the East. When he passed by Jiyang, the Sanlao and other 

officials sent a submission regarding Han Lang’s accomplishments. 

After arriving in Liang, the Emperor summoned Han Lang and 

ordered the three ministers departments to appointed him, thus, he 

was appointed as assistant for Minister over the Masses. 

These three cases illustrate how the Sanlao exerted influence on local governing 

practice by acting as teachers for local officials. In the case of Jiao Gong, the 

Sanlao praised his governance in his tenure, submitted a memorandum to 

persuade the emperor to keep him on. This is a way to praise the upright 

governance and also provide surveillance of the local political situation. Which 

means that if the local governor did something harmful to the local political 

situation, the Sanlao would submit a memorandum to impeach the local 

governor. This is the way Sanlao exerted their influence to protect correct 

governing practices. This principle applied to the case of Zhou Kan in which the 

local Sanlao praised his achievement, and the case of Han Lang in which the 

Sanlao sent a memorandum to praise his governance.  

In summary, during the reign of Han, the elders in central government and the 

elders in local areas worked together to change the rigid governing practice made 

by the Qin dynasty.  

                                                                                                                                    

 

300 Jiyang County , in the area administered by Chenliu Commandery , according 
to The China Historical Geographic Information System the location of Jiyang County during 
the Han corresponds to the present Lankao County in Henan Province . 
301 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 1418. 
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4.4 The new concept of ‘being a good official’ 

The governing practice of the Qin was centred around the absolute rule of law, 

and followed the policy of ‘Officials as Teachers, Laws as Instructions’. Starting 

with the reign of the Emperor Wu, the Han governing practice was centred on 

Confucianism. As for the conduct of a government official, Qin officials took 

cruelty as the highest standard. Conversely, as long as the Han officials upheld 

morality and gave education high priority, they ensured a peaceful, prosperous 

and humane society. The Sanlao and exemplary local officials worked together 

to promote the positive and sound development of Han governing practice. This 

brought about the birth of a new concept of how to be a good official. 

4.4.1 Evidence of the emergence of the new concept 

The change in what it meant to be a good official was reflected in the Shiji and 

Hanshu. We find the main ideas of Sima Qian and Ban Gu on how to be a good 

official in the Biographies of Upright Officials ( ). The words ‘Upright 

Official’ ( ) were first found in Biographies of Upright Officials in Shiji. 

Then it was used in The Hanshu by Ban Gu and Houhanshu by Fan Ye . 

Since then, ‘Upright Officials’ has become a standard expression used 

throughout Chinese history. The officials mentioned in Biographies of Upright 

Officials were the outstanding ones at that time. A comparison of Upright 

Officials in Shiji and Hanshu will make it clear how the standard changed. 

The reason that Sima Qian wrote Biographies of Upright Officials was found in 

Shiji. In the Preface, it states: 
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302 

Upright Officials are not arrogant and do not seek praise from the 

public.  

In the Biographies of Upright Officials: 

 … 

303 

Laws and regulations can guide people [to do good], and 

punishments can prevent people [from doing evil]. [As long as 

officials] uphold their position and follow the regulations, and also 

enact governance, what need [then is there] to [keep the populace] 

in awe? 

These two quotes demonstrate what was expected of ‘Upright Officials’ in Sima 

Qian’s mind. He supported the idea that officials should follow rules rather than 

be the moral examples for the populace.  

However, Ban Gu’s perspective was different from Sima Qian. In the 

Biographies of Upright Officials in the Hanshu, it says that: 

304 

                                                 

 

302 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 3578. 
303 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 3001. 
304 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 1212. 
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Whose [reputation] is destroyed and whose is praised? [Their] 

reputation has a test. The masses of people are transformed by the 

good officials. [In so far as] the virtuous leaders, [although] they 

shared the same era, their accomplishments were different. 

[Although they] have passed away, [their] benevolence remains and 

their memories cherished by the people. [On this account] I [shall] 

relate the biographies of the Upright Officials. 

So Ban Gu considered ‘Upright Officials’ to be gentlemen who could adjust 

measures to local conditions. In the cases he documented in the Hanshu, most 

Upright Officials assisted in the prosperity and education of the local people and 

he placed more emphasis on what the Upright Officials could achieve, such as 

improve morality. There is a clear difference between Ban Gu’s opinion and that 

of Sima Qian. 

4.4.2 New concepts regarding Upright Officials 

I will examine two sources to analyse the new concept of ‘Upright Officials’. 
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305 

Wen Weng, from Shu in Lujiang, was fond of learning from an 

early age and thoroughly understood the Spring and Autumn 

Annals. He was recommended by the prefecture and county 

officials. In the latter part of the reign of the Emperor Jing, [Wen] 

was the Governor of Shu commandery. He was benevolent and was 

fond of the transformative [effects] of education. When [he] found 

that some areas of Shu commandery were underdeveloped and [full 

of] barbarian customs, Weng wanted to assist them to advance their 

[lot]. He selected ten or so clever and talented lower-level official 

assistants, including Zhang Shu, and instructed them and sent them 

to the capital, to be educated by the Erudites or study the laws and 

regulations. [Wen] reduced government spending and used this to 

purchase knives, cloth and specialities of the Shu [region] and gave 

this to the censors [from the central court] to send to the Erudites.  

After a few years, the students from Shu all completed their study 

and returned. Wen Weng appointed them to important posts and 

inspected and promoted them according to their ability. Some of 

them became prefectural governors and inspectors.  

                                                 

 

305 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 1460. 
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306 

He also built public schools in Chengdu city, and recruited students 

from subordinate counties as students of the schools and these 

students were exempt from labour. The best [students] became 

substitutes for the official assistants in local counties and the second 

[best students] became Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful and 

the Cultivators of the Fields. [He] often selected young students 

from the school and [when he] was working, made them sit at the 

back to become educated. 

Each time he went on a tour of inspection of the county, he 

increased the number of students from the school who could 

understand the classics and put the classics into practice to travel 

with him on his tour of inspection. [Wen Weng] bade them send the 

decrees for him and they [were permitted] entry to his inner office. 

The people of the county saw this and admired it. In a few years, 

the people competed for [their children] to become students in the 

public schools. Some rich people even paid for [entrance to] the 

schools. Therefore [the customs of the area] improved greatly, and 

[the number of] students from Shu who entered the capital can 

compared with [those from] Qi and Lu. When it came to the reign 

of the Emperor Wu, [he] decreed that all of the commandries and 

kingdoms of the realm establish [public] schools. This started with 

Wen Weng.  

                                                 

 

306 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 1460. 
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307 

Wen passed away in Shu and was enshrined in the ancestral temple 

built by the local people and officials. Every year they pay homage 

to him. Until today, the people of Ba and Shu are cultured and 

refined. This is the transformation [made] by Wen. 

When Wen Weng was the governor of Shu, he changed the uncivilised local 

customs through kindness and education. Firstly, he selected some able officials 

and trained them in the capital. When they finished developing the necessary 

skills, they could continue to influence local customs. Secondly, he built schools 

and selected exceptional students to serve as officials and the Filially Pious and 

Fraternally Respectful and the Cultivators of the Fields. Thirdly, Wen inculcated 

laws and regulations to educate the common people. Through his steady and 

gradual effort, Shu regional customs improved markedly and many people from 

Shu studied in the capital. This is a typical example of how an Upright Official 

played a key role in the process of the transformation of local customs. 

The approach used by Wen to transform social traditions was different from that 

outlined in Phrase Book. The people in Nanjun were uncivilised in the 

description of Phrase Book, just as they were in Shu, and in comparison with Lu 

and Qi and the Inner Pass areas. The author of Phrase Book considered that it 

was because the law and regulations could not be enforced in those provinces. 

Officials were disloyal, unwise and corrupt. In Phrase Book it states that a 

system of legal reward and punishment was unable to correct corrupt officials, 

and simultaneously educate the public and eliminate their immoral habits and 

bad customs, resulting in their following trustworthy examples. However, Wen 

                                                 

 

307 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 1460. 
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Weng adopted a style of moral education completely different from that in 

Phrase Book. Wen trained students and taught ordinary people to ensure peace 

and prosperity.  

The example of Han Yanshou is as follows: 

…

308 

The Governor of Eastern Supporter, Han Yanshou … inspected 

each locality. In Gaoling,309 two cousins asked Han Yanshou to 

make a judgment in a personal dispute over land ownership. Han 

Yanshou, sad about this issue, said, ‘I was fortunate enough to 

receive this official position, and hoped to set an example for every 

prefecture. However, it seems that I failed to promote good values 

in our society, so that disputes among families still occur. This is 

harmful to the morality of society and makes Chief Officials and 

the Bailiff, Sanlao and Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful     

in the prefecture feel ashamed. I feel responsible for this situation 

and should resign my post.’ 

                                                 

 

308 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3213. 
309 According to The China Historical Geographic Information System the location of Gaoling 
County during the Han corresponds to the present Gaoling County in Shaanxi Province

. 
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310 

From that day on, he quit doing official business, offering the 

excuse of failing health and lying in the guest lodgings, and then 

shut himself up to ponder his mistakes. All the officials in the 

prefecture felt powerless to solve this issue. Assistant Prefect, 

Bailiff and Sanlao all bound themselves with rope, and waited for 

Han Yanshou to punish them. Therefore, the people in the clan to 

which the disputing cousins belonged blamed each other, and the 

two cousins also blamed themselves. The two cousins bared their 

upper body and offered a humble apology and each cousin was 

willing to give his land to the other, and they vowed not to dispute 

with each other again for as long as they lived. 

Just like Wen Weng, Han Yanshou focused on an improved moral model in 

dealing with government officials. When people fought over property and there 

was no law or regulation to follow, Han Yanshou first considered his own 

conduct. He assumed it was because he had not been a good model for common 

people. Faced with this situation, the elders in the county blamed themselves, and 

the suitors withdrew their lawsuits. Han educated people through his own moral 

strength. On the other hand, Han was careful to place examples of goodness 

before the people, and thus ensured peace and prosperity. 

Compared to the Upright Officials in Shiji, the officials in Biographies of 

Upright Officials of the Hanshu were scholarly teachers. They followed the 

Confucian method of governance, and their beliefs and actions were guided by 
                                                 

 

310 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 3213. 
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humane government practices. In other words, they showed the humane political 

values of Confucianism. The Upright Officials in the Hanshu brought benefits to 

the local people and ensured peace in the community. After their death, they 

retained the respect of the local people, who treated them as gods and built 

temples and monuments in their honour. 

4.4.3 The Sanlao promoted the transformation of governing practices 

In the Hanshu and Houhanshu, the Sanlao were the only ones whose duty was to 

educate ordinary people. The Sanlao promoted the spread of new governing 

practices, and consequently their role was crucial. They facilitated this 

transformation in two ways: the first was from the bottom up. When provincial 

officials were in trouble, the Sanlao assisted them to explain in detail the reasons 

behind the trouble. The second method was from the top down. The Sanlao 

spread more humane ideas of government by focusing on moral education and 

model influence. 

In Chapter Three, we looked at how the Sanlao explained the reasons for 

improving the local community to higher authorities. The Sanlao cared about 

local people, and this was exemplified in their influence in society from the 

bottom to the top. For example, Wang Zun resumed his position, due to the 

representation by Hu’s Sanlao, Gongcheng Xing. Thereafter he was further 

promoted and rewarded with a higher salary, the result of the submission made 

by the Sanlao in Baima, Zhu Ying. The Sanlao helped Wang Zun because he 

was an upright official who benefited the local area. In the whole process, the 

governing thought represented by the Sanlao were presented to the government 

right up to the level of the Emperor himself. 

We see another example in Jiao Gong, who was an official working in place of 

Xiaohuang. He was promoted for remarkable achievements in his political 

career. The Sanlao and other officials sent a submission to the throne to enable 

Jiao Gong to remain in his post. The Emperor issued an imperial edict, both to 

reaffirm his position and to promote him to a higher official rank. Han Lang is 
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another example. Han Lang took the position of county leader in Jiyang. He 

resigned from office because of his mother’s death, to the great disappointment 

of the people. In the first year of Zhanghe, the Emperor went hunting during his 

tour in the East. When he was in Jiyang, the Sanlao and other officials sent a 

submission regarding Han Lang’s accomplishments. After arriving in Liang, the 

Emperor summoned Han Lang and appointed him as assistant to the Minister 

over the Masses. 

These examples show that the advice of the Sanlao was accepted by the Emperor 

and hence officials were promoted. The ideas of governance promoted by the 

Sanlao were approved by the government. This is a clear example of the 

bottom-up influence of the Sanlao. 

In another example we find that during the reign of Emperor Cheng of the 

Former Han dynasty, Zhou Kan served as Hedong’s prefect. After just a year in 

this position, Zhou Kan gained the respect and praise of the Sanlao, other 

officials and educated people. When envoys passed by, everyone had something 

good to say about Zhou Kan. The Sanlao published such opinions, thus 

influencing the decision of higher authorities. 

The Sanlao’s influence on governing practice from the top down relied on their 

own humanistic accomplishments, such as in the case of Zhao Kuan. From the 

inscription on the monument of Zhao Kuan we learned that, firstly, he ‘heard 

legal disputes and then rendered judgement in the village’. He resolved local 

conflicts by reference to his own virtue and sense of morality, as well as his 

academic ability. Resolving such conflicts demonstrated for local officials the 

right way to solve problems. Secondly, he taught the young, and his students 

were talented. He thus often gained a good reward. Hence, we infer that he 

taught students very differently from the officials who taught the law, and that 

many of his students would become officials who internalized the political values 

of Confucianism in practice. 

To summarize, the Sanlao system actively promoted a change in the policies of 

‘teaching the law’ and using ‘officials as teachers’ as practiced in the Qin and the 
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early Han Dynasties. The Sanlao and Upright Officials worked together to 

promote Confucian governing practice as the main way of the Han period. 

4.5 Conclusion 

Since the first establishment of the Sanlao as important figures during the second 

year of the reign of King of Han, the duties of the Sanlao lead the populace in 

morality as well as taught the local officials about governing. With the 

stabilisation of the dynasty during the reign of Emperor Wu, the Sanlao’s duty 

shifted to educating the populace. Throughout the Former and Later Han, the 

Sanlao’s role as mentors and teachers continued.  

As important figures with a supplementary role supporting the centralised 

governing system, the Sanlao were crucial in three ways; and thus, my argument 

that the Sanlao played a crucial supplementary role in the centralised government 

system of the Han can be summarised under three points.  

Firstly, the Sanlao were the only figures whose duty was to teach officials. 

Furthermore, analysis of the Shiji, Hanshu, and Houhanshu, shows that, the 

Sanlao were the only figures whose duty was to mentor officials as well as 

educate the populace.  

Secondly, when we compare the governing systems of the Qin and Han, we find 

that Qin’s governing practice focused on law implementation whereas the Han 

emphasised moral examples. The Elder Officials and Upright Officials worked 

with the Sanlao to provide moral examples to the populace. This change 

maintained a level of social stability in local areas and avoided the failures of the 

Qin along with that dynasties early demise.  

Thirdly, the Sanlao were intimately involved in the formation of the new concept 

of ‘being a good Official’. As mentors for local officials, the Sanlao usually 

made a proposal or issued a memorandum supporting good officials. In the cases 

mentioned above, the Sanlao presented memoranda for local officials. Through 

these cases, we can deduce that throughout the Han, the Sanlao made many 
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recommendations directly to the Emperor. The abundance of records in this 

regard indicate clearly that these were not isolated cases, but a common 

phenomenon. A study of existing official records of the Han dynasty shows that 

the right to make such direct proposals to the Emperor was greatly restricted and 

only open to high-ranking officials. That the Sanlao enjoyed this right ensured 

that they would play an important role in local affairs. In the cases listed above, 

the local officials who treated people with kindness and benevolence, as well as 

protecting local areas were praised by the Sanlao. In this way, the Sanlao were 

directly involved in the definition of who comprised an Upright Official. 

In conclusion, the Sanlao played a very important supplementary role in the 

centralised governing system. 
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 The Sanlao as Mediators 
In this chapter, I will analyse a third type of supplementary role played by the 

Sanlao, that of mediators. The Sanlao served to ease conflict between people, 

provide moral examples and hear litigation, all of which entrenched the influence 

of their supplementary role in the centralised governing system. 

Firstly, I will analyse several cases where the Sanlao acted as mediators: where 

they arbitrated in various conflicts between commoners, assisted local officials in 

legal cases, and led the masses to bring about their excellence. Secondly, I will 

analyse why the Sanlao could act as mediators. This analysis will be based on 

social stratification and social development during the Han era and also compare 

similar mediators in traditional Chinese society during Ming and Qing times. 

5.1 Mediating conflict 

The following two cases demonstrate how the Sanlao eased conflict among 

commoners at a grass-roots level. 

5.1.1 The case of Ren An311  

Ren An’s case was recorded in Shiji. 

                                                 

 

311 Ren An, style name, Shaoqing , has no biography in the Dynastic Histories yet is 
mentioned in several events in the Shiji and Hanshu. His year of birth is unknown and he died in 
the incident of the Heir Apparent revolt, 91 BCE. ‘As Commissioner of the Northern Barracks, 
Ren An had refused to bring out arms in support of Liu Ju. Wudi, however, suspected his 
integrity, and his doubts were fed by the allegations made by a junior official in the barracks, 
whom Ren An had had flogged and humiliated. Believing him to be guilty of deceit, Wudi had 
Ren An executed.’ See Sima Qian 1965, Shiji 104, p.2779; 111, pp.2927, 2938; Ban Gu 1962, 
Hanshu 55, pp.2477, 2488; 62, p.2725; 66, p.2881; Biographical Dictionary, pp.457. 
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312 

Ren An, was born in Xingyang313. He was an orphan from an early 

age and lived in poverty. He drove a carriage for someone going to 

Chang’an and then settled there. He sought a job as a low-level 

official, but was as yet unfated to [attain it]. He lived by practicing 

divination. Wugong314 was a small county in the west of Fufeng 

prefecture. It was located in the entrance of a valley connected by 

the road to Shu State in a mountainous area. An thought that 

Wugong was a small place without tyrants, where it would be easy 

for him to be promoted to be a high-ranking official. So An stayed 

[there]. At first, he stood in for others as Chief of Chasing Thieves 

and Father of a Commune, and then became the Chief of a 

Commune. 

……

                                                 

 

312 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 2779. 
313 Xingyang County , was in the area administered by the Henan Commandery . 
According to The China Historical Geographic Information System the location of Xingyang 
County during the Han corresponds to the present Xingyang City in Henan Province

. 
314 Wugong County , was in the area administered by the You Fufeng Commandery

. According to The China Historical Geographic Information System the location of Wugong 
County during the Han corresponds to the present Mei County in Shaanxi Province . 
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315 

All the people in the commune went out to hunt. Ren An usually 

divided [the day’s gain such as] elk, deer, pheasants and rabbits for 

the sake of the people. He arranged the elders and the young and 

those in their prime in suitable places [according] to their strengths 

or weaknesses. Everyone was pleased and said, ‘There is no harm 

[in this], Ren Shaoqing’s distribution was fair and this was wise 

management.’ … He was appointed as the township Sanlao and 

was then recommended as an official who had the people’s best 

interests at heart – he took up the post of county magistrate at the 

level of Sanbaishi and governed the common people. [However], 

Ren An was dismissed as he did not prepare tents for the Emperor’s 

tour. 

According to the records, Ren An came from humble origins without the 

resources to pursue an official career. This means he belonged to the commoner 

class. However, he possessed the skill to discern people’s abilities, an unselfish 

manner and was on excellent terms with the local populace. Based on his 

reputation he was appointed as a township level Sanlao. He used his own natural 

skills to mediate potential conflicts amongst the populace.  

                                                 

 

315 Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 2779. 
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5.1.2  The case of Fan Zhong316  

Fan Zhong , the grandfather of Emperor Guangwu of the Later Han, 

is depicted in the Houhanshu as a gentle, kind and law-abiding man:  

317 

Fan Zhong, style name Junyun, for several generations, his family 

was good at planting crops and [doing] business. He was a gentle, 

kind and law-abiding man. Three generations of his family lived 

together and shared wealth, and children and grandchildren showed 

great respect to each other. Offspring bowed to each other in the 

morning and in the evening. The family was particularly mindful of 

etiquette.  

318 

Fan Zhong was managing the properties well and did not waste 

things; he made the best use of his servants and workers. Thus, his 

family members and servants could work in full cooperation and 
                                                 

 

316 Fan Zhong, style name Junyun, has no biography in the Dynastic Histories and is mentioned 
only in his son’s biography in the Houhanshu. According to A Biographical Dictionary of Later 
Han to the Three Kingdoms, ‘A man of family with extensive landed property, and also a 
prosperous merchant, Fan Zhong was celebrated for his energy and his generosity and became 
Thrice Venerable in his local community. Over eighty years old when he died, he left a testament 
to cancel all loans outstanding in his favour.’ See Biographical Dictionary of Later Han, p.208; 
Houhanshu, 32, p.1119. 
317 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 1119. 
318 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 1119. 
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with unity of purpose. Fan’s profits doubled each year so that he 

afterwards owned land of more than three hundred qing. 

… 319 

Fan built high-rise houses, surrounded by canals. He dug pools in 

the manor for fish farming and raised livestock. Fan did not hesitate 

to help those who were poor or anyone from the village who asked 

him for help in an emergency. … His wealth then increased to ten 

thousand, and he helped his clan, as well as conferring favour on 

his community. 

320 

Fan Zhong’s daughter had sons by one of the He family, who 

demanded property. Fan Zhong felt shame about this case, and to 

quell the dispute and resolve the lawsuit, he gave two qing of his 

own land to the He brothers as compensation. The county highly 

prized his action, he was elected ‘county Sanlao’. He died in his 

eighties. 

321 

                                                 

 

319 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 1119. 
320 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 1119. 
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Fan used to lend tens of thousands in money to others. He left a will 

to his family to gather all the receipts of loans to burn them all. 

Debtors, hearing about this, felt very ashamed and went to Fan’s 

home to pay back the debt. Fan’s sons would not accept any 

payment, granting exemption according to their father’s will. 

Ren An and Fan Zhong are both depicted as enjoying good reputations in their 

local rural areas. Ren An came from a poor family and belonged to the 

commoners’ class. Fan Zhong was rich, but he did not have any official title, 

which means he also belonged to the commoners’ class. From these two 

accounts, we can see that the Sanlao’s influence at a local level was founded on 

their own virtue and that their role was mainly to maintain the moral and social 

order of the village. Ren An was trusted by the locals for his fairness, 

unselfishness and ability to mediate potential conflicts amongst locals. Likewise, 

Fan Zhong is also depicted as enjoying a good reputation. This is made 

especially clear in the historical record by accounts such as his willingness to 

donate his property to quell a dispute and to arrange to forgive debts after his 

death, an arrangement his sons honoured. 

That Ren An was appointed as a Sanlao, and Fan Zhong recommended as a 

Sanlao, illustrates that the method for appointing Sanlao during the Han was not 

the same as it was for other officials. It was neither entirely appointed by the 

central bureaucracy, nor entirely recommended by the public, but through official 

appointment on the basis of popular recommendation. 

                                                                                                                                    

 

321 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 1119. 
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5.2 Assisting local officials in legal matters 

Apart from mediating conflict, there is some evidence which illustrates that the 

Sanlao were involved in local legal matters to a certain degree. The following 

three cases are related to chasing a refugee, witnessing a testament and litigation. 

5.2.1 The case from the Juyan Bamboo Slips  

The following case regarding the Sanlao is taken from the Juyan Bamboo Slips 

(Juyan Hanjian ). In the transcription of the Laws and Orders of Prime 

Minister and Grandee Secretary in the second year of Ganlu322 (Ganlu er nian 

chengxiang yushi lüling ), we find evidence that the 

Sanlao ‘listen to litigation.’ This transcription was unearthed in Jianshui Jinguan 

( ), Jinta County ( ) in Gansu Province ( ) in 1973. It 

records an event during the reign of Emperor Xuan of the Han dynasty. Hunting 

for a fugitive from court, two ministers from the central government issued an 

order, which stated: 

323 

The officials belonging to the counties below county magistrate 

[level], Bailiff, Headman (Lizheng) and Sanlao, are strictly ordered 

to hunt among low-level officials and common people in the 

village. 

                                                 

 

322 52 BCE. 
323 Chu Shibing, Ren Buyun 1978, ‘The Bamboo and Historical Relic in Juyan’, Journal of 
Cultural Relics, vol. 1, no. 1, pp.1-33. 
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This record illustrates a case where a Sanlao and local officials’ assistants 

worked together to search amongst the local township inhabitants and villagers. 

Matters related to social security were usually under the charge of the bailiff, 

however in this particular circumstance, a Sanlao shared some of these duties 

related to the society’s security.  

5.2.2 The Case of Zhu Ling324  

The bamboo slips unearthed in 1984 from a Former Han tomb in Yizheng county 

( ) in Jiangsu province ( ) contained a text known as the Xianling 

quanshu ( ) written by Zhu Ling who lived in Gaoduli ( ) 

in the fifth year of Yuanshi in the Former Han (5 CE). The text records that: 

325   

In September of the fifth year of Yuanshi [5 CE] . . . on the day of 

Renchen, Zhuling, a citizen of Gaoduli living in Xinanli was 

seriously ill, so the county and township level Sanlao, Petty Official 

with Rank and teacher Tian Tan in Li were invited to act as 

eyewitnesses to his testament.  

From this we can ascertain that when required, county and township level Sanlao, 

Petty Official with Rank and other officials supervised the drafting of final 

testaments during the Han era. This case shows that the Sanlao were also 

                                                 

 

324 Zhu Ling has no biography and any information in Dynastic Histories. 
325 Wang Qinjin 1987, ‘The 101 Tomb of Former Han dynasty in Xupu’, Journal of Cultrual 
Relics, vol. 1, no. 1, pp.1-8. 
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responsible for assisting with personal legal matters, such as inheritance of 

property. 

5.2.3 The Case of Wu You326  

The following quotation is from the Dongguan hanji ( ), from the Later 

Han dynasty:  

327 

Wu You was promoted as premier of Jiaodong.328 When people 

were involved in lawsuits, Wu You firstly ordered the Sanlao to 

reconcile them by appealing to filial piety and fraternal respect, and 

then went to the village to resolve the dispute in person. Officials’ 

assistants in the lower classes and common people did not have the 

heart to bully him. 

In Wu You’s biography in the Houhanshu it states that: 

                                                 

 

326 Wu You has his biography in Houhanshu, volume 64. See Biographical Dictionary of Later 
Han, p.876; Houhanshu, 64, p.2099. 
327 Zhou Tianyou 1986, Bajia Houhanshu jizhu, Shanghai Ancient Book Publishing House, 
Shanghai, 127. 
328 Jiaodong Kingdom , according to The China Historical Geographic Information 
System the location of Jiaodong Kingdom during the Later Han corresponds to the present 
Pingdu City in Shandong Province . 
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. . . 

329 

Because of his four types of virtuous conduct [simplicity, sincerity, 

generosity and good conduct] he was promoted as Premier of the 

feudal lord of Jiaodong … He governed only with benevolence and 

simplicity, and used himself as an example for others. If there was 

any litigation among the populace he would shut himself in the 

room to blame himself, and then made judgment using reason to 

enlighten them. Or he himself would go to the street and village to 

emphasise reconciliation. After that the conflict amongst people 

was reduced and his officers did not [engage in] cheating.   

This case illustrates the upright character of Wu You. From this we can see he 

ordered the Sanlao to act as mediators by appealing to filial piety and fraternal 

duty. Meanwhile he went to the locations in person to ensure that the conflict had 

been resolved. This case is very similar to the case of Han Yanshou. The case of 

Han Yanshou involves litigation among relatives. He also took personal 

responsibility for the behaviour of others, which was viewed as exemplary moral 

behaviour, and this then eased the related conflict. In that case, the Sanlao and 

other local officials admitted the neglect of their duties, which served to civilise 

the local populace and ease the conflict among people they were responsible for.  

Based from these two cases, we can conclude that, in the first place, Sanlao 

eased conflict between commoners; and secondly, that the Sanlao stood 

in-between the high officials and the locals and exerted their influence by moral 

power.  
                                                 

 

329 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 3101. 
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5.3 The role of the Sanlao in civilising the populace 

As mediators, the Sanlao were not only responsible for easing conflict, but also 

led the masses to bring about their excellence. The following cases illustrate that 

the Sanlao had a duty to civilise the local people. 

5.3.1 The case of Sima Xiangru330  

The following case regarding a Sanlao comes from the Biography of Sima 

Xiangru in the Shiji: 

331  

Sima Xiangru had been serving as an official assistant for several 

years. At that time, Tang Meng,332 [was an envoy of the Emperor 

                                                 

 

330 Sima Xiangru, style name Zhangqing , was born in Chengdu around 179 and died in 
117 BCE. His biography is contained in both the Shiji and the Hanshu. According to A 
Biographical Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and Xin Periods, ‘Sima Xiangru was nominated 
once more as a Gentleman (Lang ), and some time later he set out on a mission to the 
south-west. In the course of his expedition to establish Han authority over Yelang (c. 135), Tang 
Meng had been able to call on a force of conscripts from Ba and Shu, a very large number 
of men being required from those parts for the transport of supplies. In the course of this 
expansionist move a number of native leaders had been put to death, and the inhabitants had 
become alarmed. Sima Xiangru took with him a message addressed from Wudi to the governors 
of the two commanderies. This was intended to allay the fears of the populations, reassuring them 
of Han’s basic goodwill, while reminding them of their duties as loyal subjects.’ See 
Biographical Dictionary, pp.487.; Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 117, p.2999; Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 
57, p.2529. 
331 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2577. 
332 Tang Meng has no biography in the Dynastic Histories and is only mentioned in regard to 
some events related to the barbarians of the south-west in the Shiji and Hanshu. According to A 
Biographical Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and Xin Periods, ‘Together with Sima Xiangru, 
Tang Meng was one of the first persons to rely on the value of expansion to the south-west and to 
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and] was sent to west of Yelang333 and to the middle of Bo. Tang 

Meng sent several thousand troops and prison guards to Bashu334, in 

addition ten thousand people were also sent out [to aid] 

transportation in the local prefecture, to overthrow and kill the 

leader of the local ethnic minority by military law. The local people 

of Bashu were terrified. When the Emperor was informed of this 

matter, he sent Xiangru to accuse Tang Meng and issued an 

imperial edict stating that this was not the will of the Emperor.   

335 

He therefore sent messengers to inform the public of the real reason 

why he sent the soldiers; he noted Tang Meng’s disloyalty, and at 

the same time accused the local Sanlao and Filially Pious and 

Fraternally Respectful for neglecting their duty of education. 

This case shows that in the far Southwest, there were several Sanlao who were 

responsible for civilising the people. The Sanlao, Filially Pious and Fraternally 

Respectful were accused of failing in their duty to provide moral examples. This 

case also illustrates that the Sanlao, Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful 

                                                                                                                                    

 

undertake the pioneering work that resulted in the establishment of Han authority there.’ See 
Biographical Dictionary, p.503.; Sima Qian 1965, Shiji, 116, p.2993; Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 95, 
p.3839. 
333 According to Yan Shigu’s annotation, Yelang and Bo, were barbarian tribes (?) in the 
south-west. ( ) See Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 57B, p.2577.  
334 Bashu , according to The China Historical Geographic Information System the 
location during the Han corresponds to the most parts of present Sichuan Province , 
Chongqing City , Guizhou Province  and some parts of Yunnan Province .  
335 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 2580. 
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were different from the local officials in that they were not dismissed or reproved, 

but simply accused.   

5.3.2 The case of Fan Yanshou336  

The case of Fan Yanshou  shares some similarities with that of Sima 

Xiangru in that the Sanlao were accused of neglecting their role in civilising the 

populace. In the following case from Hanshu jizhu ( ), Fan held the 

position of Superintendent of Trials (tingwei ): 

337 

At that time, between the Zhao and Yan areas, three men married 

the one woman who subsequently gave birth to four sons. When 

these sons grew up, they wanted to have their own homes, and 

divide the inheritance. The officials in the prefecture heard of the 

case. However, the officials could not make a judgment and 

transferred the case to Fan. 

Then Fan put forth a suggested judgment in a memorandum submitted to the 

Emperor, which stated that: 

                                                 

 

336 Fan Yanshou has no biography in the Dynastic Histories and is only mentioned in relation to 
some events in the Hanshu. According to A Biographical Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and 
Xin Periods, ‘As governor (Taishou ) of Beihai, Fan Yanshou was appointed 
Superintendent of Trials in 27, dying in 19 BCE.’ See Biographical Dictionary, p. 94.; Ban Gu 
1962, Hanshu, 19B, p.827; 84, p.3412. 
337 Zhou Tianyou 1986, Bajia Houhanshu jizhu, Shanghai Ancient Book Publishing House, 
Shanghai, 22. 
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338 

The most precious quality of men is faith, and the most precious 

quality of women is chastity. Now three men had married one 

woman, which was utterly immoral, and is like animals, [therefore] 

the sons should belong to the woman.  

339 

Thus he gave the four sons to the mother and sentenced the three 

men to death. He dismissed the prefecture chief, county magistrate 

and other officials. Meanwhile, he blamed the Sanlao for failing to 

teach people moral decency. The emperor agreed with this 

judgment. 

In this case, Fan Yanshou used the Confucianism ideology, ‘faith’ and ‘chastity’ 

to pass judgement and the Sanlao were accused of neglecting their duty to 

transform the people.  

                                                 

 

338 Zhou Tianyou 1986, Bajia Houhanshu jizhu, Shanghai Ancient Book Publishing House, 
Shanghai, 22. 
339 Zhou Tianyou 1986, Bajia Houhanshu jizhu, Shanghai Ancient Book Publishing House, 
Shanghai, 22. 
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5.3.3 The Case of Song Du340  

The following document from the Eight Schools of Commentary on the 

Houhanshu (Bajia houhanshu jizhu ) also suggests that the 

Sanlao assumed the task of moral education in the maintenance of social stability. 

When Songdu was the Governor of Changsha (Changsha taishou

), the record states: 

‘ ’ 341 

[At that time], most people lacked clothes and food and mothers did 

not have breast milk to feed their babies [causing many babies to be 

abandoned.] Song Du blamed the Sanlao, and prohibited common 

people from abandoning newborn babies. During the several years 

[of his governance], he raised more than three thousand babies. All 

these babies had ‘Song’ as their family name. 

The case of Song Du shows the similarity with several cases above, namely, the 

Sanlao were accused of their neglecting their role of leading people to be good. 

In other words, the Sanlao should take responsibility for civilising the populace. 

                                                 

 

340 Song Du has neither biography nor is mentioned in the Dynastic Histories. According to A 
Biographical Dictionary of Later Han to the Three Kingdoms, ‘Song Du (Shuping ); 
Yuzhang. As a magistrate in Yingchuan, Song Du was respected for the simplicity of his food 
and clothing; he was able to persuade the virtuous scholar Du An to be his Officer of Merit. Song 
Du later became an Internuncio. He took an imperial edict of pardon to surrendered non-Chinese 
people, and he also memorialized that the Minister Herald should be dismissed for failing in his 
duty. -XC 7;6a.’ See Biographical Dictionary of Later Han, p.752. 
341 Zhou Tianyou 1986, Bajia Houhanshu Jizhu, Shanghai Ancient Book Publishing House, 
Shanghai, 230. 
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As we can see from the above cases, the Sanlao in local areas were acting as 

mediators and had the supplementary role of governing affairs. These governing 

affairs were usually shouldered by the formal government officials. 

5.4 Explanations for the role of the Sanlao as mediators 

5.4.1 The social basis for the Sanlao 

As demonstrated in the previous chapter, we can conclude that the Sanlao’s 

influence was based on their social background and self-cultivation. Therefore, 

analysis of their social environment is important for understanding their function. 

The society of the Han Dynasty can be described as a pyramid-like structure 

comprised of a four-tiered social stratification. The emperor and the royal family 

comprised the top class. Aristocrats and bureaucrats were second and the 

commoners third. The bottom tier consisted of servants and slaves.  

The Sanlao came from the third tier, which was comprised of scholars, farmers 

and craftsmen and this group made up the majority of the population.342 As we 

discovered in the cases mentioned above, Ren An came from a poor family, he 

worked as a labourer; Fan Zhong was rich, yet did not have any official title and 

so his main income relied on agriculture. In the cases mentioned in Chapter 

Three, (Dong Gong, Gongcheng Xing and Zhu Ying), were all from the class of 

commoners. However, after being nominated as Sanlao, their social status can be 

considered to be above that of the commoners but well below that of formal 

officials. Therefore, the Sanlao were between the second tier and the third. None 

of them belonged to the upper class, as they were not formal officials; nor could 

they be categorised as belonging to the lower class, as they enjoyed certain 

                                                 

 

342 Qu Tongzu stated that ‘Commoners were traditionally classified in scholars, farmers, artisans, 
and merchants.’ see Tongzu Qu, Han Social Structure (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1972), 
p.101. 
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privileges such as exemption from corvée labour and taxation. As they came 

from the lower class, they could communicate with the commoners. On account 

of these privileges, they also had the right to negotiate with officials. Therefore, 

they can be seen as a special group who played an intermediary role between the 

second and third tiers. 

In the following four sub-sections, I will analyse the social background of the 

Sanlao in detail.  

5.4.1.1 The social environment of the Sanlao 

Firstly, the village community formed the basic social environment for the 

development of the Sanlao. This was the Sanlao’s field of action. 

China’s loess based agriculture was fully formed during the Spring and Autumn 

period. The rural community was developing along with agricultural civilisation. 

The origin of the village goes back to nascent civilisation. Research in the field 

of settlement archaeology helps us to see that with the emergence of farming, 

settlements began to form and develop rapidly. In China, settlements split into 

central settlements and general settlements. Central settlements evolved into 

cities, which became the economic and power centres of each area. General 

settlements became dependent villages scattered around central settlements. 

Villages had three characteristics. Firstly, the residents of the villages were 

almost all subsistence farmers along with their families. Secondly, a village is 

significantly smaller in scale than a city, and depends on the city to act as its 

centre of political and economic power. Thirdly, regardless of its size, a village is 

a self-contained basic cell of society, with its own ritual, religion, patriarchal 

kinship system and other organizational arrangements. 

Ancient Chinese society developed slowly, yet was constantly evolving. As the 

basic unit of society, family and neighbourhood were the inner part, a system 

which lasted for two thousand years. Rural leaders became necessary as the 

agricultural society developed.  
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Fei Xiaotong says in his famous work, Peasant Life in China: 

A village is a community characterized by its being an aggregate of 

households in a compact residential area, separated from other 

similar units by a considerable distance (this may not hold good in 

some parts of China where households are scattered), organized in 

various social activities as a group, and possessing a special name 

of its own. It is a de facto social unit recognized by the people 

themselves.343 

He also indicates that, ‘indeed, those who must depend on farming seem to be 

stuck in the soil. … The basic unit of Chinese rural society is the village.’344 

These characters can be proved by historical records. As stated by Houhanshu: 

345 

Generally speaking, the ten communities (li) were [combined under 

the jurisdiction of] a commune (ting)346, each ting had a chief. Ten 

ting were [combined under the jurisdiction of] a township (xiang), 

each xiang had a Sanlao, Petty Official with Rank (youzhi), Bailiff 

                                                 

 

343 Fei Xiaotong 2012, Peasant Life in China, Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press, 
Beijing, 11. 
344 Fei Xiaotong 2012, 11. 
345 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 742. 
346 According to de Crespigny, “The common phrase shih-li yi-t’ing can be interpreted 
in two ways: for the imperial communications service, the li refers to the distance between one 
posting-station and the next; on the other hand, it can refer to the fact that ten communities, called 
li, were combined under the jurisdiction of a t’ing.” See Rafe de Crespigny 1967, ‘An outline of 
the Local Administration of the Later Han Empire’. Chung Chi Journal, vol. 7, 1967, pp.57-71. 
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(sefu) and Patrol Leader (youjiao). The Sanlao was in charge of 

civilising [the populace]. The duty of Bailiff was hearing litigation 

and imposing taxation. The Patrol Leader [was in charge of] 

stopping bandits and patrolling for thieves.  

This is very clearly shows that the Sanlao came from local communities, and that 

their field of action was based on li and townships. The cases mentioned above 

show that most Sanlao were exerting their influence in local communities. 

5.4.1.2 The Sanlao emerged from the Fulao  

Secondly, the Fulao provided the social basis for the emergence of the Sanlao. 

Put in another way, the Sanlao emerged from the Fulao. 

Who were the Fulao? He Xiu , a scholar in the Han dynasty, provides some 

details in his annotations on the Zuozhuan: 

… 

347 

Lu is a house built in a field, and a li is a residential construction in 

the township. There are 80 families in one li, and eight families 
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share one lane. A school will be located in the middle of a li. Select 

a person who is elderly and has certain virtues to be a Fulao. Find a 

person who is good at governance to be Headman (Lizheng). Fulao 

and Headman (Lizheng) should receive twice as much farm land as 

others from the government, and have the right to ride a horse. 

Fulao will be the assistant of the Sanlao, and the Headman 

(Lizheng) will be the civilian official. Usually villagers work in the 

fields in spring and summer, and live in the city in autumn and 

winter. During working seasons, Fulao and Headman (Lizheng) 

open the gates of the city. No one is allowed to leave or enter the 

city after dusk. … When the work is finished in October, Fulao will 

teach in a school in the middle of the li. The children over 8 years 

old take rudimentary Chinese classes and students over 15 study the 

Book of Great Learning. Outstanding students may receive a place 

in the school of the township. 

We find from this detailed record that the li was the basic sphere of influence of 

the Fulao’s power. According to the historical documents of the Han dynasty, 

the number of households in a li may have varied slightly.  

 

Comprehensive Meanings of Common Customs (Fengsu tongyi ), a 

folk-custom book written in the Later Han dynasty, says this about li: 

348 
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Li [literally] means stop [as in, stop at a post or check-point]. A li 

administers the public affairs of 50 families who live together. 

Annotations of the Officials chapter in the Houhanshu show that the Likui 

administered the affairs of 100 households in one li. He Xiu made notes for 

Zuozhuan, stating that there were 80 households in one li. The details in these 

historical documents may differ because the population and households of each 

period were increasing, or the provisions were different. Nevertheless, we can 

confirm that the li formed the most basic societal level in rural settings, with 

groupings of 50 to 100 households. 

According to He Xiu’s annotation, the folk leader of a li was called a Fulao. The 

main criteria were that Fulao be elderly and have good virtues. That they 

received double farmland shows that the government gave economic privileges 

to Fulao. That they could ride horses shows that Fulao had a privileged status. 

The treatment they enjoyed as the assistant of Sanlao meant that they could act 

on the Sanlao’s behalf in rural areas. They were responsible for managing the 

working periods of the village, for maintaining order and for educating rural 

people. The Fulao were the basic organisers for the grassroots community in Han 

society. 

Therefore, two main points become clear: First, the foundation of the Fulao was 

the li. Li were grassroots communities and the field of all social activities during 

the Han dynasty. Second, the Fulao were subordinate officers to the Sanlao. 

Their job was to carry out the Sanlao’s duties at the li level under the instruction 

of township and county governments. He was the officer responsible for moral 

education. Comparing the annotation made by He Xiu and the edicts issued in 

the second year of Emperor Gaozu, we find that the criteria for selection of the 

Sanlao and Fulao were the same: the candidate had to be a virtuous, elderly 

person. More documents and records show that the Fulao were the assistants to 

the Sanlao. We can further assert that the Sanlao were promoted from among the 

ranks of Fulao. 
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5.4.1.3 Respect for elders was the basis for the development of the Sanlao 

Thirdly, the social custom forming the basis for the Sanlao was the tradition of 

respect for elders which began in the Zhou dynasty. 

China has been a typical agricultural society since the Zhou dynasty. As noted in 

my quotation from Fei Xiaotong’s From the Soil at the conclusion of chapter 

three, Chinese people had a strong attachment to their native land and were 

generally unwilling to leave it.,  

The farming tools and methods of traditional agriculture in China were extremely 

simple and relied mainly on human strength and animal power. The agrarian age 

was a stable era, and the accumulated knowledge of farmers was more than 

adequate to meet the physical requirements of any problems they encountered. 

Thus, the farming knowledge, experience and skills of the elderly were a 

valuable asset for the younger generation. At that time, the basic education 

method was oral teaching. (The Chinese character teaching  is a phonogram. 

It has three parts: old, child, and culture. These three parts together mean the old 

people teach culture to their children.) Oral teaching was an important source of 

knowledge and wisdom in pre-civilized society. The elderly were naturally the 

source of such teaching, often assuming the roles of psychologist, historian, and 

family-preaching mentor. Thus, respect from others came naturally. 

The rites for respecting elders, formed in the Yao and Shun period, developed 

further during the Xia and Shang dynasties, and were gradually perfected in the 

Western Zhou dynasty. The rule of etiquette also formed in the Western Zhou 

dynasty. 

In the Book of Rites, the chapter Royal Regulations (Wang zhi ) says: 
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In nourishing the aged, [Shun,] the lord of Youyu tribe, used the 

ceremonies of the drinking entertainment; the sovereigns of Xia 

[used] those at entertainments after a reverent sacrifice or offering; 

the men of Yin [used] those of a substantial feast; and the men of 

Zhou cultivated and developed all three. The over fifty-year-old 

elders were nourished in townships, the over sixty-year-old elders 

were nourished in central court, the over seventy-year-old elders 

were nourished in schools, all of these rules apply to the feudal 

kingdoms.349 

Starting from the Yao and Shun periods, there were places devoted to providing 

for the aged in ancient China: 

 

Shun, the lord of Youyu tribe, nourished the aged who had retired 

from the service of the state in the school called the higher Yang, 

and the aged of the common people and officers who had not 

obtained rank in the school called the lower Yang. The sovereigns 
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of Xia nourished the former in the school called the Xu on the east, 

and the latter in that called the Xu on the west. The men of Yin 

nourished the former in the school of the right, and the latter in that 

of the left. The men of Zhou entertained the former in the school 

called the eastern Xue, and the latter in what corresponded to the 

Yang of Yu. This was in the suburb of the capital on the west.350 

The Han dynasty inherited the tradition of respect for the elderly. 

The origin of institutionalizing the system of respect for elders was the edict 

issued in the second year of Emperor of Gaozu. In his second year, the Emperor 

of Gaozu conquered Shaanxi. He went on to issue policies such as giving certain 

civilians noble titles, and granting tax exemption in the Sichuan and Shaanxi 

areas. On that basis, he issued the famous edict for establishing the Sanlao as an 

official position: a civilian who was more than 50 years old, could set a good 

example for the villagers and was virtuous. Then one from among the 

township-level Sanlao could become county-level Sanlao, whose duty was to 

teach the county magistrate and other county officials. The Sanlao in townships 

and counties would dispense state services. Every October the Sanlao would 

receive wine and beef from the government. 

The background for this edict was that the Emperor wanted to use the influence 

and wisdom of the elders for maintaining social stability as well as for advice on 

local public affairs. The reward of giving wine and beef for elders was not 

widespread, but was only for the elders who contributed to social stability and 

who participated in governance. However, this was the origin of respect for 

elders in Han times. It was an irreplaceable guide for the social atmosphere and 

social custom, also the beginning of the pension system. Until the time of 

Emperor Wen, the details of this system were not fully formed. 
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The edict issued in the first year of Emperor Wen stated that: 

? (

) 351 

As for the elders, only good clothes should keep them warm, and 

only meat should feed them fully. This month is the beginning of 

the year. Without sending condolences to the elders, without 

clothes and wine with meat, how could we set the example for the 

people who should cherish their elders? I heard that some old rice 

found in the porridge was given to the elders. Does that meet the 

criteria for taking care of the elders? So, publish this edict. 

The ‘old rice found in the porridge’ refers to the prevailing practice before 

Emperor Wen issued the edict. This was how the elderly received their rice each 

year. However, there were no further details about how their rice was to be given, 

and there was inadequate enforcement in carrying out the policy; sometimes old 

rice was given to the elders as new rice. Hence, the relevant department 

requested that elders over 80 years of age were to be given rice, meat and wine 

per month in all counties. Elders over 90 were to be given silk and cottonwool. 

The main county officials were supposed to visit the elders over 90 who receive 

these gifts from the government; Bailiff and other officials in the counties would 

visit elders under 90. Magistrates who had attained the level of 2000 shi would 

send an inspection official to dismiss incompetent officials. Elders who had 

committed crimes did not qualify for the provisions stipulated under this edict. 
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The edict issued by Emperor Wen had wider scope than the one issued by 

Emperor Gaozu. Emperor Wen’s edict was purely for pensions and respect for 

the elderly. All elders over 80 were the objects of this edict. The main purpose of 

this edict was to set an example for the people who looked after their parents and 

grandparents rather than to reward the Sanlao and other elders who participated 

in governance. Emperor Wen’s edict also set more specific rewards (like the 

amount of silk), emphasised the implementation of the rewards, and made sure 

that the elders who were not guilty of crimes would receive rewards from the 

government. 

Following this, Emperor Wu issued another edict: 

352 

According to the teaching established by ancient rulers, in the 

districts and hamlets, honour was given to people in accordance 

with their age, and in the court, honour was given in accordance 

with noble rank. Nothing is as good as virtue for supporting society 

and guiding the people. Hence the way of the ancients was to give 

precedence to those who were aged and to treat carefully those who 

were advanced in years in the districts and hamlets. When now the 

world’s filial and obedient sons and grandsons wish to put forth all 
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their efforts in serving their parents and grandparents, from outside 

their households they are harassed by the requirements for the 

public services and within their homes they lack the necessary 

property and wealth – for these reasons their filial intentions are 

enfeebled. We pity them greatly. For those of the common people 

who are in their ninetieth year and over, there is already a law that 

they should receive gruel. For them, their sons or grandsons should 

be exempted from public service in order to perform their service in 

caring for and serving their parents or grandparents. 

This means the sons and grandsons of elders could be exempt from their state 

service, enabling them to look after the elders properly. In the first year of 

Yuanshou, Emperor Wu sent the imperial commissioner to ensure the 

implementation of the policy to respect elders. He also rewarded the county 

Sanlao and people who had filial piety with five pi of silk. The Sanlao, the 

Fillially Pious and Cultivators of the Fields in the townships received three pi of 

silk and the elders over 90 years old and widowers, widows, orphans and 

childless couples 2 pi of silk and 3 jin of cottonwool. Elders over 80 recieved 

three dan of rice. The policy for caring for the elders was therefore improved. 

In the Hanshu, we can find many similar records concerning care for the elderly. 

In summary, the main purpose for these rewards was to set the example of 

respecting elders, and encouraging people to practice filial piety. 

This social atmosphere that Confucianism emphasised, gradually became a 

significant record of the Han dynasty. The popularity of this attitude in each 

locality depended on the Sanlao, because the Sanlao were specifically charged 

with its execution throughout grassroots society. Hence the popularity of the 

concept would improve respect for elders, and in particular, respect for the 

Sanlao in the local community. Thus, on one hand, the public profile and guiding 

role of the Sanlao strengthened the popularity of formalised respect for the 

elderly throughout the grassroots of Han society. On the other hand, because of 

the popularity of the concept, people had enhanced respect for the elderly and the 
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Sanlao. This positive cycle was an important reason for the enduring stability of 

Chinese tradition at the most basic level of society. 

When we consider the Sanlao in the context of the Han dynasty, with its 

emphasis on the pension system and physical care of the elders, it is clear that the 

Sanlao were just one link in the chain in a system of respect for elders. At the 

same time, the Sanlao were devoted to maintaining this system in the local 

community. 

5.4.1.4 The Sanlao filled a cultural and moral need 

Fourthly, the need to reconstruct morality and culture as well as social order 

formed the foundation for Sanlao’s rise to prominence. 

The purpose of the edict issued in the second year of Emperor Gaozu was to 

maintain social stability and to use the wisdom of the elders as a rallying point 

when seeking advice on public affairs. That was the temporary setting for 

wartime in the Inner Pass area. After the unification of the Han dynasty, the 

functions of the Sanlao focused on reconstructing morality and culture as well as 

social order, rather than just using the wisdom of the elders as an anchor for 

social stability. 

As we all know, China experienced hundreds of years of war in the Spring and 

Autumn and Warring States periods before the unification of Emperor Gaozu. It 

was an era that saw the collapse of previously accepted norms. At that time, 

national power diminished, local authorities strengthened their influence, the 

knights-errant rose and social order disintegrated. Until the unification of the 

Western Han dynasty, the priority of central government was to restore the 

normal political order in central parts as well as in local areas. It needed more 

time to change the social atmosphere. 

During the Warring States period and the Former Han dynasty, the people 

admired the ethos of the knight-errant. Shiji and Hanshu include a detailed 

volume on the knight-errant. 
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Sima Qian described the knight-errant in glowing terms: 

……

353 

The knight-errant was one who kept and fulfilled his promises. He devoted his 

life to saving others, experienced extreme danger, and risked his life; all without 

ever seeking praise for himself or boasting about his good deeds. Many 

knights-errant like Zhu Jia, Tian Zhong, Wang Gong, Ju Meng and Guo Jie, still 

arose after the founding of the Han dynasty. Many of them did not meet all of the 

ritual requirements, but they upheld high standards of correct moral behaviour 

and modesty. 

Sima Qian claimed that the knight-errant represented justice, and should 

therefore be highly commended. 

Holding a very different position, Ban Gu wrote in the chapter on the 

knight-errant in Hanshu that: 

354 
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A country must establish a legal foundation; civilians should not 

store weapons at home, and the state should maintain justice 

through law. The knights-errant mislead the common people, and 

tyrannically abused their power. Where will our rites and laws fit in 

if we do not crack down on them? Therefore, I write this volume 

about the knight-errant. 

One reason for the increasing prominence of the knight-errant was war. Starting 

from the end of the Warring States period, the large-scale peasant revolt and wars 

of hegemony lasted until the early part of the unification of the Han. During 

these decades, there was comprehensive regulation of the social system, the 

dynasties changed and society fell into chaos. The short-lived Qin dynasty had 

neither the time nor the will to establish a comprehensive social system and 

improve it, as well as to integrate various social forces.  

Therefore, after the Qin regime declined, society again returned to unrest and 

desperate people fell back on the strength of the knight-errant to seek shelter for 

life and property. The knight-errant rose from obscurity in the lower strata and 

became the psychological and physical shelter for the common people. When 

they united into one force, they could challenge the central government. Wang 

Fuzhi, a scholar in the Ming dynasty concluded that: 

355 
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The reason for the ascension of the knight-errant was the inability 

of the rulers to help the people, something the knight-errant was 

willing to do. The Qin dynasty conquered the whole of China, and 

appropriated property. People suddenly lost their land and sense of 

belonging. Rich local despots recruited ordinary people to farm 

their newly acquired land or supply their army, and then the 

knight-errant rose and wandered through the land. 

Conversely, the social control of the state had an effect on dissipating the culture 

of respect for the knight-errant. Once the government grew stronger, the forces of 

the group outside the normal social order would seek covert status. Once the 

control of the ruling class gradually declined, negative forces arose and distorted 

society. Ordinary people were unable to settle down. The knight-errant’s 

extensive influence and appeal to the lower classes became a social force for the 

ordinary people who held no authority. Therefore, the knight-errant gained 

respect from most ordinary people, and this respect gradually allowed them to 

have a wide-ranging impact. Liang Qichao, a philosopher and historian of the 

Qing dynasty, felt that: 

……

356 

If the common people live under the governance of an autocracy, 

politics would not be clean, and law would be impotent; people 

would often suffer from inadequate food and clothing in peacetime 

and then wander. … Under such conditions, if someone offers relief 
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from distress, we should not be surprised that the people of the 

world follow him, just as a river flows to the sea. 

The knights-errant formed in the Warring States period. At that time, many 

schools of thought contended for attention, and the knight-errant class inherited 

some of the tenets of Confucianism and Mohism such as equality and universal 

love, and from this formed their own code of gallantry. In the beginning of the 

Former Han dynasty, the rulers did not have enough control in rural areas, as the 

new social order was not properly established and was just recovering from 

large-scale war. Also the dominant ideology of the government was to do 

nothing that goes against nature. The government needed the community-based 

authorities that had formed naturally to maintain the basic social order in rural 

areas. The venerable Sanlao and Fulao played an important role in maintaining 

the social order and stability in the local community. 

The lives of the common people became more difficult after the ravages of 

large-scale war. The chivalrous knight-errant helped the ordinary people without 

payment, and earned respect from the villagers in rural areas. However, they did 

commit some iniquities and constantly challenged the system. With the 

formation of the state-controlled machine, the knight-errant could not escape 

elimination, despite an extensive network of relationships with powerful officials. 

On the one hand, the Han government changed the social atmosphere of 

grassroots society by using the influence of Sanlao; on the other hand, it used 

violence to force the knight-errant to migrate. Ultimately the government banned 

the popularity for the knight-errant that had imbued the entire Western Han 

dynasty. 

Some scholars point out that previous research on the knight-errant focused on 

the ups and downs of social classes under the background of the disintegration of 
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long-cherished rituals, which led to neglect of the change in social power.357 

Indeed, the rise of the knight-errant was definitely related to political disorder, 

social unrest and the decline of royal power since the Spring and Autumn period. 

However, it is also argued that it was the consequence of political devolution 

rather than the result of relations of production and change in social classes. 

I agree with this analysis. After the Spring and Autumn period, sovereign power 

weakened, personal power expanded, and local forces played an important role in 

the development of society in the country. This situation did not change until the 

Former Han dynasty. The Han government gradually strengthened its political 

power by using the Sanlao to restore the grassroots social order. We can maintain 

that the Sanlao’s rise to prominence is a reflection of the social order restored by 

the Han central government. 

In summary, the Sanlao were a class of elders who eventually evolved into 

important supplementary figures with specific responsibilities and rewards. This 

class of people were elderly and were expected to educate grassroots society in 

good morals and filial piety. 

5.4.2 Similar mediators during the Ming and Qing dynasties 

To further understand how the Sanlao acted as mediators in local areas, we can 

compare them with a similar group of mediators who existed in traditional 

Chinese society during the later Qing dynasty and early Republican period: the 

gentry class.  
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It is generally recognised by scholars358 that the gentry class acted as mediators 

during time of later Imperial China. The most renowned material concerning this 

is by Fei Xiaotong. In his work, From the Soil, China’s Gentry and others which 

were based on historical data from the Qing and the Republican period, we 

discover that the Sanlao and the gentry’s responsibilities were the same, and that 

the background and the methods for using power were similar. By analysing the 

gentry class, we can analyse how the Sanlao acted as mediators. 

We glean two key points from Fei Xiaotong’s research on the gentry: the prestige 

and power of the gentry in local communities were based on their good morals; 

the gentry’s power in local communities, was a kind of paternalistic power, based 

on education and cultivation. The following provides a more detailed discussion 

of these two points. 

Firstly, that prestige and power were based on good morals. In traditional oriental 

society, interpersonal relationships in social life followed a ‘differential mode of 

association’ – they are like overlapping social networks. These networks have 

individuals at the centre and are made up of a system of concentric circles that 

extend on the basis of blood or geopolitical relationships. The stronger the centre 

of power, the more extensive the level and scope of concentric circles; and the 

larger the overlapping with other concentric circles. In this manner, interpersonal 

networks are formed. The mode of association with oneself as the centre is 

extended to rural society with the clan as the core. Therefore, in this differential 

mode of association, it is impossible to generate the concept of equality and 

constitution which is present in Western society. In China’s traditional societies, 

family rules and clan ethics were used to constrain public behaviour. When 

Confucian ethics became a collective consciousness, ‘benevolence, 

righteousness, propriety, wisdom and faith’ and other basic norms of 

Confucianism were interpreted by individuals and became goals the individual 
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then strived to achieve to exercise personal morality. Thus, the clan and the 

gentry were able to exert their influence through ‘benevolence’, personal 

authority, and personal example as the premise for leading village affairs. 

The essence of the power of the Sanlao in the Han dynasty was much the same. 

The Sanlao practiced their own ‘personal morality’ in order to make an impact in 

local areas. ‘Personal morality’ meant good personal cultural accomplishment 

and ethical behaviour. As the Emperor Gaozu said in the imperial edict, the 

Sanlao were those ‘having virtues and showing orderly behaviour’. 

A few examples illustrate this point. The Sanlao Mao from the reign of the 

Emperor Wu of Han had a strong sense of duty and was brave and enlightened 

enough to present his petition to the Emperor Wu. He espoused the harmony 

theory of Yin and Yang, the concept that the emperor-minister relationship was 

like a father and son, and applied references from the Classic of Poetry to events 

at hand. Evidently, he studied Confucianism and blended different schools of 

thought. He also had excellent command of the spoken and written word, and 

was thus able to move Emperor Wu. The basis on which he exerted political 

influence were his good personal qualities. 

Another example was Fan Zhong in the Later Han dynasty. He was highly 

accomplished and enjoyed high levels of prestige in the countryside. On this 

basis he was selected as a Sanlao. Before his death, he burned all the receipts for 

loans he had made. He used this to show that borrowers need not worry about not 

having enough money to pay off their debts. This charity reflected his personal 

morality. 

Zhao Kuan in the Eastern Han dynasty is a third example. He was also highly 

accomplished. He heard legal disputes and then rendered judgment in the village. 

He resolved local conflicts by drawing on his own virtue and sense of morality, 

as well as his academic ability. He also taught the young, and his students were 

talented. This ‘personal morality’ was the premise for him to exert influence. 
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The Sanlao and the gentry both exerted influence based on their own good 

morality. In the social environment characterized by a differential mode of 

association, this influence extended out through the hierarchy with the individual 

– either the local Sanlao or the local gentry – at the core. 

Secondly, the gentry’s power in local communities was a kind of paternalistic 

power, based on education and cultivation – that is, it depended on the power of 

culture and morality. China’s traditional rural society was stable and could 

ensure a comfortable life by following tradition and existing law. Thus, it was 

difficult to generate consensual power which is similar to that of western rural 

society. China’s rural society was stable due to a stable culture rather than 

‘dictatorial politics’ or ‘democratic politics’. Compared to violence, cultural 

norms are accepted by society without question. The implementation of such 

norms rely on the power of enlightenment, which is not brutal or harsh, because 

the purpose of enlightenment is not to obtain economic benefits. Also, the power 

of enlightenment is not democratic because the culture itself does not need the 

common agreement of the new generation. Rural society had ordered seniority 

and juniority which naturally generated clan leaders, and they exercised the 

power of enlightenment to maintain local stability. 

Reflecting on the social background in which the Sanlao exerted influence, we 

can see that the Sanlao played a role of disciplining and rewarding others in the 

process of leading the public to realise enlightenment. We have already seen 

from the imperial edict that one important duty of the Sanlao was ‘leading the 

public to become good, and educate village people’. The records in the Hanshu 

and Houhanshu clearly show that the Sanlao were in charge of enlightenment. 

The description of the duties of the Sanlao in the Later Han dynasty is more 

refined, and the content of moral education is deepened to recognize ‘filial sons 

and grandsons’ and other good deeds. Thus, the Sanlao achieved power by virtue 

of their own practices. 

The gentry in the later Imperial China and Sanlao in the Han dynasty are the 

same in terms of the background in which power was formed and the process in 
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which they exerted their influence or power. Thus, once again, in essence, the 

Sanlao performed the same role as the gentry did in local areas. 

5.4.3 Sanlao’s numbers assure their function 

If the Sanlao wanted to maintain their influence on local areas, they needed to 

make sure they had enough numbers. Only when they had enough people, could 

they exert influence on local affairs. The following illustrates that a large number 

of people during Han times were Sanlao. 

According to the Hanshu, an edict issued in the twelfth year of Emperor Wen 

(168 BCE) stated: 

 

Set up the regular position of the Sanlao, the Filially Pious and 

Fraternally Respectful and the Cultivators of the Fields according to 

the number of households. Order each to go along with their own 

duties to lead the people.   

It means that the numbers of Sanlao should be set up by the number of 

households in counties and townships. 

We can compare this account with the Table of Noble Ranks and Government 

Offices (Baiguan gong qing biao ) in the Hanshu.  

 

Ten ting were [combined under the jurisdiction of] a township 

(xiang), each xiang had a Sanlao, Petty Official with Rank (youzhi), 

Bailiff (sefu) and Patrol Leader (youjiao). The Sanlao was in charge 

of civilising [the populace]. 
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This means every township has a Sanlao. 

By combining these two records, we can conclude that there were a large number 

of Sanlao during the Han.  

This can be also be verified by excavated evidence from the Yinwan Han Tomb 

Slips. 

A work entitled Compiled Records (Jibu ) found amongst the wooden slips 

excavated in Lianyungang , Jiangsu province,359 provides demographic 

records from the period. According to this record there were 38 counties with 

170 townships in Donghai Prefecture. The record states:  

: , , 360 

There where thirty-eight counties, boroughs and marquisates: 

Eighteen counties, eighteen marquisates and two boroughs.  

According to the records contained in the Treatise on Geography (Dili zhi

) from the Hanshu: 

361 

                                                 

 

359 Corresponding to Donghai Prefecture during the Former Han. 

360 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 671.  
361 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 1588. 
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Donghai prefecture had 38 countries, the population was 1,559,357 

and the households were 358,414.  

This excavated document matches the figures given in the histories.  The Jibu 

also records the number of Sanlao: 

, , , 

362 

The number of county level Sanlao is 38, and the number of 

township level Sanlao is 170, the Filially Pious and Fraternally 

Respectful and Cultivators of the Fields is 120 respectively, all 

together there are 568. The number of officials’ assistants is 2,203. 

This indicates that every county and township had a Sanlao and that the Sanlao, 

Filially Pious, Fraternally Respectful and Cultivators of the Fields were not 

included in the list of officials. This provides strong evidence that the Sanlao 

were not regarded as officials and that the number of Sanlao, matches exactly the 

records from the Hanshu and Houhanshu that each county and township had a 

Sanlao. This large number of Sanlao in local areas, ensured their influence as 

local leaders and mediators. 

5.4.4 Reward edicts to assure the Sanlao’s influence 

The Sanlao’s influence was based primarily on their own virtues and 

self-cultivation. However, having said that, the edicts issued by the emperor 

                                                 

 

362 Lianyungan Museum, Bamboo and Silk Books Research Centre of China Social Science 
Academy, Donghai Museum, China Cultural Relics Research Institute 1997, Yinwan Han mu 
jujian  (Yinwan Han Tomb Bamboo Books,) Zhonghua Press, Beijing, 77.  
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assured their special social status and privileges, thereby assuring their influence 

and status throughout local areas. 

The following edicts show that the Sanlao and other local leaders such as the 

Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful received rewards from the emperors.  

According to the Hanshu and Houhanshu there were several edicts regarding 

rewards given to the Sanlao during the Former Han period, including nineteen 

examples of such during the Later Han period. 

 

363 

During the reign of Emperor Wu, on the day of dingmao in the 

fourth month of the first year of Yuanshou, the Emperor sent an 

envoy to inspect the whole country, consoled and sent regards. The 

edict stated: ‘The emperor sent an envoy to grant the county Sanlao 

and Filially Pious with silk – each person five pi; the township 

Sanlao, Filially Pious, Cultivators of the Fields with silk – each 

person three pi; the persons over ninety and bereaved, disabled and 

diseased with silk – each person two pi, cotton lined wadding – 

each person three jing, to each person over eighty with rice – each 

person with two piculs.’ 

                                                 

 

363 Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 174. 
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364 

During the reign of Emperor Xuan, in the third month of the fourth 

year of Yuankang, the edict read: ‘Grant to the Sanlao, Filially 

Pious and Fraternally Respectful     and Cultivators of the Fields 

with silk – each person two pi, the bereaved, disabled and diseased 

– each person one pi.’ 

365 

During the reign of Emperor Yuan, in the fourth month in the 

summer of the fifth year of Chuyuan, the edict read: ‘Grant the 

royal family son with the name recorded [in the royal book], with 

one horse or two [according to his status]. Sanlao, Filially Pious 

with silk – each person five pi, Fraternally Respectful and 

Cultivators of the Fields, with silk – each person three pi, the 

bereaved, disabled and diseased with silk – each person two pi, fifty 

households’ officials’ assistants and people with wine and beef.’ 

366 

                                                 

 

364  Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 259. 
365  Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 285. 
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During the reign of Emperor Cheng, on the day of Kuichou in the 

second month of the first year of Suihe, the edict read: ‘Grant the 

federal lord kings and marquis with gold, the person who should be 

the heir of father with nobility, Sanlao, Filially Pious and 

Fraternally Respectful and Cultivators of the Fields with silk, with 

different amounts respectively.’ 

…

367 

During the reign of Emperor Ai, on the day of Bingwu in the fourth 

month of the second year of Suihe, announce the amnesty of the 

whole country . . . [Grant] Sanlao, Filially Pious and Fraternally 

Respectful and Cultivators of the Fields with silk, the bereaved, 

disabled and diseased with silk. 

There are eleven such instances of rewards such as this recorded during the 

Former Han. All of these edicts showed that the Sanlao were rewarded with 

special offers.  

During the Later Han, there were more instances of such rewards to the Sanlao. 

 

368 

                                                                                                                                    

 

366  Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 328. 
367  Ban Gu 1962, Hanshu, 334. 
368 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 95. 
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During the reign of Emperor Ming, on the day of bingchen in the 

fourth month in the summer of the second year of Zhongyuan, the 

edict read: ‘[Grant] men in the whole country with nobility, each 

one has two levels; Sanlao, Filially Pious and Fraternally 

Respectful and Cultivators of the Fields each one have three levels.’  

369 

During the reign of Emperor Zhang, on the day of Kuisi in the third 

month of the third year of Jianchu, set up the Worthy Lady family 

name of Dou as the Empress. [The people] with nobility, each one 

has two levels; Sanlao, Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful 

and Cultivators of the Fields, each one has three levels. 

370 

During the reign of Emperor He, on the day of Jichou in the second 

month in the spring of the eighth year of Yongyuan, set up the 

Worthy Lady family name of Yin as the Empress. Grant men in the 

whole country with nobility, each one has two level; Sanlao, 

Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful and Cultivators of the 

Fields, each one has three level. 

                                                 

 

369 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 136. 
370 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 181. 
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371 

During the reign of Emperor An, on the day of Bingwu in the third 

month of the first year of Yanguang, announce the amnesty of the 

whole country. Grant the commoners with nobility, and Sanlao, 

Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful and Cultivators of the 

Fields, each one has two levels. 

372 

During the reign of Emperor Shun, on the day of Jiayin in the first 

month in the spring of the first year of Yongjian, the edict read: 

‘The Emperor announces the amnesty of the whole country. Grants 

men in the whole country with nobility, each one has two levels; 

the heir of the father, Sanlao, Filially Pious and Fraternally 

Respectful and Cultivators of the Fields, each one has three levels. 

…

373 

During the reign of Emperor Huan, on the day of Wuwu in the first 

month in the spring of the first year of Jianhe, announce the 

                                                 

 

371 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 235. 
372 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 252. 
373 Fan Ye 1966, Hou Hanshu, 289. 
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amnesty of the whole country. [Grant] men [in the whole country] 

with nobility, each one has two levels; the heir of the father, 

Sanlao, Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful and Cultivators of 

the Fields each one has three levels.  

During the Later Han dynasty, there are nineteen instances of the Sanlao being 

rewarded together with commoners. For details of this see Appendix Three.  

 The Taiwanese historian Yan Gengwang notes that: 

, , , 

, 374  

The discipline in Later Han is that during grand celebrations, the 

Emperor usually granted people with nobility, this was given to the 

common people not the officials; however, the Sanlao, Filially 

Pious and Fraternally Respectful and Cultivators of the Fields were 

all in the list of receiving nobilities, a sign that the Sanlao were 

different from the officials.  

In conclusion, the Sanlao and other local leaders consistently received rewards 

from the emperors during the Han period. 

5.5 Conclusion 

After five centuries of chaos, ensuring social stability was the absolute priority 

for Han rulers. The institutionalisation of the Sanlao was based on these social 

needs which was the reason the Sanlao could act as mediators in local areas. 

                                                 

 

374 Yan Genwang 1947, Zhongguo difang xingzheng zhidu shanbian (History Change of the 
Local Administrative in China) , Shiyusuo, Taibei, 245. 
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When we examine the influence the Sanlao exerted through their role as 

mediators, we find that this usually played out in local areas. The village 

communities were the main field for them and the community leaders, the Fulao 

were a resource for the Sanlao. 

Additionally, the ancient Zhou tradition of respecting elders became the source 

of customs for the Sanlao. The edicts issued by Emperors throughout the Han 

assured the Sanlao’s social status and privilege, which became the basis for their 

role as social leaders and mediators. 

As such, firstly, they eased conflict between people for which they relied on their 

own skills. As shown by the cases of Ren An and Fan Zhong, the Sanlao used 

their own abilities and wealth to ease conflict. Secondly, they helped the local 

officials in legal affairs. This function was usually shouldered by other 

functionaries, such as the Bailiff for local areas. However, the case studies we 

discussed show that the Sanlao worked as local leaders involved in witnessing 

wills and appealing to filial piety and fraternal duty to reconcile lawsuits. Thirdly, 

they civilised the locals. This function also looks very similar to the role 

mentioned in chapter four, where I highlighted their role as teachers for 

commoners. However, in the present examples the starting points are different. In 

this role as teachers, the Sanlao needed to teach locals the political norms. In 

terms of their role as mediators, the Sanlao civilised the locals on filial piety and 

fraternal duties. 

Based on these three aspects, they came to provide an important assistant role to 

governance. 
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 Conclusion 
Research regarding the Sanlao, how they emerged, how they exerted influence in 

local areas and the consequences of their activity, provides us with rich details 

regarding social and political history during the Han period. By analysing the 

historical information provided throughout the previous chapters, we can 

conclude that the Sanlao were figures exerting authority in local areas, shared 

some governing duties which had formerly belonged to officials and fulfilled a 

supplementary role recognised by the government. The contribution of this thesis 

to research in this area lies in two aspects, both analysed for the first time. 

Firstly, it establishes a definition of the Sanlao as supplementary figures acting 

for the centralised governing system who received recognition from the central 

court; secondly, it identifies the Sanlao as local authorities whose powers were 

different from that of officials, thereby defining them as a third type of power. 

6.1 The Sanlao and two other local authorities – a comparison 

As mentioned in the first chapter, there were two other local authorities during 

Han times, the Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful and the Cultivators of 

the Fields. When we make a comparison between the Sanlao and these other two 

authories, we can understand more clearly how the Sanlao impacted local 

governance. 

As maintained by Mou, the social position of the Sanlao originated during the 

Zhou dynasty and gradually became the title of local non-official leaders during 

the Spring and Autumn period.375 Compared with the other two types of local 

authorities, the Sanlao distinguished with three reasons. 

                                                 

 

375 Mou Fasong 2006, 33-45. 
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First, the Filially Pious and Fraternally Respectful and the Cultivators of the 

Fields were simply moral models in local areas, whereas the Sanlao shouldered 

more duties in local areas. For example, they acted as advisors, teachers and 

mediators.  

Secondly, establishing the Sanlao as a formal position meant that they acted in a 

semi-official role rather than being mere moral leaders for the populace. The 

Hanshu and Houhanshu both included the Sanlao in lists of officials; however, 

according to the excavated documents found in the Donghai commandary, the 

Sanlao had no salary. These records draw us to the conclusion that the Sanlao 

had a special role in Han court, with the status of officials, but without salary. 

Thirdly, the privilege granted to the Sanlao shows that they were superior to 

other local authority groups. According to the edict published in the second year 

of the reign of the King of Han, the Sanlao were exempt from state compulsory 

service and garrison duties. This one privilege guaranteed the Sanlao’s social 

status as superior to other local leaders. 

Thus, by setting those leaders, we see that the imperial power in the Han dynasty 

took advantage of them, leaders from the grassroots, to share part of the 

responsibilities of the government. During these process, the Sanlao promoted 

filial piety and resolved conflicts in local places, the Filially Pious and 

Fraternally Respectful and the Cultivators of the Fields focusd more on setting 

examples. The Sanlao acted as leaders of other authorities on behalf of the 

government in the fields which the government could not or felt it was 

inconvenient to get involved in. The combination of the Sanlao and other local 

leaders provided a governing style of moral education for the governance of 

future generations. While the other two types of local authorities, the Filially 

Pious and Fraternally Respectful and the Cultivators of the Fields were simply 

moral models in local areas, they had not been assigned some duties like the 

Sanlao. 

Therefore, the studies on the process of production and exerting influence of the 

Han’s sanlao bridge the gap mentioned in the literature review, and extends the 
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study on the power operation of the state and local places in imperial China to 

the Qin and Han Dynasties. 

6.1.1 The Sanlao’s supplementary role as advisors 

The first role played by the Sanlao was as advisors. They not only provided 

suggestions for the highest authority but also criticised several decisions made by 

the emperors. Thus, I categorise them into three types of advisors: persuaders, 

remonstrators and critics according to the advice they gave. 

The case of Dong Gong discussed on chapter three shows that the Sanlao acted 

as persuaders. Dong Gong persuaded Liu Bang to change military strategy in 

fighting against Xiang Yu and this contributed to Liu Bang’s victory. In this 

case, Dong Gong showed his determination and his persuasion relied on his own 

humanistic accomplishments. As we can see from his account in the historical 

sources, he drew extensively from his knowledge of history and spoke highly of 

the benevolent rule of the Three Kings. This reflected his deep understanding and 

appreciation of the lessons of history based on Confucian thought. Dong Gong’s 

case is the earliest record of a person designated as a Sanlao in the Dynastic 

Histories. The case happened just three months after the establishment of the 

Sanlao as local authority figures by the king of Han and constitutes proof that the 

Sanlao could act effectively in this vital role for the central court. 

The case of Linghu Mao discussed on chapter three shows that the Sanlao acted 

as remonstrators. During the critical period during the reign of Emperor Wu, 

Linghu Mao submitted a memorandum arguing against a decision made by the 

emperor. He challenged the conclusion that the Heir-Apparent was a traitor and 

clearly outlined his defence. He espoused the theory of Yin and Yang, the notion 

of emperor-minister relationship as father and son and his reference to the Book 

of Odes was relevant to the events. It is evident that he had studied Confucian 

doctrine and was also able to blend different schools of thought into his 

argument. Wielding his great command of the spoken and written word, he was 

able to change Emperor Wu’s decision. The remonstration provided by him was 
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different from other officials, which means the Sanlao could provide 

supplementary information from the point of view of the populace. This 

explanation also applies to the case of Gongcheng Xing. 

The case of Gongcheng Xing shows that the Sanlao acted as critics. The 

governor of the capital was falsely accused of crimes, removed from his position 

and imprisoned. However, Gongcheng Xing came from the local community and 

was bold enough to submit a memorandum to the emperor criticising the 

decision made by the Imperial Counsellor. His well-organised and 

well-documented memorandum persuaded the emperor to release the governor 

and transfer him to another official position. Gongcheng Xing’s successful 

criticism provides information on the decision-making process in the central 

court. 

When we put the persuasion made by Dong Gong and the remonstrance made by 

Linghu Mao with the criticism made by Gongcheng Xing together, we find that 

they share some similarities. All of them quoted a famous saying to strengthen 

their arguments; all of them analysed the case based on information not provided 

by officials, and in each case the Sanlao while acting as an advisor had the 

courage to counter commonly held opinions. These cases demonstrate the 

supplementary role of the Sanlao in the centralised governing system. 

6.1.2 The Sanlao’s supplementary role as mentors 

The second supplementary role played by the Sanlao was as mentors. There were 

two dimensions to this role. Firstly, they acted as mentors to local officials; and 

secondly, they acted as educators for the local populace. As a supplementary role 

for the centralised governing system, this thesis focuses on the first aspect.  

The purpose for the establishment of the Sanlao as important local figures during 

the reign of the kings of Han was to maintain the social order and to assist the 

local officials with their local knowledge. Thus, the Sanlao became increasingly 

involved in mentoring local officials and protecting local political benefits. As 

important mentors in local areas, they provided crucial assistance in three ways.  
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Firstly, analysis of the Shiji, Hanshu, and Houhanshu shows that the Sanlao were 

the only figures whose duty was to mentor officials as well as educate the 

populace.  

Secondly, as mentors for the local officials, they worked with the Elder Officials 

and Upright Officials to provide moral examples to the populace. This change 

contributed to the maintenance of a level of social stability in local areas and 

avoided the failures of the Qin dynasty’s governance.  

Thirdly, the Sanlao were intimately involved in the formation of the new concept 

of ‘being a good official’. As mentors for local officials, the Sanlao often made 

proposals or issued memoranda supporting good officials. The Sanlao enjoyed 

privileges which ensured that they would play an important role in local affairs. 

In the cases listed in chapter four, the local officials who treated people with 

kindness and benevolence and protected local areas were praised by the Sanlao. 

In this way, the Sanlao were directly involved in the definition of who 

constituted a good official and in assisting with the implementation of other new 

concepts of governing. Therefore, they fulfilled the definition of ‘mentors of the 

officials’. 

6.1.3 The Sanlao’s supplementary role as mediators 

As mediators in local areas, the Sanlao shared some of the responsibilities of the 

local officials, such as hearing litigation and witnessing wills, but their most 

important role was the role whereby they provided moral examples for the local 

populace and civilised the commoners, which made them important 

supplementary figures in the centralised governing system. It is significant that 

when they performed similar tasks as the local officials, they came from a 

different position – they were intermediary figures from the local community and 

not from the government.  

As mediators, there were three tasks the Sanlao were required to accomplish. 

Firstly, they eased conflict between people for which they relied on their own 

skills. As shown by the cases of Ren An and Fan Zhong, the Sanlao used their 
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own abilities and wealth to ease conflict. Secondly, they helped the local officials 

in legal affairs. This function was usually shouldered by other functionaries, such 

as the Bailiff for local areas. However, different with the formal authority, the 

Sanlao usually appealed to filial piety and fraternal duty to reconcile lawsuits. 

Thirdly, they civilised the locals. This function also seems to be similar to their 

role as teachers for commoners; however, as mediators, the starting points were 

different. In their role as teachers, the Sanlao needed to teach locals political 

norms. In terms of their role as mediators, the Sanlao civilised the locals in filial 

piety and fraternal duties, so as to ease conflicts and maintain social order. 

Based on these three aspects, they came to provide an important assistant role to 

the centralised governing system. 

6.2 How the research gap can be filled with this analysis of the Sanlao 

As mentioned in chapter one, there is a significant research gap in Han dynasty 

studies. The majority of previous studies have focused on top-down perspectives 

to analyse the centralised governing system. The bottom-up way of studying 

governance can provide a more complete understanding of the Han period. This 

bottom-up research on the Sanlao, illustrated by several cases from the local 

community, shows that during the Han dynasty, this group of elders were 

actively engaged in local areas to provide support for the centralised governing 

system. 

Based on my analysis above, it is possible to conclude that the Sanlao were 

leaders of society at the local level in the Former and Later Han dynasties. The 

Sanlao represent an intersection of the three categories of the power structures in 

Han society. Firstly, the Sanlao executed policies of the centralised imperial 

system in local rural areas; secondly, the Sanlao represented locals to benefit 

political events; and thirdly, the Sanlao were a spontaneously-formed local 

authority. Therefore, the present research on the Sanlao fully answers the 

question posed in the introduction chapter and shows that during the Han 
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dynasty, local authorities, particularly the Sanlao, provided a vital supplementary 

role for supporting the centralised governing system. 

The significance place of the Sanlao during the Han revealed by the present 

thesis fills a research gap as well as promoting further research in Han studies. 

6.3 A third power 

The Sanlao as a local authority received recognition from the central court, 

which means that they acted as semi-officials in local communities. The 

document excavated in the Yinwan Han tomb shows that they were on the list of 

local officials without salary. Based on the present records, we can conclude that 

the Sanlao were different from formal officials.  

6.3.1 Normal power source for officials 

As mentioned above, the Qin empire built up a centralised governing system 

which differed from the previous dynasties such as the Zhou. The Han dynasty 

inherited the centralised bureaucratic system of the Qin dynasty and changed the 

enfeoffment system of the Zhou dynasty. This united the country and was the 

origin of the centralised imperial system. The centralised bureaucracy during the 

Han was represented by Three Excellencies and Nine Ministers in the central 

area and was represented by the ‘prefectures and counties system’ in local areas. 

The emperor was the highest official and had the right to appoint or dismiss all 

levels of officials. The levels lower than the emperor included the prime minister, 

the grand commandant and the royal doctor. They oversaw specific affairs and 

reported directly to the emperor. The characteristic of this strong centralised 

bureaucratic system is that all power was concentrated in the emperor. The 

emperor controlled the entire central bureaucracy by controlling the right of 

direct appointment of all levels of officials. Therefore, imperial power became 

the source of officials’ power. Official authority was legal authority and relied on 

system power and law enforcement. 
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6.3.2 The Sanlao’s power came from a source other than imperial power 

As local authorities the power of the Sanlao came mainly from their own 

cultivation or accomplishments. To put it in other way, the source of the Sanlao’s 

influence was culture and morality which was a combination of traditional and 

charismatic authority. 

Firstly, the Sanlao were traditional authorities. 

Traditional authority is a form of leadership in which the authority within an 

organization or a ruling regime is significantly connected with accepted 

traditions or customs. This is the authority of the “eternal past” based on 

long-standing habits. The Sanlao’s authority is based on the tradition of 

respecting elders. 

As mentioned in chapter five, the long-standing tradition of respecting elders in 

Han times had a long history dating back to the Zhou dynasty. The Sanlao were 

the elders in local community, and their role as local leaders was typically a 

traditional power which sprang from feelings of filial piety. The Sanlao formed 

the moral model set by the Han government to exemplify filial piety for the 

common people in rural areas. Several cases show that during the Han period, the 

Sanlao wielded their influence in local areas because they were elders credited 

with the wisdom and experience necessary for dealing with difficult problems. In 

this regard, they were different from formal official authorities who relied on law 

enforcement. 

Secondly, the Sanlao were charismatic authorities. 

Charismatic authority is power legitimised on the basis of a leader’s exceptional 

personal qualities or the demonstration of extraordinary insight and 

accomplishment, which inspire loyalty and obedience from followers. 

Charismatic leadership is the power to diffuse a positive energy and a sense of 

greatness. As such, it rests almost entirely on the individual leader.  
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The Sanlao embodied this particular aspect of charismatic power in that it was 

derived from exceptional personal qualities. The case studies show that the 

Sanlao were adept at self-cultivation and possessed many prized virtues. The 

commoners willingly followed the Sanlao because of their personal qualities or 

charisma. 

The influence of culture and morality emerges from an atmosphere of long-term 

immersion in those values. From the reign of the Former Han to the reign of the 

Later Han, the social culture changed to an emphasis of respecting elders. The 

reason for this change in society from the Former Han dynasty to the Later Han 

dynasty came from the central government level and the promotion of 

Confucianism by the national government. At the local area level, it was the 

cultural and moral model set by the Sanlao. This mutually reinforcing 

relationship strengthened the influence of the local leaders in cultural and moral 

ways. This influence is the essence of the Sanlao’s power. 

6.3.3 The third power between the formal officials and the populace 

Study of the Sanlao shows that since the Han dynasty, there was a third power 

operating between the common people and the centralised power throughout 

China’s history.  

The Sanlao formed the beginning of this third power group which was 

differentiated from the centralised bureaucracy and the ordinary people in 

politics, culture and the sources of power. 

Firstly, the Sanlao played a role in mentoring officials and mediating local 

conflicts. The Sanlao, as local authorities submitted memoranda to the central 

government on behalf of local people and safeguarded local interests by exerting 

their own influence. Furthermore, the Sanlao mediated local conflicts and 

stabilized social order through public enlightenment. On the one hand, the 

existence of this power group stabilised society; and on the other hand, they 

acted as intermediaries between the centralised government and the masses, thus 

streamlining management of society as a whole. 
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Secondly, the Sanlao played a role in bridging cultural communication. They 

popularised ideology which originated from the upper level of society with the 

common folk. They advocated Confucian concepts, changing the cultural 

atmosphere in local society. At the same time, they represented the traditional 

agricultural culture and influenced the formal officials with traditional ethics, 

which affected the upper level of society. Meanwhile, the Sanlao together with 

the Upright Officials changed the political culture of the Han dynasty through 

moral education instead of harsh laws implemented by the Qin dynasty. 

Thirdly, the sources of the Sanlao’s power were different from the centralised 

bureaucracy and the general public. The sources of the Sanlao’s power were 

mainly moral and cultural constraining forces mixed with charismatic authority. 

The Sanlao were representative of the folk moral model through their own 

enlightenment. They played the role of mediation, educated local people, and 

assisted local officials by using the power of this model.  

By comparing political theories, we can identify further, the significance of the 

Sanlao in China’s history. In his work, Political Science, political scientist 

Michael Roskin discusses elite, pluralist and polyarchy model theories to analyse 

political domination within a country. He pointed out that: 

The pure elite theorist views society as a single pyramid, with a tiny 

elite at the top. The pure pluralist views society as a collection of 

billiard balls colliding with each other and with government to 

produce policy. Both views are over-drawn. A synthesis that more 

accurately reflects reality might be a series of small pyramids, each 

capped by an elite. There is interaction of many units, as the 

pluralists would have it. But there is also stratification of leaders and 

followers, as elitist thinkers would have it.376 

                                                 

 

376 Roskin, M.G., et al. 2013, Political Science: an introduction, Pearson, New York, 81.  
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By analysing the role of the Sanlao in the Han dynasty, we find a different model 

concerning China’s traditional power operation: 

Figure 6.  

We can conclude that since China established the Sanlao system in the Former 

Han dynasty, there has been, in fact, a multi-centred model of governance and a 

process of decentralisation. The characteristics of this multi-centred model of 

governance are: 

1) There was a high-level centre represented by the emperor and centralised 

bureaucracy along with a plurality of lower-level centres represented by local 

authorities. The power of each centre varied according to the individuals who 

exercised this power. Under normal circumstances, local governance centres 

represented by the Sanlao of the Han dynasty had lower levels of authority which 

could only affect local matters. However, when the Sanlao’s personal authority 

was high enough, it could affect high-level centres and even the situation of the 

whole country. 
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2) Usually, the high-level centre represented by the emperor and the central 

bureaucracy had absolute power. The lower centres in local places were 

restricted by the senior centre. 

3) The power of the high-level centre came from hard power which was 

mandatory and unshakable; the power of low-level centres mainly came from 

soft power which was a fragile agreement power. The power of the centralised 

bureaucracy of the Han dynasty came from the ultimate imperial power, 

therefore it had to rely on the protection of coercive force. While the local power 

which came from culture and morality, could only rely on the power of criticism 

and public opinion. 

4) Although there were different variants during the whole imperial period, the 

multi-centre governance model formed in the Han dynasty lasted for two 

thousand years. The development of the high-level centre represented by its 

centralised bureaucratic system and the low-level centres with local authorities as 

representatives in local areas was a power-sharing process. 

6.4 Limitations of this research 

After illustrating the contribution of the present thesis, it is time to list some 

limitations. 

6.4.1 Theoretical limitations 

As a doctoral student who focuses on the discipline of history, the analysis of 

historical documents also borrows theories from other disciplines. This means 

when I tried to compare the resource of the Sanlao’s power with other formal 

authorities, I have needed to borrow theories from sociology and political 

science. 
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6.4.2 Resource limitations  

The biggest challenge this thesis faced was how to find enough evidence to 

support the main argument. All the records handed down have been examined by 

previous scholars and their conclusions have already been listed in chapter one. 

Fortunately, with the development of archaeological findings during the last 

several decades and the innovation of computer science, we can compare more 

excavated documents with the dynastic histories. I have checked all resources 

related to the Sanlao and listed eighteen cases involving them. This is presented 

in the Appendix. I believe in the near future, with more excavated documents, the 

research of the Sanlao will be carried forward and further evidence will emerge 

demonstrating that the Sanlao were a local authority, vital for the success of 

China’s centralised governing system during the Han dynasty. 
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Appendix: The Sanlao Cases  
Case 

Number  

Name  Time  Location  Case 

1 Dong Gong 
 

B.C.205 

 

Xincheng

  

2 
Mao  

B.C.91 

 
Huguan  

 

3 Gongcheng 
Xing  

 
Around 
B.C.32 

Hu  
 

4 Zhu Ying

 Around 
B.C.32 

Baima  
 

5 

 Around 
B.C.50 

Xiaohuang 
 

 

6 

  
A.D. 87 

Jiyang  

 

7 
 

 

B.C.43 
Hedong  

 

8 
Ren An  Around 

B.C.140 

Wugong 

  

9 Fan Zhong 

 Around B.C.6 
Huyang  
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10 
 

 

A.D.76 

Shanyang 

  

11 Zhao Kuan 
 

 

A.D.152 

Jincheng 

 

“ ”

 

12 

 
 

Around 
A.D.142 

Jiaodong 

 
 

13 

 
B.C.52 

Jinta  

 

14 

 
 

A.D.1 
Yizheng  

 

15 
 

B.C.59 
Gaoling  

 

16 

 
B.C.135 

Bashu  

  

17 

 
B.C.27 

Yan zhao

 
 

18 
 Around 

A.D.77 

Changsha 
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